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IMPORTANT NOTICE 

The Bank and the founding shareholders (the “Founders”) (represented by the Founders’ Committee as defined herein) 
accept responsibility for the information contained in this Prospectus. They declare that, to the best of their knowledge, 
the information contained in this Prospectus (for which each of them has assumed responsibility) is, at the date hereof, 
factually accurate in all material respects and that there is no omission of any information that would make any statement 
herein materially misleading. 

Investing in Offer Shares may involve some risks. Therefore, investors are required to carefully read the section entitled 
“Risk Factors”. 

This Prospectus may not contain all the information that the prospective Subscribers should consider before deciding to 
invest in the Offer Shares. Prior to making their decision to invest in the Offer Shares, prospective Subscribers should 
carefully read the entire Prospectus, including the section entitled “Risk Factors”. 

This is an unofficial translation of the Arabic version of the Prospectus (the “Arabic Version”). The Arabic Version has 
been approved by ESCA as per the provisions of the Companies Law. The approval of ESCA of the Arabic Version 
should not be construed as the approval by ESCA of the Bank’s Business Plan, nor a recommendation by ESCA to 
subscribe for Offer Shares. ESCA’s approval of the Arabic Version is an indication as to the conformity of the Arabic 
Version with the required regulatory disclosures. ESCA is not responsible for the accuracy and completeness of the 
information included in the Prospectus and the Arabic Version. Furthermore, ESCA does not assume responsibility for 
any misleading or inaccurate information, or the omission of any material information or statement which might result in 
a loss to subscribers.  

The distribution of this Prospectus and the offer of Offer Shares may, in certain jurisdictions, be restricted by law or may 
be subject to prior regulatory approvals. This Prospectus does not constitute an offer to sell or an invitation by or on 
behalf of the Founders or the Bank to subscribe to any of the Offer Shares in any jurisdiction outside of the UAE. This 
Prospectus may not be distributed in any jurisdiction where such distribution is, or may be, unlawful. The Founders, the 
Bank, HSBC, and the receiving banks (the “Receiving Banks”) require persons into whose possession this Prospectus 
comes to inform themselves of and observe all such restrictions. None of the Founders, the Bank, HSBC or any of the 
Receiving Banks accept any legal responsibility for any violation of any such restrictions on the sale, offer to sell or 
solicitation to subscribe for Offer Shares by any person, whether or not a prospective Subscriber, in any jurisdiction 
outside the UAE, and whether such offer or solicitation was made orally or in writing, including electronic mail. 

The information and opinions contained in the Prospectus and any other information or opinions subsequently provided 
in connection with the Offering are intended to assist potential Subscribers who wish to consider participation in the 
Offering according to the terms and conditions stipulated in the Bank’s establishment documents. Such information may 
not be published, duplicated, copied or disclosed in whole or in part or otherwise used for any purpose other than in 
connection with the Offering without the prior written approval of HSBC. 

Investors wishing to participate in the Offering should conduct their own investigation and analysis of the Bank and its 
business operations, and of all the data provided. In no event should the information contained in this Prospectus be 
relied upon as constituting legal or tax advice or as being complete with respect to any legal or fiscal aspect relating to 
the purchase by Subscribers of any Offer Shares. Prospective Subscribers should consult with their respective legal and 
tax advisors with respect to such issues. 

No representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is given by the Founders, the Bank, the Receiving Banks, HSBC, or 
any of their respective directors, managers, accountants, lawyers, employees or any other person as to the completeness 
of the contents of this Prospectus; or of the projections included within; or of any other document or information 
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supplied at any time in connection with the Offering; or that any such document has remained unchanged after the issue 
thereof. 

This Prospectus is not intended to constitute a financial promotion, an offer, sale or delivery of shares or other securities 
under the Dubai International Financial Centre (the "DIFC") Markets Law (DIFC Law No. 12 of 2004, as amended) (the 
"Markets Law") or under the Offered Securities Rules (the "OSR") of the Dubai Financial Services Authority (the 
"DFSA"). The Offering and the Offer Shares and interests therein have not been approved or licensed by the DFSA, and 
do not constitute an offer of securities in the DIFC in accordance with the Markets Law or the OSR.  

The Offer Shares have not been approved or registered by any other regulatory authority in any other jurisdiction, 
including the Securities and Exchange Commission of the United States of America (the “USA”) or any state securities 
commission of the USA. Therefore, the Offer Shares may not, directly or indirectly, be offered, sold, re-sold, transferred 
or delivered in the USA, or for the account or benefit of any US person (as defined under the US. Securities Act of 1993) 
except in certain transactions exempt from the registration requirements of federal and state securities laws of the USA. 
In addition, the Offer Shares may not be, and are not being offered in the United Kingdom under the Public Offers of 
Securities Regulations 1995. Persons coming into possession of this Prospectus are required to inform themselves about, 
and to observe any such restrictions.  

Subject to the restrictions set out in the terms of the Offering below and any exemptions obtained from the relevant 
authorities, the Offering will be open to UAE and non-UAE Subscribers .  

No person is or has been authorized to give any information or to make any representations other than that information or 
those representations contained herein in connection with the Offering and, if given or made, such information or 
representations must not be relied upon as having been authorized by the Founders or the Bank or the Founders’ 
Committee or any of their respective legal or accounting advisors, or by HSBC or any of the Receiving Banks. Each 
prospective Subscriber should conduct its own assessment of the Offering and consult its own independent professional 
advisors. 

Neither the delivery of this Prospectus nor any sale of Offer Shares made hereunder shall, under any circumstances, 
create any implication that there has been no change in the information contained herein as of any time subsequent to 
date hereof. Any amendments to the content of the Prospectus are subject to the prior approval of ESCA and to a public 
notice in local daily newspapers. 

HSBC is acting for the Founders represented by the Founders’ Committee (as defined herein) in connection with the 
matters described in this Prospectus, and is not acting for any other person and will not be responsible to any other 
person for providing the protections afforded to customers of the Financial Advisor and Lead Manager or for advising 
any other person in connection with the matters described in this Prospectus.  
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PRESENTATION OF FINANCIAL AND OTHER INFORMATION 

This Prospectus includes the financial projections of the Bank. The projections are based on: (a) the plans for the Bank’s 
business and (b) the assumptions, estimates and projections of, as well as the expectations of external conditions and 
events relating to, the Bank and the Islamic banking sector in the UAE in general. 

These projections are forward-looking statements that involve inherent risks and uncertainties. Prospective Subscribers 
are cautioned that a number of important factors could cause actual results or outcomes relating to the Bank to differ 
materially from those expected in these projections. Please see the risk factors in the section entitled “Risk Factors” 
relating to an investment in the Bank. 

In this Prospectus, all references to ‘Dirhams’ or ‘AED’ are to the lawful currency of the UAE, and all references to ’US 
dollars’ or ‘USD’ are to the lawful currency of the USA. 

Any discrepancies in the tables included herein between the amounts listed and the totals thereof are due to rounding 
adjustments. 

 

FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS  

This Prospectus contains forward-looking statements, including statements about the Bank’s beliefs and expectations 
that are subject to inherent risks and uncertainties. All statements other than statements of historical or current fact 
included in this Prospectus are forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements express the current assumptions, 
expectations and projections relating to industry trends and regional financial markets and global economies and the 
condition, results of operations, plans, objectives, future performance and business of the Bank in the industry in which it 
will operate as well as expectations in relation to external conditions and events relating to the Bank and its operations 
and future performance. Prospective Subscribers can identify forward-looking statements by the fact that they do not 
relate strictly to historical or current facts. The statements may include words such as “anticipate”, “estimate”, “believe”, 
“project”, “plan, “intend”, “prospective”, may”, “should”, “expect”, “continue”, and other words and terms of similar 
meaning in connection with any discussion of the timing or nature of future operating or financial performance or other 
events. 

As prospective Subscribers read and consider this Prospectus, they should understand that these statements are not 
guarantees of future performance or results, and that they involve risks, uncertainties and assumptions. Prospective 
Subscribers should be aware that many factors could affect the Bank’s actual financial condition or results of operations 
and cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements. These factors include, among 
other things, those discussed under the heading “Risk Factors” in this Prospectus. 

Because of these factors, prospective Subscribers are cautioned not place undue reliance on any forward-looking 
statements. Further, any forward-looking statement speaks only as of the date on which it is made. New risks and 
uncertainties arise from time to time, and it is impossible to predict these events or how they may affect the Bank. Except 
as required by UAE law, there is no duty or intention to update or revise the forward-looking statements in this 
Prospectus after the date thereof.  
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KEY ISLAMIC FINANCE TECHNICAL TERMS 

The following table is intended to assist the reader in understanding certain key Islamic banking 
technical terms included in this Prospectus. 

 

“Musharaka” An agreement between the Bank and a client to combine 
their assets or to merge their services or obligations and 
liabilities with the aim of making profit. 

“Ijara” A contract in which the Bank purchases or rents capital 
equipment or property and leases it to an individual or a 
corporation. The Bank may either lease or sub-lease the 
equipment to the client for profit. 

“Istisna’a” Primarily a deferred delivery sale contract. It can be used 
for financing the construction of a building or an 
industrial complex. 

“Mudarib” The party who manages a certain investment. 

“Mudarabah” A contract between entrepreneurs (mudarib) and the 
Bank (rab al mal) who acts as a silent partner in an 
investment or trading activity that earns each partner an 
agreed-upon portion of the achieved profit. In other 
cases, the Bank can be (Mudarib) and the customer (Rab 
al Mal). 

“Murabaha” Contracts in which the Bank purchases goods upon the 
request of a customer, who then makes deferred 
payments that cover the costs with an agreed-upon profit 
margin for the bank. 

“Qard hassan” A transfer of money to a person on whom it is binding to 
return an amount similar to it. 

“Rab Al Mal” A silent partner, who provided the money, in investment 
activities. 

“Riba” Interest. 

“Sukuk Al Ijara” Certificate of ownership of a leased asset. 

“Takaful” Islamic insurance. 

“Wakalah” An agency contract where the Bank acts on behalf of the 
client. 
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THE FOUNDERS  
The list of Founders set out in the Memorandum of Association of the Bank and in the table below is 
the comprehensive list of persons who have invested in the Bank as Founders by participating in a 
Founders’ Private Placement for cash (the “Founders’ Placement”) conducted in January 2008. The 
Founders have subscribed to 450 million Shares for AED450 million representing 45% of the Bank’s 
share capital.  

The Government of Ajman is the principal founder of the Bank and has subscribed for 250 million 
Shares, representing 25% of the capital of the Bank. All Founders have subscribed for Shares in cash 
for AED1 per Share, and have paid Founders’ Placement costs of AED0.02 per Share.  

List of Founders 

The following is a list of the Bank’s Founders: 

 Founder's Name No. of Shares Nationality Ownership 

1 Government of Ajman 250,000,000 UAE 25.00% 
2 Sharaka FZC (SPV) 15,000,000 Ajman FZ 1.50% 
3 Al Safia Investment 10,000,000 UAE 1.00% 
4 R Capital LLC 10,000,000 UAE 1.00% 
5 Best Investment 10,000,000 UAE 1.00% 
6 Al Zahir Investments 15,000,000 UAE 1.50% 
7 Arbaah FZC (SPV) 10,000,000 Ajman FZ 1.00% 
8 National Holding 5,000,000 UAE 0.50% 
9 GIBCA Ltd 3,000,000 UAE 0.30% 

10 National Bonds Company  5,000,000 UAE 0.50% 
11 Capital Investment  5,000,000 UAE 0.50% 
12 General Pension & Social Security Authority  5,000,000 UAE 0.50% 
13 The First Arabian Corporation LLC 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
14 Bayan FZC (SPV) 2,000,000 Ajman FZ 0.20% 
15 Entaaj FZC (SPV) 90,000 Ajman FZ 0.009% 
16 Tatweer FZC (SPV) 85,000 Ajman FZ 0.0085% 
17 Enjaz FZC (SPV) 85,000 Ajman FZ 0.0085% 
18 Tahfeez FZC (SPV) 85,000 Ajman FZ 0.0085% 
19 Jawda FZC (SPV) 85,000 Ajman FZ 0.0085% 
20 Masref FZC (SPV) 85,000 Ajman FZ 0.0085% 
21 Mostathmer FZC (SPV) 85,000 Ajman FZ 0.0085% 
22 H.H Shk. Sorour Bin Mohammed Al Nhayan 5,000,000 UAE 0.50% 
23 H.H Shk. Mohammed Bin Khalifa Bin Zayed Al Nhayan 5,000,000 UAE 0.50% 
24 H.H. Shk. Sultan Bin Khalifa Bin Zayed Al Nahyan 5,000,000 UAE 0.50% 
25 H.H. Shk. Saud Bin Rashed Al Maalla 5,000,000 UAE 0.50% 
26 H.H Shk. Khaled Bin Zayed Bin Saqer Al Nhayan  1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
27 H.H Shk. Tareq Bin Faisal Al Qassimi 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
28 H.H Sheikh Sultan Bin Saqer Al Qassimi 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
29 Shk. Ahmed Bin Suroor AL Dhahri 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
30 Shk. Ahmed Bin Mohammed AL Dhahri 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
31 Shk. Hmeid Bin Ahmed Al Maalla 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
32 H.E Dr.Mohammed Khalfan Bin Kharbash 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
33 H.E. Saeed Eid Al Ghafli 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
34 H.E. Ahmed Saif Al Ghurair 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
35 H.E Saif Ahmed Al Ghurair 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
36 H.E. Ahmed Jumaa Al Zaabi 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
37 H.E. Ziad Galadari 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
38 H.E Saeed Mohammed Al Raqbani 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
39 H.E Khalfan Matar Al Rumaithi 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
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 Founder's Name No. of Shares Nationality Ownership 

40 Shk. Sultan Bin Rashed Al Noaimi 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
41 Shk. Jamal Bin Nasser Rashed Al Noaimi 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
42 Shk. Mohammed Bin Ali Al Noaimi 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
43 Shk. Khaled Bin Hamdan Bin Rashed Al Noaimi 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
44 Shk. Sultan Suroor Sultan AL Dhahri 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
45 Shk. Mohammed Sultan Al Dhahri 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
46 Abdullah Amin Al Shurafah 2,400,000 UAE 0.24% 
47 Mohammed Rashed Musabbeh Al Rumaithi 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
48 Abdullah Mohammed Al Mowejie 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
49 Raja Hassan Al Nouman 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
50 Mohammed Bin Ali Al Hamrani 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
51 Mohammed Rashed Bin Jabr Al Suwaidi 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
52 Salem Matar Al Shamsi 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
53 Jassem Mohammed Al Shehhi  1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
54 Hamad Ghanem Al Shamsi 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
55 Abdullah Humaid Ali Al Mazrouie  1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
56 Salem Abdullah Salem Al Hosani  1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
57 Ismael Obaid Al Ali  1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
58 Thamer Saeed Abdullah Salman 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
59 Hamad Bin Abdullah Ghulaitah Al Ghafli  1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
60 Khalfan Saif Bin Bader 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
61 Khalifah Rashed Al Shaali  1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
62 Saeed Abdullah Salman 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
63 Rashed Humaid Ali Al Mazrouie 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
64 Rashed Abdullah Al Noaimi 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
65 Saif Salem Al Shamsi 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
66 Abdulrahman Yousef Al Noaimi  1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
67 Abdulaziz Nasser Al Shamsi 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
68 Abdullah Bin Ali Al Hamrani 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
69 Abdullah Rashid Al Noaimi 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
70 Abdullah Saeed Humaid Al Noaimi 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
71 Ali Abdullah Al Hamrani 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
72 Ali Abdullah Olwan  1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
73 Ali Majed Al Matroushi  1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
74 Eissa Hamad Bu Shahab  1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
75 Mohammed Bin Abdullah Al Hamrani  1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
76 Mohammed Salem Al Suwaidi  1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
77 Abdullah Murad 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
78 Abdullah Mohammed Bu Shahab 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
79 Khalid Hamad Mahmad Bu Shahab 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
80 Ahmed Hamad Hamad Bu Shahab 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
81 Ibrahim Al Saman 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
82 Abdullah Rashed bin Khosaif Al Noaimi 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
83 Khalifah Al Jallaf  1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
84 Jawdat Aayesh Al Barghouthi  1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
85 Mohammed Jawdat Al Barghothi 1,000,000 UAE 0.10% 
86 Shk. Humaid Bin Abdullah Bin Rashed Al Noaimi  500,000 UAE 0.05% 
87 Shk. Rashed Bin Mohammed Bin Ali Al Noaimi 500,000 UAE 0.05% 
88 Salem Abdullah Hamad Al Shamsi 500,000 UAE 0.05% 
89 Ibrahim Saeed Al Thaheri  500,000 UAE 0.05% 
90 Ahmed Mohammed Rahma Al Shamsi 500,000 UAE 0.05% 
91 Humaid Obaid Al Matroushi 500,000 UAE 0.05% 
92 Dr. Ahmed Bin Nasser Bin Yousef Al Noaimi  500,000 UAE 0.05% 
93 Dr. Ali Rashed Al Noaimi 500,000 UAE 0.05% 
94 Ali Bin Saif Al Hamrani 500,000 UAE 0.05% 
95 Mohammed Bin Saif Al Hamrani 500,000 UAE 0.05% 
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 Founder's Name No. of Shares Nationality Ownership 

96 Mohammed Bin Yahya Al Suwaidi 500,000 UAE 0.05% 
97 Mohammed Abdullah Kajoor Al Noaimi 500,000 UAE 0.05% 
98 Marwan Mohammed Ibrahim 500,000 UAE 0.05% 
99 Yousef Muhammed Ali Al Noaimi 500,000 UAE 0.05% 
100 Ahmed Bin Saeed Bin Humaid Al Noaimi  500,000 UAE 0.05% 
101 Abdullah AbdulRahman Al Saadi  500,000 UAE 0.05% 
102 Khalifah Ali Obaid Al Ketbi 500,000 UAE 0.05% 
103 Eid Jawhar Al Faraj  500,000 UAE 0.05% 
104 Salem Ahmed Al Hammadi 500,000 UAE 0.05% 
105 Eyad Khalil Matar 500,000 UAE 0.05% 
106 Abdulnasser Mohammad Ali Al Zari Al Shamsi  500,000 UAE 0.05% 
107 Abdulaziz Ali Abdullah Al Shamsi  300,000 UAE 0.03% 
108 Shk. Abdullah Bin Nasser Bin Humaid Al Noaimi  200,000 UAE 0.02% 
109 Hassan Abdullah Saeed Bin Gholaitah  200,000 UAE 0.02% 
110 Abdelaziz Hassan Abdullah Bin Gholaitah 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
111 Ali Nasser Al Noaimi 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
112 Mohammed Saif Bin Gholaitah  200,000 UAE 0.02% 
113 Ahmed Obaid Al Hashmi 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
114 Jumaah Saif Sultan Bin Gholaitah  200,000 UAE 0.02% 
115 Hassan Abdulrahman Al Marzouqi 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
116 Hamad Hussain Al Shaali 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
117 Humaid Nasser bin Khadem 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
118 Khaled Ahmed Hamad Al Shamsi 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
119 Khaled Abdullah Ahmed Al Noaimi 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
120 Khaled Ibrahim Ahmed Al Reyaisah 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
121 Khalifah Abood Mohammed Al Kaabi 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
122 Dr. Abdulkhaliq Yousef Dhuhair 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
123 Rashed Abdullah Saeed Bin Gholaitah 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
124 Rashed Abdullah Omran Al Shamsi 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
125 Salem Abdullah Sultan Bin Gholaitah  200,000 UAE 0.02% 
126 Saeed Sultan Bin Gholaitah 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
127 Saeed Mohammed Sultan Bin Gholaitah 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
128 Sultan Saif Sultan Bin Gholaitah  200,000 UAE 0.02% 
129 Saif Saeed Sultan Bin Ghulaitah 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
130 Saif Abdullah Musbeh Bin Gholaitah 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
131 Saif Mohammed Musbeh Bin Gholaitah 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
132 Tareq Ibrahim Mohammed Al Marzouqi  200,000 UAE 0.02% 
133 Tareq Abdullah Al Noaimi  200,000 UAE 0.02% 
134 Tareq Abdullah Saeed Ghulaitah Bin Gholaitah 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
135 Ayesh Jawdat Al Barghouthi 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
136 Abdulrahman Salem Bin Abdullah 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
137 Abdullah Salem Matar Al Shamsi 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
138 Abdullah Musabbeh Bin Gholaitah 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
139 Adnan Hussain Al Shaali  200,000 UAE 0.02% 
140 Omar Ahmed Hamad Al Shamsi 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
141 Omar Jawdat Al Barghothi  200,000 UAE 0.02% 
142 Mohammed Ahmed Hamad Al Shamsi  200,000 UAE 0.02% 
143 Mohammed Hamad Obaid Dalwan 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
144 Mohammed Rashed Al Mughanni 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
145 Mohammed Saeed Al Fashti 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
146 Mohammed Saeed Sultan Bin Gholaitah  200,000 UAE 0.02% 
147 Mohammed Abdullah Saeed Bin Gholaitah  200,000 UAE 0.02% 
148 Mohammed Musabbeh Bin Gholaitah 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
149 Nasser Saif Sultan Bin Gholaitah 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
150 Hazza' Abdullah Sultan Bin Gholaitah 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
151 Yousef Hussain Al Shaali  200,000 UAE 0.02% 
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 Founder's Name No. of Shares Nationality Ownership 

152 Khalifah Eissa Hamad Bu Shehab 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
153 Shehab Eissa Hamad Bu Shahab  200,000 UAE 0.02% 
154 Mohammed Eissa Hamad Bu Shehab 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
155 Talal Abdullah Murad  200,000 UAE 0.02% 
156 Sara Abdullah Murad 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
157 Rashid Khalfan Saif Bin Bader Al Nuimi 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
158 Amer Naif Ibrahim Al Khateeb 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
159 Obaid Hamad Saif Al Zaabi  200,000 UAE 0.02% 
160 Shuaib Abdullah Ahmed kajoor  200,000 UAE 0.02% 
161 Matar Humaid Hassan Al Shamsi 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
162 Eissa Salem Khalfan Al Kaabi 200,000 UAE 0.02% 
163 Salem Ali Bin Ghdayyer Al Ketbi 200,000 UAE 0.02% 

 TOTAL 450,000,000  45.00% 

Founders’ Committee  

The Founders have elected a committee (the “Founders’ Committee”) to take all necessary steps and 
actions on their behalf or on behalf of the Bank and to complete all required procedures with respect to 
the Offering and the incorporation of the Bank including dealing with the relevant authorities. 

The Founders’ Committee is comprised of the following 5 members, and is chaired by H.H. Sheikh 
Ahmed bin Humaid bin Rashid Al Nuaimi. 

Name Designation 

H.H. Sheikh Ahmed bin Humaid bin Rashid Al Nuaimi Chairman 

H.H. Sheikh Rashid bin Humaid bin Rashid Al Nuaimi Deputy Chairman 

H.E. Ali bin Abdullah Al Hamrani Member 

H.E. Salim bin Abdullah Al Housani Member 

H.E. Dr. Ali Rashid Abdullah Al Nuaimi Member 

The Founders have executed the Bank’s Memorandum and Articles of Association on 10 February 
2008. The Founders’ Committee has already taken certain actions consistent with their rights and 
obligations pursuant to applicable law and existing practice in order to, inter alia, incorporate the Bank 
and appoint advisors in connection with the Offering and the incorporation of the Bank.  

First Board of Directors  

As per applicable laws, the Bank’s first Board of Directors is comprised of 8 members. The 8 members 
were appointed by the Founders and will be confirmed by the Bank’s Shareholders at the Founding 
General Assembly that shall be held within 30 days from the Closing of the Offering. 
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The members of the Board of Directors appointed by the Founders are the following:  

Name Designation 

H.H. Sheikh Ammar bin Humaid bin Rashid Al Nuaimi Chairman 

H.H. Sheikh Ahmed bin Humaid bin Rashid Al Nuaimi Deputy Chairman 

H.H. Sheikh Rashid bin Humaid bin Rashid Al Nuaimi Member 

H.E. Salim bin Abdullah Al Housani  Member 

H.E. Dr. Ali Rashid Abdullah Al Nuaimi Member 

H.E. Ali bin Abdullah Al Hamrani Member (Independent Director) 

Mr Salem Rashid Al Khudur Member (Independent Director) 

Mr Yousef Ali Fadil bin Fadil Member (Independent Director) 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The following summary is qualified in its entirety by, and is subject to the detailed information 
contained elsewhere in this Prospectus. This summary may not contain all the information that 
Subscribers should consider before deciding to invest in the Offer Shares, Accordingly, any decision by 
a Subscriber to invest in the Offer Shares should be based on a consideration of this Offering as a 
whole. Subscribers should read this entire Prospectus carefully, including the financial projections and 
the Risk Factors section, before making any decision to invest in the Offer Shares. 

The Bank 

The Bank will be the first Shariah-compliant Islamic bank incorporated and headquartered in the 
Emirate of Ajman. The Bank has secured a preliminary approval from the Central Bank for a new 
Islamic banking licence and the consent of ESCA for the establishment of the Bank.  

The Bank will seek to service the market for Islamic commercial banking products and services in the 
UAE. It intends to become a major participant in the market for Islamic products and services, which is 
currently experiencing rapid growth. The Bank will offer Shariah-compliant banking products and 
services, operate various types of deposit accounts, and offer a wide array of tailored products such as 
murabaha, istisna’a, musharakah and ijara along with other innovative Islamic products and services 
that are highly sought-after and that suit the needs of the local market. 

The Bank aims to become the Islamic commercial bank of choice across the UAE. 

Key Strengths and Competitive Advantages 

As the Bank will compete in a highly competitive market place, its success will depend largely on its 
ability to exploit specific competitive advantages. These core advantages will derive mainly from the 
following: 

•  Sponsorship by the Government of Ajman, one of the Bank’s majority shareholders; 

•  Capitalizing on the growing trend towards Islamic banking; 

•  Robust network expansion strategy over the following 5 years; 

•  Strong management with a solid track record in the financial sector to be put in place; 

•  As a newly-established entity, the Bank intends to put particular focus on meeting and 
exceeding customers' expectations with regard to delivering and servicing its financial 
products. The Bank intends to implement measures to ensure the provision of quality products 
and services in line with the requirements of its customers; and 

•  As a newly-established bank entering a competitive market place, the Bank will position itself 
to be a driver of innovation in Islamic banking, in order to attract and retain customers. Being 
free of legacy and complexity, the Bank is in a position to offer a fresh perspective on driving 
product and service innovation in a challenging environment. 

The Bank’s vision is to become the leading Islamic Bank in the UAE by creating high quality banking 
products and services and providing outstanding customer care. Furthermore, its mission is to offer 
comprehensive Islamic banking products and services, to support economic development in Ajman and 
the UAE at large, by committing to the highest standards of professionalism, compliance, and 
flexibility.  
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The Bank intends to offer Shariah-compliant products and services to its retail and corporate 
customers, including the following which will be structured using the following Islamic financing 
techniques including among others, mudarabah, murabaha, ijara, musharaka and istisna’a : 

• Current, savings and term deposit accounts; 

• Consumer finance; 

• Corporate banking; 

• Islamic substitutes for Credit cards; and 

• Real estate finance. 

The Offering 

The Offering is for 55% of the Shares of the Bank. Prior to the Offering, there has been no public 
market for the Shares. Following the Offering and the completion of the incorporation process, the 
Bank will apply to list its Shares on DFM.  

The Offering is open to UAE and non-UAE individual and institutional subscribers as per the terms 
and conditions mentioned herein. 5% of the Offer Shares (i.e. 27.5 million Offer Shares) will be 
subscribed for and allocated to the MoF. Non-UAE Subscribers, including Subscribers from countries 
in the GCC, will be allocated up to 100 million Offer Shares. The balance of the Offer Shares (i.e. 
422.5 million Offer Shares) will be allocated to UAE Subscribers.  

The Offering is expected to start on 17 February 2008 and to close on 27 February 2008. 

The Offering has been authorized by ESCA. The Shares have not been registered with any other 
regulatory authority in any other jurisdiction. 

The minimum subscription for Offer Shares is set at 2,000 Offer Shares at AED1 per Offer Share, in 
addition to AED0.02 per Offer Share in Offering costs, fully paid upon subscription. Any subscription 
exceeding this minimum should be in multiple(s) of 1,000 Offer Shares. The maximum subscription for 
Offer Shares is set at 422,500,000 Offer Shares for UAE Subscribers and 100,000,000 Offer Shares for 
non-UAE Subscribers. 

The minimum allocation of Offer Shares per Subscriber is set at 2,000 Offer Shares. This level will be 
revised downwards depending on the total number of subscriptions received. Allocations will be made 
in whole numbers of Offer Shares.  

In excess of the minimum allocation per Subscriber, the Offer Shares will be allocated on a pro rata 
basis. 

Use of Proceeds 

Net proceeds from the Offering will be used by the Bank for general corporate purposes, including the 
roll-out of its services.  

Dividend Policy 

The first financial year of the Bank will commence from the date of the Bank’s registration in the 
Commercial Register and end on 31 December of the following year. Holders of the Shares will be 
entitled to receive dividends declared in respect of the first financial year, if any, and subsequent 
financial years, if any.  
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The Bank intends to declare and distribute annual dividend with a view to maximizing shareholder 
value commensurate with the ongoing capital expenditure and investment requirements of the Bank. 
Subject to the Bank’s Articles of Association and applicable laws, any decision to pay dividends to 
shareholders and the amount of such dividends will be at the discretion and upon the recommendation 
of the Bank’s Board of Directors. The amount of any dividends may vary from year to year.  

The declaration of dividends may also be influenced by other factors, including the Bank’s business 
prospects, working capital requirements, financial performance, the condition of the market and the 
general economic climate, and other factors, including regulatory considerations. 
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THE OFFERING 
 

Key Terms of the Offering 
 
Issuer 

 
Ajman Bank PJSC, under incorporation as a public joint stock 
company pursuant to the applicable laws of the UAE. 

Capital  AED1 billion 

Shares 
 

The Bank’s capital is comprised of 1 billion ordinary shares of 
AED1 each (including the Offer Shares). 

Offer Shares  550 million ordinary shares, representing 55% of the Shares. 

Offer Price 
 

AED1 per Offer Share (with additional AED0.02 in Offering costs 
per Offer Share payable in full upon subscription).  

Offer Period 
 

The Offering will commence on 17 February 2008, and will close 
on 27 February 2008, inclusive (the “Offer Period”). 

Receiving Banks  
 

 

The Receiving Banks are the following UAE banking and 
financial institutions: Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank, Dubai Islamic 
Bank, Dubai Bank, Emirates Islamic Bank; Sharjah Islamic Bank 
and Noor Islamic Bank. 

Auditors 
of the Offering Subscriptions 
 

 
The Auditors of the Offering Subscriptions are Ernst & Young. 

Subscribers 

 

The Offering is open to UAE and non-UAE individual and 
institutional subscribers as per the terms and conditions herein.  

As per Council of Ministers’ Decision No. 8 of 2006, the MoF has 
the right to subscribe for 5% of the Offer Shares.  

5% of the Offer Shares (i.e. 27.5 million Offer Shares) will be 
allocated for subscription by the MoF.  

100 million Offer Shares are allocated for subscription by non-
UAE Subscribers, including Subscribers from countries in the 
GCC.  

The balance of the Offer Shares (i.e. 422.5 million Offer Shares) 
will be allocated for subscription by UAE Subscribers.  

Founders are not permitted to subscribe for Offer Shares. 

Minimum Subscription 
 

The minimum subscription for Offer Shares is set at 2,000 Offer 
Shares. Any subscription exceeding this minimum shall be in 
multiple(s) of AED 1,000.  

Maximum Subscription 
 

The maximum subscription for Offer Shares is set at 422,500,000 
Offer Shares for UAE Subscribers, and 100,000,000 Offer Shares 
for non-UAE Subscribers. 

Allocation per Subscriber 

 

The minimum allocation of Offer Shares per Subscriber is set at 
2,000 Offer Shares. This level will be revised downwards 
depending on the total number of subscriptions received. In excess 
of the minimum allocation per Subscriber, the Offer Shares will be 
allocated on a pro rata basis, provided that no Subscriber will be 
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allocated more than 5% of the total Shares (that is, 50 million 
Offer Shares). 

Allocations will be made in whole numbers of Offer Shares. 

Use of Proceeds 
 

Net proceeds from the Offering will be used by the Bank for 
general corporate purposes, including the roll-out of its services.  

Founders and Lock-up Period  

 

As per applicable UAE laws, Shares held by the Founders will be 
subject to a mandatory lock-up period extending from the date of 
the incorporation of the Bank until the announcement of the 
Bank’s audited financial statements relating to the second 
financial year following such incorporation. A Founder will not be 
allowed to sell or transfer Shares during such period, except to 
another Founder(s). 

Distribution of Dividends 

 

The first financial year of the Bank will commence from the date 
of the Company's registration in the Commercial Register and end 
on 31 December of the following year. Holders of the Shares will 
be entitled to receive dividends declared in respect of the first 
financial year, if any, and subsequent financial years, if any.  

Please see the “Dividend Policy” section below for a full 
description of the Bank’s dividend policy. 

Voting Rights 

 

All Shares are of the same class and shall carry equal voting rights 
and shall rank pari passu in all other rights and obligations. Each 
Share confers on its holder the right to cast one vote on all 
shareholders’ resolutions. 

Ownership Restrictions 

 

A minimum of 51% of the Shares of the Bank shall be held by 
UAE nationals and/or legal entities controlled by such nationals.  

As per the Bank’s Memorandum and Articles of Association, the 
maximum authorized ownership of Shares by any person – except 
for the Government of Ajman or any department, agency, 
institution or company related to the Government of Ajman, or 
any department or agency thereof - is set at 5% of the Shares (i.e., 
50 million Shares).  

Listing of the Shares 

 

Following the Offering and the finalization of the incorporation of 
the Bank with the relevant authorities in the UAE, the Bank will 
submit an application to list all of its Shares on the DFM, as per 
the requirements of the DFM in terms of categorization of 
companies eligible for listing. 

Trading in the Shares on DFM will be effected on an electronic 
basis through the DFM Share Registry. 
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Subscription Procedures  

Receiving Banks 

• The only persons authorized to distribute Subscription Forms for the Offer Shares on behalf of the 
Bank are the Receiving Banks. Distribution and collection of all Subscription Forms and orders 
and collection of proceeds during the Offer Period shall be performed solely by and processed 
through the Receiving Banks, and notification of the final allocation of Offer Shares and the refund 
of proceeds for unallocated Offer Shares (if any) following the closing of the Offer Period and 
prior to the listing of the Shares shall be performed solely by, and processed through, the 
Receiving Banks. 

• Copies of the Prospectus, Subscription Forms and the Bank’s Memorandum and Articles of 
Association are available at the designated branches of the Receiving Banks. 

Subscriptions for Offer Shares 

• During the Offer Period, Subscribers may apply for Offer Shares by duly completing all 
procedures required in the Subscription Form.  

• Any Subscription Form in connection with the subscription for Offer Shares that is completed 
without fully complying with the requirements indicated in such Subscription Form may be 
rejected without any right to damages or any other recourse. In this respect, each Subscriber 
waives any right to take any action against any of the Bank, the Founders, the Founders’ 
Committee, HSBC or any of the Receiving Banks. 

• In the event a Subscriber submits more than one Subscription Form, the first Subscription Form 
will be accepted (if duly completed) and the other Subscription Form(s) will be rejected in their 
entirety. 

Subscribers’ Responsibilities and Obligations 

• It is the responsibility of each Subscriber for Offer Shares to ensure that their Subscription Form is 
duly completed in all respects and submitted to the designated branches of the Receiving Banks 
well before the Closing Date. The Receiving Banks will not accept any Subscription Forms 
submitted to them after the normal working hours on the Closing Date. 

• Full payment for the subscriptions of Offer Shares (including the Offering costs) will be required 
upon submission of Subscription Forms, in the manner and upon the terms indicated in the 
Subscription Form.  

• Payments for Offer Shares, including the Offering costs, will be required upon submission of 
Subscription Forms. Payments should be made by bank remittance, by debit of account or by 
cheque drawn in the name of Ajman Bank – IPO. 

• Each Individual Subscriber shall be required to attach a copy of his / her passport. 

• Each institutional Subscriber shall be required to attach to the Subscription Form a copy of the 
constitutive and other documents as requested in the Subscription Form. 

• With regard to each minor Subscriber (a minor being a person who has not yet attained the age of 
21 years), the guardian of such minor shall apply for the subscription in the Offer Shares on behalf 
of the minor. In this case, all information relating to the guardian applying on behalf of the minor 
shall be stated in the Subscription Form. If the individual applying on behalf of the minor is not the 
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minor’s natural guardian, a copy of his appointment as guardian shall be attached to the 
Subscription Form. This does not prevent the guardian from subscribing in the Offer Shares in his 
name. 

Allotment Letters 

• Subscribers will be notified by the Receiving Banks of the Offer Shares allotted to them, 
respectively, after the Closing and prior to the listing of the Shares on the DFM. 

Offering Costs  

In addition to the Offer Price of AED1 per Offer Share, Offering costs in the amount of AED0.02 per 
Offer Share will be payable by the Subscribers for Offer Shares.  

The Offering costs payable by the Subscribers will be used towards, inter alia: (i) the settlement of the 
costs of professional advisors relating to the structuring and preparation of the Offering including 
lawyers, auditors, consultants and financial advisors; (ii) the costs and fees associated with the 
solicitation, distribution and processing of Offer Shares by, and the opening and maintaining of bank 
accounts with, the Receiving Banks in connection with the Offering; and (iii) other costs associated 
with the Offering, including publishing, printing, advertising, mailing and postage costs.  

In the event the amount of the Offering costs exceeds the costs actually incurred, the balance will be 
deposited in the Bank’s account. 

Incorporation of the Bank 

The Bank is being incorporated as a public joint stock company pursuant to its Memorandum and 
Articles of Association and the Companies Law. ESCA granted their preliminary approval for the 
incorporation of the Bank on 27 March 2007. Additionally, the Central Bank has given its preliminary 
approval on the incorporation of the Bank on 8 January 2007. Following the Offering, the Founders 
will complete all procedures necessary for the completion and finalization of the incorporation of the 
Bank and its registration with the relevant authorities and governmental agencies in the UAE.  

Following the Closing of the Offering and the completion of the allotment of Offer Shares the 
Founding General Assembly of Shareholders shall be held within 30 days from the Closing of the 
Offering. The agenda for this first Assembly shall include a discussion on the incorporation of the Bank 
and approval of the first Board of Directors and the appointment of auditors. 

Listing of the Shares 

Subsequent to the Closing Date and the finalization of the incorporation of the Bank, the Bank will 
submit an application to ESCA to list all of its Shares on the DFM, in accordance with the requirements 
of ESCA and the DFM, Trading in the Shares will be effected on an electronic basis, through the DFM 
share registry, with the commencement of such trading estimated to take place after completion of the 
registration, provided that the DFM records are suitably complete, accurate and satisfactory to allow 
the listing of and trading in the Shares.  
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Offering Timetable 

The dates set out below are indicative only of the expected timing of certain key events relating to the 
Offering. The Founders reserve the right to change any of the dates or times and/or shorten or extend 
the time periods in accordance with applicable UAE law.  

• 17 February 2008: Commencement of the Offering. 

• 27 February 2008: Closing Date. 

• From 17 February 2008 to 27 February 2008: During the Offer Period, copies of the 
Prospectus, the Subscription Forms and the Bank’s Memorandum and Articles of Association 
will be made available to prospective Subscribers at the Receiving Banks’ branches.  

• From 27 February 2008 to 12 March 2008: The processing of Subscription Forms by the 
Receiving Banks involves the allocation of the Offer Shares amongst all those Subscribers 
who have duly completed such Subscription Forms and transferred/deposited the 
corresponding amounts with the relevant Receiving Banks. This is followed by a notification 
to all Shareholders of the total amount of Offer Shares allocated to them and refunding of any 
surplus to Subscribers who would have subscribed for Offer Shares in excess of Offer Shares 
allocated to them.  

• Within 30 days of the Closing Date: first General Assembly of Shareholders of the Bank is 
expected to be convened. 
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RISK FACTORS  

An investment in the Offer Shares may be subject to a number of risks. Before deciding whether to 
invest in the Offer Shares, prospective Subscribers should carefully consider and evaluate the risks 
inherent in the Bank’s proposed business, including the risks described below, together with all other 
information contained in this Prospectus. Such risks could have an adverse effect on the Bank's 
proposed business and anticipated financial condition or results. In such case, a Subscriber could lose 
all or part of their investment. Additional risks and uncertainties may also have an adverse effect on 
the Bank's proposed business.  

It should be noted that the following risk factors are not comprehensive, as additional risks and 
uncertainties not presently known or that the Bank currently believes to be immaterial may also have 
an impact on the Bank and its proposed operations. If any of these uncertainties develop into an actual 
event, the Bank’s proposed operations and actual results could differ materially from the financial 
projections contained in this Prospectus.  

It should also be noted that the Bank intends to undertake steps and/or measures necessary in order to 
mitigate the risks referred to below (apart from those that may be caused by factors that are beyond the 
Bank’s control, including, in particular, factors of political and economic nature). Nevertheless, 
Subscribers should carefully read the risks described below. 

Prospective Subscribers should consider carefully whether an investment in the Offer Shares is suitable 
for them in light of the information in this Prospectus and their personal circumstances. 

Risk factors relating to the Bank 

No Track Record  

Due to the start-up nature of the Bank, it does not yet have an established track record. Its prospects 
and the projections included in this Prospectus should be considered in the light of the risks associated 
with companies in general, and banks in particular, in their early stages of growth. Accordingly, any 
investment in the Offer Shares carries with it the usual risks associated with investing in the early 
stages of development of a new business. 

The Bank's planned growth will place additional demand on its management, administrative and 
technological resources. If it is unable to manage its growth effectively, its business operations or 
financial condition may be adversely affected. 

Dependence on Key Personnel  

The Bank will depend on the services of key management in line with the strategy to be set by its 
Board of Directors, in compliance with the guidance of the Bank’s Fatwa and Shariah Supervisory 
Board (the “Shariah Board”). The loss of the services of any of the key management could have a 
material adverse effect on the Bank's future business, operations and financial results.  

Furthermore, the success of the Bank will depend heavily on its ability to identify, hire, train, motivate 
and retain highly qualified banking personnel. Competition for such personnel can be intense in the 
Islamic banking industry due to the scarcity of experienced and qualified professionals, especially with 
the expected entry of new players into the UAE market. There are no assurances that the Bank will be 
able to attract or retain the highly qualified personnel that it requires in the future. If the Bank is unable 
to attract and retain the necessary banking personnel, its future growth and profitability may be 
adversely affected. It may be necessary for the Bank to carefully consider the level of remuneration 
paid to its employees to a degree that it might affect the level of operating expenses. 
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Capital Adequacy Requirements and Risk Management  

The Bank is subject to capital adequacy requirements imposed by the Central Bank, which provide for 
a minimum ratio of total capital to risk adjusted assets, expressed as a percentage. The Central Bank 
requires all banks to maintain a minimum capital adequacy ratio of 10% relative to the total of their risk 
weighted assets. Tier 1 capital must form a minimum of 6% of total risk weighted assets, while Tier 2 
capital should amount to a maximum of 67% of Tier 1 capital. The Bank's failure to maintain its ratios 
may result in administrative actions or sanctions against it by the Central Bank which may have a 
detrimental effect on the Bank's business.  

The Bank will have in place risk management policies and controls appropriate for a licensed Islamic 
bank. A failure to comply with these policies or controls could have a material adverse effect on the 
Bank's business or results of operations. 

Concentration risk  

All banks, including Islamic banks, are subject to asset concentration risk. As the Islamic banking 
sector matures, it is expected that the Bank’s financing portfolio will become more diversified and that 
overall credit will be distributed over a wider range of products. 

Competition  

There are an increasing number of Islamic banks and other institutions offering Islamic financial 
products and services within the UAE. To date, there are 6 Islamic banks and a number of financial 
institutions offering Islamic products and solutions, including two newly-licensed Islamic banks. Other 
financial institutions are currently, or may also consider, offering Shariah-compliant products.  

The banking market in the UAE has generally been a relatively protected market with high regulatory 
and other barriers to entry for foreign financial institutions. However, should some of these barriers be 
removed or eased in the future, either voluntarily or as a result of the UAE’s obligations as a member 
of the World Trade Organization (“WTO”), the GCC or any other similar entities, this is likely to lead 
to a more competitive environment for the Bank and other domestic financial institutions. Intense 
competition could reduce the revenues and profitability of the Bank. 

The Bank’s competitors are well-established with long operational histories and significantly greater 
financial, technical and marketing resources. In addition, many of these banks can offer a wider range 
of services and financial products. The financial and market strengths of the Bank’s competitors may 
permit them to develop new products, systems and services that are superior to those offered by the 
Bank. There can be no assurances that the Bank will be able to compete effectively with current or 
future competitors or new entrants or that the competitive pressures faced by the Bank will not have a 
material adverse effect on its business, financial condition and operating results. 

Product Risk  

As the Bank will be governed by the Shariah Board, the range of products and services that it can offer 
might be limited.  

This risk, however, is mitigated by the fact that increasing demand for Islamic banking services is 
leading to further development of innovative products and services by industry players to respond to 
clients’ requirements, which will eventually lead to an extensive product range offered by Islamic 
banking financial institutions. Moreover, the support of modern scholars has enabled Islamic financial 
institutions to introduce more innovative products.  
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Like some conventional financial products, the structure of Islamic financial products can include the 
financial institution offering the product by acquiring legal title to physical assets including, for 
example, real estate, aircraft or ships. Whilst the risks associated with ownership of these products can 
be mitigated through contractual arrangements and the purchase of the Islamic insurance (takaful), if 
the Bank is found to have financial liability arising from the ownership of assets comprising part of its 
offering of financial products, this could have a material adverse effect on the Bank's business and 
results of operations. 

Demographic Reach Risk 

Banks are being challenged to balance the need for low-cost delivery systems with the need to meet the 
diverse preferences of their customers. The Bank will need to continuously examine its changing 
customer base and determine the best configuration for its delivery system.  

Branch sites are usually determined by demographic research that examines financing, deposit and 
investment trends in each market. A greater number of consumers are turning to cash machines, home 
banking and other electronic delivery systems. Thus, while the traditional banking market relies on 
branches, changing technology and customer preferences may dictate the need for alternative delivery 
systems. The ability of the Bank to roll out appropriate delivery mechanisms will be vital in 
establishing its franchise and ability to win customers and its inability in this regard by misallocating 
its branches and/or failing to utilize appropriate technology could have a negative effect on its business 
and profitability.  

Licenses and Approvals  

The Bank has secured a preliminary approval from the Central Bank for a new Islamic banking licence, 
and the consent of ESCA for the establishment of the Bank. The formal incorporation of the Bank 
remains subject to the receipt of appropriate regulatory approvals for the Offering from the ESCA, and 
licensing by the Central Bank, pursuant to the successful closing of the Offering.  

The non-award, suspension or cancellation of the Bank’s banking license would result in the Bank 
becoming incapable of carrying on its activities within the UAE, which would have a material adverse 
effect on the Bank's business and results of operations. 

Relations with Third Parties 

The Bank's business and technology systems and platforms will depend to a large extent on products 
and services provided by third parties. If there is any interruption to the products or services provided 
by third parties or there are problems in upgrading such products or services, the Bank's business may 
be adversely affected, and the Bank may be unable to find adequate replacement products or services 
on a timely basis, or at all. 

Operational Risks 

Operational risks and losses can result from future fraud, error by employees, failure to document 
transactions properly or to obtain proper internal authorizations, failure to comply with regulatory 
requirements and conduct of business rules, the failure of internal systems, equipment and external 
systems (for instance, those of the Bank’s counterparties or vendors) and occurrence of natural 
disasters. Although the Bank will implement risk controls and loss mitigation strategies and substantial 
resources will be devoted to developing efficient procedures, it is not possible to eliminate entirely any 
of these or other operational risks.  
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Liquidity Risks  

Liquidity risks could arise from the inability of the Bank to anticipate and provide for unforeseen 
decreases or changes in funding sources which could have adverse consequences on the Bank’s ability 
to meet its obligations when they fall due.  

To date, there is no well-established and active Islamic inter-bank money market to provide Islamic 
banks with short-term liquidity. Islamic banks seek to enter into bilateral commodity trades with 
conventional banks (international murabaha agreements) to manage their liquidity. 

Technological Risk 

Technology spending tends to favor larger banks that claim greater financial resources and stand to 
benefit most from economies of scale. Technology has been the primary catalyst behind improving the 
industry's productivity and efficiency. 

Across its intended markets, the Bank’s products and services will be characterized by continually 
meeting industry standards. Banks are increasingly asked by their customers to provide an overall 
solution to particular business or personal needs in as efficient a manner as possible. The Bank’s 
success will depend in large part on its ability to: 

• Anticipate its customers’ needs and provide products, systems and services to meet those 
needs; 

• Develop new products, systems and services that are accepted by its customers; 

• Differentiate its products and services from its competitors’ offerings; and 

• Enhance and upgrade its products and services after launch. 

If the Bank is unable to keep pace with technological changes in the sector it may fail, or experience 
delay, in introducing new or enhanced products, systems and services. This may result in lower 
profitability and market share. 

Risk Factors Relating to the Market in which the Bank operates  

Legal Environment and Change in Laws 

In some cases, unclear regulations relating to the ownership of properties, mortgage rights and other 
issues lead to uncertainty if clients default on payments. Hence, costly legal processes are engaged for 
banks’ protection. In order to avoid incurring high legal costs, banks should avoid or consider 
prudently investments or projects in sectors where regulations are underdeveloped, and should seek 
appropriate legal advice when they enter into contracts in these sectors. 

Actual changes in laws and regulations in the region may affect projected financial performance. No 
assurance can be given that the UAE Government will not implement regulations or fiscal or monetary 
policies, including policies, regulations, or new legal interpretations of existing regulations, relating to 
or affecting taxation, interest rates or exchange controls, or otherwise take actions which could have a 
material adverse effect on the Bank’s business, financial condition, results of operations or prospects. 
However, as an asset-based Islamic bank, the Bank may be able to mitigate risks associated with 
ownership of these products through contractual arrangements. 

Taxes 

No income taxes are currently levied on the types of activities that the Bank intends to undertake in 
the UAE. Should the applicable tax laws change, the profits of the Bank may be affected accordingly.  
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Foreign Exchange Movements 

Foreign exchange movements may adversely affect the Bank’s profitability. The Bank will maintain its 
accounts and report its results in Dirhams. The Dirham has been pegged at a fixed exchange rate to the 
U.S. dollar since 22 November 1980. Accordingly, the Bank will be exposed to the potential impact of 
any alteration to or abolition of this foreign exchange peg.  

Forward-looking Statements 

As mentioned in the Forward-Looking Statements section above, this Prospectus contains forward-
looking statements, including statements about the Bank’s beliefs and expectations that are subject to 
inherent risks and uncertainties. These statements express the current assumptions, expectations and 
projections of the Bank. These statements are not guarantees of future performance or results, and 
involve risks and uncertainties, some of which are beyond the control of the Bank, and assumptions as 
to future events that may not prove to be accurate.  

Many factors could affect the Bank’s actual financial condition or results of operations and cause actual 
results to differ materially from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. These 
factors include but are not limited to, the following: 

• Changes in the general political, economic and business conditions in the UAE and/or the 
GCC; 

• Changes in the laws or policies of governments or other governmental or quasi-governmental 
activities in the UAE and/or the GCC; 

• Prevalence of a competitive pricing environment and the introduction of competing services 
by other banks; 

• Changes in currency exchange rates, interest rates and inflation rates; and/or 

• Changes in the business strategy of the Bank and various other factors.   

Default by Bank's Clients and Counterparties  

Country, regional and political risks are components of credit risk, as well as market risk. Economic or 
political pressures in the UAE and throughout the region, including those arising from local market 
disruptions or currency crises, may adversely affect the ability of clients or counterparties located in 
that country or region to obtain foreign exchange or credit and, therefore, to perform their obligations 
to the Bank which could have a material adverse effect on the Bank's future business and results of 
operations. 

Political Outlook and Oil Price Fluctuations 

The political situation in the Middle East is constantly challenged by regional conflicts that might 
cause, in certain instances, market instability and consequently out-flows of capital or of investments, 
which may adversely affect the overall business of the Bank. 

The GCC markets, including the UAE, are heavily dependent on the export of oil, gas and derivative 
products to Europe, Asia and North America. The current level of oil prices may not be sustainable in 
the near to mid-term future, as it is affected by global market conditions, including interest rates, 
stagnation, inflation, fiscal and other policies that govern the economies of the ‘consuming’ markets. 
Any fluctuation in oil prices would affect the overall revenues of the domestic market.  
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Many of these factors are macroeconomic in nature and are, therefore, beyond the control of the Bank. 
Should one or more of these risks or uncertainties materialize, or should underlying assumptions prove 
incorrect, actual results may vary materially from those described herein as anticipated, believed, 
estimated, expected, intended, planned or projected. 

RISK FACTORS RELATING TO THE SHARES 

Absence of Prior Trading Market; Potential Volatility of Stock Price 

Following the Offering, and the finalization of the incorporation of the Bank, the Bank will apply to list 
its Shares on the DFM. Prior to the Offering, there has been no public market for the Shares and there 
can be no assurance that an active trading market for the Shares will develop or, if developed, that such 
market will be maintained after such listing. If an active trading market is not developed or maintained, 
the liquidity and trading prices of the Shares could be adversely affected. Subscribers in the Offering 
may not be able to resell their Shares at or above the Offer Price due to a number of factors, including 
variations between actual and anticipated operating results, changes in or failure to meet earnings 
estimates of securities analysts, market conditions in the industry, regulatory actions and general 
economic conditions. Sharp market fluctuations may adversely affect the trading price of the Shares on 
the DFM regardless of the actual operating performance of the Bank. 

Additionally, several factors can affect the prices of traded securities and their volatility. These factors 
include, but are not limited to: 

• Changes in operating results; 

• Downturn in the economy; 

• Slowdown in the growth of the Bank; and /or 

• Announcement of new technologies and services from competitors. 

Distribution of Dividends 

The Bank intends to declare and distribute annual dividend with a view to maximizing shareholder 
value commensurate with the ongoing capital expenditure and investment requirements of the Bank. 
Subject to the Bank’s Articles of Association and applicable laws, any decision to pay dividends to 
shareholders and the amount of such dividends will be at the discretion and upon the recommendation 
of the Bank’s Board of Directors. The amount of any dividends may vary from year to year.  

The declaration of dividends may also be influenced by other factors, including the Bank’s business 
prospects, working capital requirements, financial performance, the condition of the market and the 
general economic climate, and other factors, including regulatory considerations. 

First Financial Year 

The first financial year of the Bank will commence from the date of the Company's registration in the 
Commercial Register and end on 31 December of the following year. Holders of the Shares will be 
entitled to receive dividends declared in respect of the first financial year, if any, and subsequent 
financial years, if any.  
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USE OF PROCEEDS 

The Bank intends to use the net proceeds of the Offering, estimated at AED550 million, as Tier 1 
capital to support the operations of its business, including the roll-out of its operations.  

The proceeds will also be utilized for the following purposes: to defray the costs associated with the 
setting up of the Bank and costs relating to the execution of the Bank’s business plan, such as the 
leasing or purchasing of new branches; to purchase infrastructure, equipment and other assets, and to 
conduct its general business operations. 

 

DIVIDEND POLICY 

The first financial year of the Bank will commence from the date of the Bank’s registration in the 
Commercial Register and end on 31 December of the following year. Holders of the Shares will be 
entitled to receive dividends declared in respect of the first financial year, if any, and subsequent 
financial years, if any.  

The Bank intends to declare and distribute annual dividend with a view to maximizing shareholder 
value commensurate with the ongoing capital expenditure and investment requirements of the Bank. 
Subject to the Bank’s Articles of Association and applicable laws, any decision to pay dividends to 
shareholders and the amount of such dividends will be at the discretion and upon the recommendation 
of the Bank’s Board of Directors. The amount of any dividends may vary from year to year.  

The declaration of dividends may also be influenced by other factors, including the Bank’s business 
prospects, working capital requirements, financial performance, the condition of the market and the 
general economic climate, and other factors, including regulatory considerations. 

 

CAPITALISATION 
 

The following table sets forth the capitalization of the Bank on a pro-forma basis to reflect (i) the 
subscription by the Founders for 45% of the Shares through the Founders’ Placement, and (ii) the 
subscription by Subscribers for the balance thereof (i.e. 55% of the Shares). 

Pro-Forma Capitalization of the Bank  Post-Founders’ Placement & IPO 

Ordinary shares issued to the Founders at par value of AED1 per share 
for a total of 450 million shares 

AED m 450 

Ordinary shares issued to Subscribers through an IPO at par value of 
AED1 per share for a total of 550 million shares 

AED m 550 

Total capitalization (Post-IPO)  AED m 1,000 
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THE BANK 

Introduction  

The Bank is being incorporated as a public joint stock company in the UAE, with headquarters located 
in the Emirate of Ajman. It will operate as a full-fledged Islamic bank with a capital of AED1 billion. 
The Bank will position itself to support the on-going social and economic developments taking place in 
Ajman by providing Shariah-compliant products and services.  

The Bank will operate various types of deposit accounts, in addition to offering a number of tailored 
products including murabaha, mudarabah, istisna’a, musharaka and ijara and other innovative Islamic 
products and services that cater to the needs of the local market.  

Licensing by the Central Bank 

The Bank will operate pursuant to its Memorandum and Articles of Association which provide for a 
full range of banking and related services and activities the Bank is authorized to perform. Under 
current UAE laws and regulations, an entity providing banking and related services in the UAE must be 
licensed by the Central Bank. In this respect, the Bank has secured on 8 January 2007 a preliminary 
approval from the Central Bank for a new Islamic banking licence. 

In addition, ESCA has granted on 27 March 2007 its consent for the establishment of the Bank. The 
final approval and issue of a license by the Central Bank are subject to the fulfillment by the Bank of 
certain requirements and submission of certain documents (including a copy of the commercial (trade) 
licence), that the Bank will proceed to fulfill following the Offering and the finalization of its 
incorporation. It is expected that the Central Bank’s license will be issued within two months following 
the finalization of the incorporation of the Bank.  

Incorporation 

The Bank will be headquartered in the Emirate of Ajman. The incorporation of the Bank is expected to 
be finalized following the Offering and the fulfillment of all regulatory requirements, including the 
registration of the Bank with ESCA and the Department of Economic Development of the Emirate of 
Ajman and approval of DFM.  

Share Capital 

At incorporation, the capital of Bank will be AED1 billion divided into one billion shares with a 
nominal value of AED1 each.  

Branch Network and Other Distribution Channels 

The Bank's business model will be an integrated multi-delivery channel capability offering choice and 
convenience to customers in the way they access the Bank and their accounts. This model will be based 
on modern technology which offers not only opportunities for lowering the cost of delivery, but also 
provides the potential for a higher level of customer service reliability.  

Following the injection of fresh capital from the Founder’s Placement and the Offering, the Bank will 
seek aggressively to accelerate the building of its branch network. Branch formats may vary by location 
which means that, while a large share of products and services can be provided in each branch, certain 
products and services may only be available in selected branches, to ensure economies of scale and 
maintain service and quality levels. Initially, Bank's distribution network will comprise headquarters 
based in Ajman, housing centralized functions. The Bank’s first branch in Ajman is intended soon 
thereafter to be complemented by the establishment of branches in other Emirates including Abu 
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Dhabi, Dubai, Sharjah and Ras Al Khaimah. It is intended that the branches will offer a full range of 
commercial banking services and products. In addition, the Bank intends to complement its branch 
network through the provision of non face-to-face banking facilities, including through automated teller 
machines (“ATMs”), with telephone and postal banking is intended to be made available with a call 
centre supporting these services. 

The Bank will also seek to offer additional services, or expand into new areas once its initial operating 
capability has become firmly established.  

Business Objectives 

The Bank intends to focus on a number of core business objectives to be achieved through rigorous 
adherence to Shariah laws and to the highest standards of professional conduct, corporate governance 
and ethics, including a thorough understanding of, and compliance with, Central Bank rules and 
regulations, as well as those of other regulatory bodies as appropriate. These core business objectives 
include, but are not limited to, the following: 

• To provide shareholders with a return on their investment which is comparable to the returns 
received by investors in other leading Islamic banks in the UAE, in terms of return on equity 
or dividends, where appropriate. 

• To provide Shariah-compliant commercial banking products and services to customers based 
in Ajman and across the UAE, using modern management systems and the latest information 
technology and delivery channels to ensure customers receive a state of the art level of 
service, and can be offered Islamic banking and other Islamic financial services which are at 
least as competitive as those provided by conventional banks; and 

• To provide employees with long-term career opportunities and fulfillment, allowing 
individuals to grow with the success of the Bank. The Bank will invest in its human capital 
through training and human resources development to help ensure that its employees grow 
over time, and therefore are appropriately rewarded for their efforts. 

Future Strategy  

It is expected that the continuing growth of the UAE economy and the expansion of its private sector 
will sustain strong demand for financing from both the private and public sectors. The Bank’s objective 
will be to exploit this continued growth and access new markets, both geographically and in terms of 
products and services. The Bank’s strategy to achieve this objective comprises a number of initiatives 
which focus on growing core businesses in the UAE.  

Capitalize on Retail Banking: The Bank will focus on its retail business to provide a basis for the 
launch of new and innovative products. The Bank believes that its expected distribution network, 
growing product suite and services and anticipated efficiencies will allow it to establish and maintain a 
leading market position in the UAE. To this end, it will focus on widening its product range and 
investing in new branches and alternative distribution channels.  

Diversify Deposit Base: The Bank will focus on expanding its funding base by increasing its share of 
the domestic deposits market through its proposed branch network and by increasing its deposits from 
foreign and local banks and selected depositors.  

Focus in the long-term on Business with SMEs: Recently, both the UAE Government and the Central 
Bank emphasized the importance of the UAE’s SME sector. In the future, the Bank plans to increase 
substantially its SME business, in terms of value and number of clients, and to establish a strong 
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position in this sector, as it believes that this market will represent one of the most important areas for 
growth and profitability for banks. 

Focus on Provision of Financial Services to the Local Government: The Bank intends to host Ajman 
Government accounts, providing preferential credit to public institutions and to the Government of 
Ajman. The Bank also intends to provide automatic services tailored to the needs of local Government, 
including employee payroll management. It is also contemplating managing specialized government 
investment funds or programs.  

Domestic Expansion & New Markets: The Bank intends primarily to focus on meeting increasing 
domestic demand resulting from the growth in the economy of the UAE, and to open branches across 
the UAE. Additionally, the Bank intends in the future to explore other investment opportunities in the 
GCC in order to diversify its revenue sources and spread its risk.  

Extending Finance to Developers: Significant investment and development activities have made real 
estate one of the key sectors of the UAE in terms of overall contribution to the country’s economy. 
There are substantial opportunities for banks in the real estate sector both in terms of financing the 
extensive construction across various Emirates and in terms of providing home financing to end-users. 
The Bank intends to fully benefit from such potential by closely working with developers and attracting 
home buyers in Ajman as well as other Emirates across the UAE. Furthermore, the Central Bank 
announced in March 2007 that commercial banks would be permitted to set up real estate subsidiaries 
to increase their participation in real estate development. In due course, the Bank may take advantage 
of this new policy to further increase its exposure to the high-potential real estate sector. It may also 
take a stake in important developments in Ajman or other Emirates, similar to other banks.  

Risk Management: The Bank intends to face the various risks in its operations (including credit, 
market, liquidity and operational risks) through the establishment of rigorous risk management 
functions to identify, evaluate and manage all such risks. The Bank’s primary exposure to loss from 
credit risk would arise from financing transactions. In this respect, the Bank intends to establish a Risk 
Management department to implement risk management controls /procedures and Basel II, as required 
by the Central Bank. This department will be responsible for credit, market and operational risks.  

Capital Management/Adequacy and Basel II 

The capital adequacy ratio (“CAR”) of Bank will be calculated in accordance with Central Bank 
instructions and the guidelines of the Risk Management department. Management will constantly 
monitor the CAR of the Bank to ensure conformity and efficient capital utilization of the Bank at all 
times.  

The Central Bank has required that the Basel II Standardized/Basic Indicator Approach for Credit Risk 
to be implemented by 31 December 2007. All banks are expected to be “Internal Rating Based 
Approach” compliant for Credit Risk by 1 January 2011. The Bank plans to proactively work with the 
Central Bank to understand, communicate and implement the requirements of Basel II. 

Information Technology 

The Bank’s Information Technology function will focus on providing reliable and available 
information and systems to its customers and employees in a secure environment. It intends, in due 
course, to establish a call centre, 24 hour phone banking and Internet banking. Other information 
technology systems that will be developed will include customer relationship management, treasury 
management and total risk management. 
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The Bank’s core banking, branch operations, trade finance, ATM, call centre, 24 hour phone banking 
and Internet banking and Islamic substitute credit card centre operations will be fully computerized and 
connected on-line to the Bank’s network centre on a real-time basis. 

In terms of security and reliability of service, the Bank plans to implement a disaster recovery site on 
remote premises that can be activated in the case of any unforeseen accident to ensure that all essential 
data is protected, critical systems continue to be fully operational and to provide essential services to its 
customers. 

The Bank plans to carry out daily and other periodic data back-ups which will be stored at a location 
away from its headquarters, and intends to carry out annual intrusion tests on its Information 
Technology network with the assistance of an external vendor.  

Anti-Money Laundering Policies 

Since January 2002, the Central Bank has imposed a set of procedures, including regular reporting, on 
institutions operating in the financial sector in the UAE, These procedures deal with anti-money 
laundering policies known as “know your customer” (“KYC”) procedures. The Bank will comply with 
all such procedures and will adopt a strict anti-money laundering policy.  

Personal Banking Products and Services 

The Bank intends to offer Shariah-compliant products and services to its retail customers, including the 
following which will be structured using various Islamic financing techniques including, among others, 
mudarabah, murabaha, ijara, musharaka and istisna’a: 

• Current, savings and term deposit accounts; 

• Consumer finance; 

• Islamic substitute for credit cards; and 

• Real estate financing. 

Current Accounts 

The Bank plans to offer current account facilities which will be very similar to those offered by 
conventional banks including issuing cheque books, cheque guarantee and debit cards and offering 
direct debit and standing order facilities. As an Islamic, Shariah-compliant bank, the Bank will not pay 
interest on current accounts, and overdrafts will not be allowed. Current account facilities are based on 
the concept of a loan without interest (qard hassan) from the customer to the Bank. Hence, no interest 
can be paid by the Bank, but the Bank must repay the amount borrowed from the customer. However, 
the Bank can charge an administrative fee for returned cheques and letters of notification. The Bank 
will therefore ensure that customers' accounts are conducted in a proper manner, and will reserve the 
right to close those current accounts which are inappropriately conducted, for example, where cheques 
are repeatedly issued despite the lack of sufficient funds in a customer's account.  

Savings Accounts 

These accounts will be managed by the Bank acting as a manager (mudarib) of the account and, as the 
mudarib, the Bank will be liable for any losses to the account resulting from the Bank's negligence or 
misconduct. The terms of the accounts provide for any profits generated by the balance of the account 
to be shared on a pre-agreed percentage basis between the Bank (for its management services) and the 
customer. 
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Profit rates on the savings accounts are generated by the underlying profits of the Bank on its earning 
assets (for example, consumer finance and home financiang) which are allocated to the depositors after 
transfer to or from a profit stabilization reserve. The profit stabilization reserve is variable to ensure 
that depositors do not benefit unduly from exceptional profits on a one-off basis and conversely do not 
suffer a reduction in profits during an adverse month. Profit rates received by customers will be based 
upon the actual performance of the Bank, which might be affected by market conditions and 
competition. Indicative profit rates are notified a month in advance but actual profit rates are 
determined at the end of each month. If a loss is incurred then, consistent with Shariah principles, the 
customer should share in the loss. 

Term Deposit Accounts 

These are accounts structured under the principles of mudarabah financing and offered in a variety of 
tenors ranging from three months to two years, providing customers with flexibility depending on their 
financial needs and requirements. Accounts with a longer tenor offer higher profit rates to clients who 
are willing to commit their funds for a longer period with the Bank.  

Consumer Finance and Credit Cards 

Shariah-compliant financing of consumer goods is a relatively straightforward process. The Bank will 
purchase the asset or goods identified by the customer and resell them to the customer on a deferred 
payment basis (murabaha) or lease basis (ijara). The tenor of the financing can be adjusted to suit the 
needs of the customer and the nature of the goods being purchased. 

Consumer finance will form a major part of the asset portfolio of the Bank, which intends to target 
clients to offer them a Shariah-compliant alternative to in-store and other credit cards. The credit card 
to be issued by Bank would adopt a method that is acceptable to the Shariah Board and convenient to 
use by customers. Car financing will also be promoted, at pricing competitive with the conventional 
alternatives. Rates will be generally be fixed at the outset. 

The tawarruq, for instance, is a type of consumer finance product that involves the bank buying 
commodities, the cost price of which is the amount of finance sought by the customer, and selling the 
same commodities immediately to the customer on a deferred payment basis with a mark-up (the mark-
up being the Bank's fixed profit). The customer then (usually through an independent agent) sells the 
commodities to a third party buyer immediately on a cash basis. This generates cash for the customer 
and a deferred payment liability of the customer to the Bank. 

Real Estate Mortgage Finance 

The Bank will actively seek to provide real estate mortgage financing to its clients for the purchase of 
residential, retail and commercial properties across the UAE. The substantial real estate construction 
and development projects across all the Emirates, more notably in Dubai, Abu Dhabi, Ajman, Ras Al 
Khaimah and Sharjah have created significant opportunity for UAE banks to participate in financing 
these projects both directly through funding part of the development projects as well as through 
providing mortgage financing to investors and end-users. The Bank will be well positioned to 
participate in financing of new real estate development projects in Ajman and in providing Shariah-
compliant real estate mortgage financing to its customers. The Bank also intends to expand such 
activities beyond Ajman to secure a market share in other Emirates to fully benefit from the ongoing 
potential associated with this important sector of the economy.  
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The Bank shall respond to potential customer demand by exploring the Islamic options. Shariah-
compliant products are perceived to be more transparent and more effective than regular mortgage 
products. The three main products used for real estate-related financing are:  

• Murabaha - Murabaha is essentially a re-sale contract, where the buyer identifies the property 
he wishes to purchase and agrees a price with the vendor. Once the purchase of the property 
has been approved by the Bank (as financier), the Bank will purchase the property and 
generally resell it to the buyer against a deferred payment and the ownership title will be 
transferred to the client. The Bank is entitled to profit, which is the difference between the 
purchase price and the price at which the Bank re-sells to the buyer. However, this form of 
financing is not generally suitable for long-term financing, and banks should assess the risk of 
transferring the ownership to a client, and the risk of fixing the transaction value. 

• Ijara – Ijara means “to give something on rent” or to transfer the right to use but not the 
ownership of a property to another individual in exchange for rent claimed from that 
individual. For instance, the bank buys a house from the vendor, then leases it to a customer. 
Periodic rentals are collected by the bank. The title to the asset remains with the bank under an 
operating ijara, but can be transferred to the customer under an ijara muntahia bittamleek, 
(lease-to-own) against certain pre-arranged and clear arrangements between the bank and the 
client. 

• Istisna’a – Istisna’a is an Islamic finance tool created to finance the construction of buildings 
and industrial assets. Under istisna’a, the price is fixed with the consent of the parties and the 
specification of the house or building to be constructed is fully agreed. If the customer has his 
own land and he seeks financing for the construction of a house, the Bank may undertake to 
construct the house on that land, on the basis of istisna’a. If, however, the customer has no 
land, the bank may undertake to provide a constructed house on a specific piece of land. 
Repayments begin only once the house is completed. Repayments can be made at a fixed or 
flexible profit rate. 

Branding and Marketing  

The Bank’s future branding strategy will be founded on its Shariah-compliant positioning. Recognizing 
the value of brands in the banking industry, the Bank intends to closely manage and develop its brand. 
This could entail using different brands or sub-brands for different segment offerings or products. 

Both below-the-line and above-the-line marketing will be used to build the brand and promote the 
Bank’s products and services. The Bank may enter into partnership agreements and alliances with third 
parties to leverage its own or the partners' brand equity. In addition, the Bank will utilize personal 
selling and promotion particularly for certain clientele such as high net worth individuals.  

Trademarks 

The Bank is in the process of registering its logo as a trademark at the Ministry of Economy (“MoE”). 
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MANAGEMENT OF THE BANK 

The Bank’s organizational structure will reflect the Bank’s strategic vision and goals, namely the focus 
on and alignment with the key client segments mentioned earlier. The Bank will adopt the principle of 
flexibility in the design of its organization structure to lower costs and avoid unnecessary 
complications in its administrative operations, to the extent that allows it to add or modify management 
functions as required, commensurate with market needs and future circumstances. The Bank will 
endeavor to develop clear-cut business policies and procedures based on determination of 
accountabilities and roles, and evaluation of performance for every function in the structure. 

The Proposed Organizational Structure 

The Bank will operate under an organizational model with a clear description of roles, responsibilities, 
accountabilities and qualifications for each position. It aims to recruit and develop well-qualified and 
motivated talent. Thus, it will aim to provide career paths attractive to high performers, and to instill a 
spirit of cooperation and collaboration to motivate performance. 

The anticipated organizational structure of Bank is illustrated below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Business Plan 

The Board of Directors  

The management of the Bank will be vested in its Board of Directors (the “Board”) and in the various 
Board Committees that are planned to be formed consistent with international Islamic banking industry 
management practice. The Board will be comprised of a minimum of 3 and a maximum of 15 
members, appointed by the Bank’s General Assembly of Shareholders. According to the Companies 
Law, the majority of the members of the Board, including the Chairman and the Vice-Chairman, should 
be UAE nationals. Additionally, one-third of the Board members should be independent, non-executive 
directors. The majority of the Board should comprise non-executive directors. 
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Duties of the Board 

As per Central Bank Circular 23/00, the Board should approve or review the following: 

• Major organizational changes; 

• The acquisition of more than 5% of the capital of any company; 

• Senior staff appointments, promotions and package revisions; 

• Annual bonuses for CEO and officers exceeding 5% of net profit; 

• Major loans and advances, settlements and write-offs; 

• Review and approval of annual budget; 

• Reports of the Internal Audit Department; 

• Monthly financial statements; and 

• Investment reports highlighting securities by classification and their yield. 

First Board of Directors 

As per applicable laws, the Bank’s first Board of Directors is comprised of 8 members. The 8 members 
were appointed by the Founders and will be confirmed by the Bank’s Shareholders at the Founding 
General Assembly that shall be held within 30 days from the Closing of the Offering. The members of 
the Board of Directors appointed by the Founders are the following:  

Name Designation 

H.H. Sheikh Ammar bin Humaid bin Rashid Al Nuaimi Chairman 

H.H. Sheikh Ahmed bin Humaid bin Rashid Al Nuaimi Deputy Chairman 

H.H. Sheikh Rashid bin Humaid bin Rashid Al Nuaimi Member 

H.E. Salim bin Abdullah Al Housani  Member 

H.E. Dr. Ali Rashid Abdullah Al Nuaimi Member 

H.E. Ali bin Abdullah Al Hamrani Member (Independent Director) 

Mr Salem Rashid Al Khudur Member (Independent Director) 

Mr Yousef Ali Fadil Bin Fadil Member (Independent Director) 

Fatwa and Shariah Supervisory Board  

The General Assembly will appoint the Shariah Board with a three-year term, comprising a minimum 
of three and a maximum of five members. The members of the Shariah Board shall elect a Chairman 
from among themselves, who shall represent the Shariah Board before the General Assembly. The 
Shariah Board will ensure that the Bank’s products and services are in compliance with Islamic 
principles and standards, in particular those issued by recognized standard-setting bodies such as the 
Bahrain-based Accounting and Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial Institutions (“AAOIFI”). 
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Competencies 

Each member of the Shariah Board must be a fully competent adult Muslim, a scholar, eligible to 
render consultancies as per Islamic principles, and of distinguished knowledge in the jurisprudence of 
financial transactions, economic or Islamic banking rules and principles. 

Shariah Supervisor 

The Board will appoint a Shariah supervisor whose responsibility is to monitor the business of the 
Bank and to ensure that it complies with fatwas issued by the Shariah Board. He will also be the 
secretary of the Shariah Board and shall submit his report and notes to its chairman and to the chairman 
of the Board. 

Issuance of Fatwas / Supervision of Bank’s Activities 

The Shariah Board issues fatwas pertaining to the Bank’s activities as may be requested by the Bank’s 
management or its Board. The Shariah Board also supervises and controls the Bank’s activities to 
ensure that they comply with Islamic principles and rules, and prepares its recommendations in 
connection therewith. The FSSB has the right to submit its objections in writing to the Board with 
respect to the Bank’s activities, should they not comply with Islamic principles. Further, the Shariah 
Board reviews all forms of contracts and agreements pertaining to the Bank’s transactions to ensure 
their compliance with Islamic principles.  

Bank’s Committees 

The Board will form, from amongst its members, certain committees (each a “Committee” and 
together the “Committees”) and will grant them some of its authorities or entrust them with the 
supervision of the conduct of the business and the execution of the Board’s resolutions, in accordance 
with the Bank’s Articles of Association.  

Each Committee will have its own policies organizing its duties, competence, meetings and 
composition. The Board Committees will comprise the following: 

Corporate Governance 

The Bank intends to comply with the principles of good corporate governance which apply to listed 
companies. The Committees are expected to ensure adherence to good corporate governance, including 
the corporate governance rules issued by ESCA under Chairperson Decision No. R/32 of 2007 
(“Corporate Governance Rules”).  

Follow up and Remuneration Committee 

This Committee will comprise at least three non-executive directors, the majority of whom must be 
independent directors, including the head. This Committee shall be responsible for the remuneration 
policy of the Chairman and the Board and  ِ◌audit members and to develop and annually review the 
remuneration, benefits, bonus and salary policy of the Bank.  

Audit Committee 

This Committee will comprise at least three non-executive directors, the majority of whom must be 
independent directors. At least one of the members should have financial and accounting expertise. 
This Committee is required to audit and review the work and reports of the internal audit and shall give 
recommendations to the Board in regard to the appointment and recommendations of the Bank’s 
auditors.  
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Executive Committee 

The Executive Committee will bring together all the executive management (CEO, General Manager, 
head managers, heads of business lines (treasury, corporate, & retail banking)) and a member or 
representative of the Board. The Executive Committee will discuss business strategy and product lines 
and will make recommendations to the Board of Directors.  

Executive Management 

The Bank will comprise a number of high-caliber professionals with the necessary experience and 
credentials to manage a world-class banking institution, including a Chairman, Chief Executive 
Officer, General Manager, Head of Marketing, Head of Retail Banking, Head of Corporate and 
Investment Banking, Head of Treasury, Head of IT, Head of Operations, Head of HR and 
Administration, Head of Risk Management, Head of Finance and Head of Legal and Compliance.  

Chief Executive Officer 

Mr. Yousif Saleh Khalaf has been appointed Chief Executive Officer of the Bank. Mr. Khalaf has a 
wealth of experience in the banking sector in the region and abroad, and has occupied various senior 
executive positions both in conventional and Islamic banks. Prior to joining the Bank, Mr. Khalaf held 
the position of Chief Executive Officer of Bahrain Islamic Bank (2004-2007) and Ithmar Bank, 
Bahrain (2003-2004). From 2000 to 2003, he held the position of Group Head, Finance & Support 
Services in Shamil Bank of Bahrain, and between 1988 and 2000, he was Assistant General Manager, 
Risk Management & Financial Planning in Bank of Bahrain and Kuwait. He started his career in the 
auditing field with Peat Marwick Mitchell & Co, an international firm of accountants and consultants. 
In 1980, Mr. Khalaf completed professional examinations of the Association of Chartered Certified 
Accountants (ACCA) in the UK. He was awarded Higher National Diploma in Business Studies by 
Salford College, UK in 1978, and Ordinary National Diploma in Business Studies by Fielden Park 
College - Manchester, UK in 1976. Between 1994 and 2007, Mr. Khalaf served on the Board of 
Directors of various companies, including: Bahrain Commercial Facilities, BBK Financial Services, 
Al-Khaleej Islamic Investment Bank, Shamil Bank of Yemen & Bahrain, Meezan Bank Limited, 
Pakistan, Liquidity Management Centre, Takaful International, and Abaad Real Estate Co. Mr. Khalaf 
was also a committee member of the Board of General Council for Islamic Banks and the Bankers 
Society of Bahrain. Mr. Khalaf is a Bahraini national, born in 1956. 

Recruitment and Compensation 

The Bank plans to follow a quality recruitment process, with a view to creating a team of dedicated 
professionals with international and regional Islamic banking experience. The Bank’s compensation 
structure is expected to be internationally competitive and designed to ensure that key staff have a 
vested interest in committing to a long-term career with the Bank. The Bank also plans to be committed 
to the training and career development of its employees. 
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FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS  
 

Balance Sheet (AED m) May 2008 - 
Dec 2009 * 2010 2011 2012 2013

Deposits and Balances Due from Banks 51               52               53               54               55               
Murabaha with Financial Institutions (MFI) 803             839             847             845             838             
Financing & Investment Activities 1,455          2,148          2,972          3,976          5,212          
Investments 926             954             994             1,043          1,107          
Other Assets 315             393             481             589             722             
Total Assets 3,550          4,385          5,347          6,507          7,933          
Deposits and Balances Due to Banks 81               93               107             122             141             
Customers Deposits 1,854          2,452          3,135          3,959          4,967          
Governmental Deposits 523             692             884             1,117          1,401          
Other Liabilities 24               27               29               32               35               
Share Capital 1,000          1,000          1,000          1,000          1,000          
Retained Earnings 24               43               69               102             147             
Statutory Reserve 45               79               122             175             242             
Total Liabilities & Shareholders' Equity 3,550          4,385          5,347          6,507          7,933          

Income Statement (AED m) May 2008 - 
Dec 2009 * 2010 2011 2012 2013

Income from Financing and Investment Activities 223             185             241             308             382             
Investment Income 90               59               63               58               62               
Other Income 25               24               33               44               59               
Total Income 338             268             336             410             503             
Operating Expenses (140)            (101)            (112)            (123)            (125)            
Impairment Allowances (21)              (22)              (30)              (40)              (52)              
Depositor's share of profit (53)              (46)              (59)              (75)              (94)              
Profits before Zakat 124             98               135             172             233             
Zakat (2)                (3)                (5)                (7)                (10)              
Profit after Zakat 121             95               130             165             223             

Financial Ratios May 2008 - 
Dec 2009 * 2010 2011 2012 2013

Return on Assets (RoA) 3.4% 2.2% 2.4% 2.5% 2.8%
Return on Equity (RoE) 11.3% 8.5% 10.9% 12.9% 16.0%
Return on Capital (RoC) 12.1% 9.5% 13.0% 16.5% 22.3%
Cost / Income 41.5% 37.9% 33.4% 30.0% 24.8%
Financing / Deposits 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0%
Financing / Assets 63.6% 68.1% 71.4% 74.1% 76.3%
Deposits / Liabilities 95.8% 96.3% 96.7% 97.0% 97.3%
Financing Income / Total Income 65.9% 69.1% 71.6% 75.2% 76.0%
Financing Income / Average Profit Earning Assets 9.9% 7.0% 7.1% 7.1% 7.0%
Deposits Expense / Average Profit Bearing Liabilities 2.2% 1.7% 1.7% 1.6% 1.6%
Capital Adequacy Ratio 29.0% 25.0% 23.0% 20.0% 18.0%

Notes:
* First operating year represents 20 months starting May 1, 2008 and ending December 31, 2009
 - Other assets include cash in hand, balances with Central Bank, fixed assets and other assets
 - Cost/Income ratio is defined as total operating expenses divided by total income  

Source: Business Plan 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SHARES 

Certain information relating to the Shares, including a summary of certain provisions of the Bank’s 
Articles of Association is set out below. 

Share Capital 

As of the date of this Prospectus, the Bank has an initial authorized and issued capital of AED1 billion, 
divided into 1 billion ordinary shares with a nominal value of AED1 per Share. All of the share capital 
of the Bank is in cash. 

Rights Attaching to Shares 

Shares are indivisible, but two or more persons may jointly hold one or more Shares, provided they are 
represented before the Bank by one person only. Joint holders of one Share are responsible jointly for 
the obligations arising from such ownership. 

Each Share shall give its holder equal rights in the Bank’s assets and dividends as well as rights to vote 
at the General Assembly of Shareholders on a one-Share-one-vote basis.  

General Assembly of Shareholders 

Annual General Assembly 

Meetings of the General Assembly of the Bank’s Shareholders may be by way of annual (ordinary) or 
extraordinary meetings. An Annual General Assembly is held at least once a year, within four months 
from the end of the financial year. The Annual General Assembly shall consider matters including 
Directors’ and Auditors’ reports, the balance sheet and the profit and loss accounts, the amount of 
dividends to be distributed, the appointment and removal of Directors and/or auditors and the 
remuneration of Directors.  

Extraordinary General Assembly 

Extraordinary General Assemblies are convened to discuss and approve matters other than those 
considered in Annual General Assemblies, including: (i) amendment of the Memorandum or Articles 
of Association of the Bank; (ii) increase or decrease in the share capital of the Bank; (iii) extension or 
shortening of the term of the Bank; or (iv) any sale or disposal, dissolution, liquidation or merger of the 
Bank. 

Invitation and Notice Period 

A General Assembly (Annual or Extraordinary) is convened by a notice from the Board. Such notice 
shall be distributed by registered letters to shareholders and shall be published in two daily UAE 
newspapers published in the Arabic language at least 21 days prior to the proposed date of the General 
Assembly. The invitation must include an agenda. Copies of the invitation and the agenda shall also be 
sent to the ESCA and other competent authorities. 

Registration 

A shareholder who wishes to attend an ordinary or extraordinary General Assembly shall register 
his/her name in the electronic register made available by the management of the Bank at the place of 
convening the meeting within ample time before the meeting. The register shall include the name of the 
shareholder or his representative, the number of Shares he/she owns or represents, the names of the 
represented shareholders (if any), and the appropriate proxies and powers of attorney.  
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Convening of Ordinary General Assembly  

In addition to an Ordinary General Assembly called by the Board, a shareholder or shareholders 
together holding at least thirty (30) percent of the Shares may require by notice to the Bank that an 
Ordinary General Assembly be convened by the Board. A General Assembly may also be convened if 
so requested by the Bank’s Auditors. In both cases, the invitation to convene must be issued within 
fifteen (15) days from the date of submitting the request.  

Convening of Extraordinary General Assembly 

An Extraordinary General Assembly shall convene pursuant to an invitation by the Board of Directors. 
The Board must convene an extraordinary meeting of the General Assembly if requested to do so by 
shareholder holding at least forty (40) percent of the Shares. In this case, the Board must send out the 
invitations to the shareholders within fifteen (15) days from the date of submitting the request.  

Rights of Shareholders at General Assemblies 

Every shareholder of the Bank has the right to attend the General Assembly. Each Share entitles its 
holder to one vote. Any shareholder may appoint a proxy, who must not be a member of the Board, to 
attend the General Assembly on his behalf. In order for the proxy to be valid, it must be a written 
special power of attorney issued pursuant to any terms and conditions determined by the Board and, if 
the proxy is not a shareholder, the signatures on that power of attorney must be notarized. In any event, 
a proxy may not hold more than five (5) percent of the share capital of the Bank for more than one 
shareholder in that capacity.  

The quorum for a General Assembly in its various capacities and the majority necessary to adopt 
resolutions shall be subject to the provisions of the Companies Law. 

Transfer of Shares 

As per applicable UAE laws, Shares held by the Founders will be subject to a mandatory lock-up 
period extending from the date of the Ministerial decision incorporating the Bank until the 
announcement of the Bank’s audited financial statements relating to the second financial year 
following such incorporation. A Founder will not be allowed to sell or transfer Shares during such 
period, except to another Founder(s). 

The Bank’s Articles of Association provide that the transfer of Shares shall be governed by and shall 
comply with the regulations governing companies listed on the DFM, and/or any other investment 
exchange on which the Bank is listed. The Shares may be sold, transferred, pledged or otherwise 
disposed of in accordance with the Bank’s Articles of Association. Transfers made other than in 
accordance with the Articles shall be void.  

The share participation by nationals of the UAE must not, at any time, fall below fifty-one (51) percent 
of the Bank’s share capital.  

Maximum Ownership 

Other than the Government of Ajman or any department or institution or company related to it, no 
shareholder can own more than five (5) percent of the Bank’s share capital.  

Employee Share Ownership and Option Plans  

If applicable UAE laws are changed in order to permit the implementation of an employee share 
ownership plan, and for the purpose of encouraging the Bank’s employees and attracting able and 
efficient employees to work for the Bank, the Board shall have the right to implement employee share 
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option plans after obtaining the approval of the Extraordinary General Assembly (subject to, among 
other things, a maximum increase of twenty (20) percent of paid-up capital of the Bank in any five (5) 
year period . 

Dividends 

The Bank may by resolution of the General Assembly declare dividends, but no dividend shall exceed 
the amount recommended by the Board of Directors.  

Winding-up of the Bank 

The Bank is incorporated for a fifty (50) year term, which is renewable automatically for similar 
consecutive terms unless a resolution of an Extraordinary General Assembly is issued to dissolve the 
Bank.  

The Bank shall cease to exist upon the occurrence of any of the following events: (i) the expiration of 
the specified term of the Bank, unless it is renewed in accordance with the provisions set out in its 
Articles of Association; (ii) fulfillment of the objects for which the Bank was established; (iii) the issue 
of a resolution of the Extraordinary General Assembly to dissolve the Bank; and (iv) the merger of the 
Bank with another company.  

In the event that the Bank incurs losses amounting to at least half the capital of the Bank, the Board 
shall convene an Extraordinary General Assembly to consider whether the Bank should continue or be 
dissolved. No resolution to dissolve the Bank prior to the end of its term as stated of its Articles of 
Association, or shorten the term of the Bank, shall be effective unless adopted by the majority of 
shareholders required pursuant to the Companies Law.  
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UAE BANKING INDUSTRY OVERVIEW  
 

The information stated below has been extracted from publicly available information. The 
completeness and accuracy of the information below has not been checked or challenged and reliance 
thereupon would depend to a large extent on the methods and statistical research standards used in its 
compilation and presentation. 

The UAE Banking Sector 

The UAE banking sector has experienced considerable and constant growth over the last 6 years. 
Growth can be attributed to the unparalleled development in the real estate, manufacturing and services 
industries. Total bank assets continued to show significant growth over the last 5 years averaging 
23.4% for the period 2001 to June 2007.  

Total Assets & Deposits (AED billion), 2001 –Q2 2007 *: 

162
248

312 331

425
509

146

300 332 352
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638

860

1,003

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 Q2 2007

Deposits* Assets  

Source: Business Plan, Central Bank and the Bank’s financial statements 

* Excluding Government deposits 

These assets include finance and non-finance assets, such as fixed assets or properties owned by the 
banks. National Bank of Abu Dhabi (“NBAD”) remained the largest bank in terms of assets, until 
March 2007 when the merger between Emirates Bank International and National Bank of Dubai 
created a combined asset base of AED 178 billion, thus ranking the merged entity as the largest in 
terms of total assets. The year 2005 saw the largest increases in total assets, deposits and financing 
activities for the period. 
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Total Assets & Financing, (AED billion) 2001 –Q2 2007: 
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Source: Business Plan, Central Bank 

Financing extended generally exceeded the 1:1 loans-to-deposits ratio required from UAE banks. This 
is because some types of bank loans (i.e. those with under 3-months maturity) are excluded from this 
requirement. Deposits have maintained a relatively stable ratio of 1:2 of total assets for the period.  

Total Deposits & Financing, (AED billion) 2001 – Q2 2007: 
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Source: Business Plan, Central Bank 

Credit facilities extended by banks in the UAE have seen strong growth since 2001, with a notable 
surge in 2006 when total bank credit extended increased by 34% compared to 2005 with AED474 
billion extended. Total financing increased by a further 11.8% during January-June 2007 to reach AED 
530 billion. 

Personal loans include loans taken for business purposes and loans for private reasons, including home 
loans. Personal loans overtook trade activities in 2005 as the largest sector receiving bank credit. This 
was a result of a boom in the home market, as well as personal loans taken to participate in initial 
public offerings and stock market speculation. 
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However, in 2006, the share of personal loans in bank credit extended reverted back to historical levels 
as there was less activity in these sectors. Bank credit to construction tended to decline as a proportion 
of total credit since 2001 as banks quickly reached the legal limits on lending to this sector. As a result, 
developers tend to raise their own finance through bond issues or other instruments. 

Non-bank financing institutions, such as insurance and financing companies, take a small portion of 
total bank credit as they also rely on different sources of finance.  

Bank Credit extended in the UAE, by Sector, (in percentage) 2001 – Q2 2007: 
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Source: Business Plan, Central Bank 

Banks enjoyed a wide spread between deposit and loan rates of up to 12% (as shown in the graph 
below) during the previous six years. The presented rates are average rates. In general, banks were able 
to obtain funds from the inter-bank market at competitive rates of between 1.4% and 5.5% between 
2002 and 2007 and benefit from a margin of 9-11%.  

This wide margin encouraged banks and other finance companies to promote personal loans and credit 
cards aggressively, bearing in mind that individual clients have less negotiating power than 
corporations or governments. 

Current market packages offer loans at an average flat interest rate of 6% for loans secured by income, 
4-5% for car loans and as high as 22-26% annual rates (APR) for credit cards. Islamic banks do not 
apply interest rates. However, they use interest rates as a benchmark to calculate profit rates for 
different financing and investment services. 
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Interest Rates in the UAE, 2002 – Q2 2007: 
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Source: Business Plan, Central Bank 

UAE government deposits, consisting of deposits of the Federal Government and individual Emirates, 
accounted for 18% of total deposits at commercial banks in Q2 2007. 

These deposits include both local and foreign currency deposits. These are used for various public 
expenditures, including civil service salaries and the purchase of goods and services.  

Government deposits have grown proportionally from 15.8% of total deposits in 2001 to 18.0% in Q2 
2007.  

Government Deposits at UAE Commercial Banks, (AED billion), 2001 – Q2 2007: 
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Source: Business Plan, Central Bank 

In Q2 2007, approximately 39.9% of customer deposits in the UAE were time deposits. The proportion 
of demand deposits has grown from 22% in 2002 to 25% in Q2 2007. 
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Growth in UAE Bank Deposits,(AED billion) 2002- Q2 2007: 
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Source: Business Plan, Central Bank 

Saving deposits account for only 4.6% of total deposits in Q2 2007 declining from 6.7% in 2004.  

Attracting time deposits is one of the goals of UAE banks to support medium to long term financing 
activities. 

The Central Bank was against raising interest rates to attract more fixed deposits, assuming it may 
hinder investment levels, while the peg to the US dollar limits the ability of the banking sector to raise 
deposit or lending rates in an arbitrary manner. 

Distribution of UAE Bank Deposits,(in percentage) 2002 – Q2 2007 
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Source: Business Plan, Central Bank 

Bank profits have seen strong growth in the UAE since 2001. Growth in profits surged in 2005 by 
94.2% on 2004 levels, to reach AED16.3 billion and reached AED 19.8 billion at the end of 2006. This 
profit was generated from the real estate boom, notably in Dubai, as well as heavy participation in the 
stock market. 

The profits of Islamic banks grew at a higher rate compared to the banking sector as a whole except in 
2006, when they underperformed the sector.  
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In 2006, banks made a significant windfall from financing IPOs, which included processing fees and 
interest on the loans extended to Subscribers. The Tamweel IPO, for example, was 485 times 
oversubscribed with some $74 billion in subscriptions. 

Fees from bank services, such as foreign transfers or penalties, are relatively high in the UAE, 
providing an important revenue stream for banks. However, considering WTO pressures to further 
liberalize the sector and the eventual entry of more foreign banks into the UAE market, it is expected 
that banks will have to moderate their fees in order to remain competitive.  

Total UAE Bank Profits, (AED billion) 2001 -Q2 2007 
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* The breakdown of Q2 2007 net profit is not available 

Source: Business Plan, Central Bank 

In general, income from commissions and fees (including foreign exchange trading) made up a larger 
portion of the income of UAE conventional banks than for Islamic banks.  

Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank (“ADCB”), NBAD and Emirates Bank International’s (“EBI”) income is 
distributed almost equally between interest income and commission and fee income.  

In general, fees and commission income in the UAE grew significantly in 2005, especially for banks 
participating in IPOs or offering brokerage services. 
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Distribution of UAE Bank’s Liabilities, 2004 -Q2 2007 
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Source: Business Plan, Central Bank 

Liabilities of UAE banks have grown by an average of 31% per annum since 2004. Customer deposits 
have remained the main source of funds for UAE banks (53% in Q2 2007). This figure was 60% in 
2004, a reflection of the fact that UAE banks have moved to diversify their sources of funds beyond 
traditional deposit accounts. 

However, attracting deposits remains a key goal for UAE banks as they are required by law not to 
exceed a 1:1 loans-to-deposits ratio. The proportion of foreign liabilities was significantly higher in 
2006, accounting for 21% of total liabilities. This is a reflection of the diversification of sources of 
funds to support other bank investment activities of the banks. 

In 2006 and 2007, several banks increased their reliance on foreign currency Euro and dollar-
denominated bonds, as well as convertible bonds, resulting in a rise in foreign liabilities. 

UAE Banks’ Liabilities, (AED billion) 2004- Q2 2007: 
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Source: Business Plan, Central Bank 
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Due to the increase in demand for loans and investment products in the UAE, a number of banks have 
increased their paid-up capital significantly in order to expand their portfolios while ensuring 
compliance with capital adequacy requirements. 

The paid-up capital of banks in the UAE doubled from 2004 to 2006 reaching AED25.8 billion. More 
recently, banks such as the NBAD, have also started issuing convertible bonds. At maturity these bonds 
are automatically converted into ordinary shares. 

Increasing share capital was a key step for many banks to expand their portfolios and expand their 
operations in the UAE.  

Paid-up Capital of UAE Banks, 2004-2006 (AED billion) 
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* Total Paid-up Capital of UAE Banks is not available for 2007 

Source: Business Plan, Central Bank 

The UAE Islamic Banking Sector 

The assets of Islamic banks have grown at a high rate compared to the banking sector as a whole. This 
is a reflection of the strong demand for Islamic banking services from UAE residents. Some banks, 
such as HSBC and Standard Chartered, opened Islamic windows during this period in order to provide 
customers with parallel Shariah-compliant services. 

The addition of new banks to the sector has also impacted this growth. In 2002, the National Bank of 
Sharjah was converted into an Islamic bank, with Emirates Islamic Bank opening in the following year. 
Proportionally in 2006, Islamic bank assets accounted for 13% of total bank assets in the UAE, 
compared to 7% in 2001. The merger between EBI and NBD is the fifth largest banking sector merger 
in the world. This merger created a combined asset base of AED 178 billion as of March 31st, 2007, 

At Q2 2007, Islamic bank assets reached an estimated AED145 billion. 
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Total Bank Assets in UAE, (AED billion), 2001- Q2 2007: 
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Source: Business Plan, Central Bank 

The large number of banks in the UAE increases the overall level of competition. Currently, the four 
largest banks namely Emirates NBD, NBAD, ADCB, and Dubai Islamic Bank (“DIB”) account for 
46% of total banking assets. 

In Q2 2007, Islamic banks in the UAE held AED145 billion in total assets, accounting for 14.4% of 
total assets in the country. These assets were unevenly distributed between five Islamic banks.  

DIB accounted for more than half of these assets, followed by Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank (“ADIB”) 
which accounted for AED 41 billion in assets as per Q2 2007 representing 28.4% of total Islamic 
banking assets. 

Distribution of Bank Assets in UAE, Q2 2007 in AED billion 
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Source: Business Plan, Central Bank 

In Q2 2007, UAE banks extended AED530 billion in credit and financing. The majority of credit 
(around 80%) was extended to the private sector. Islamic banks extended AED81.5 billion. Various 
products were popular, including short-term credits for the purchase of goods (particularly imports), as 
well as retail products for the purchase of cars and homes. 

Murabaha-based financing agreements were the most popular and constituted more than 60% of all 
financing agreements, followed by ijara which made up around 25%. Other forms of Islamic financing, 
including istisna’a, mudarabah, wakalah, and musharakah, collectively made up of approximately 
15% of the total financing agreements of Islamic banks. 
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Break-down of Bank Credit Extended in the UAE, Q2 2007 in AED billion 
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Source: Business Plan, Central Bank 

Deposits at UAE commercial banks amounted to AED621 billion in Q2 2007. Deposits at Islamic 
banks have grown at a higher rate compared to the overall growth in the sector. Like other banking 
indicators, the strongest year for growth in deposits was 2005, when deposits grew by 52% compared 
to 2004. Unlike conventional banks, which offer interest on demand and time deposits, Islamic banks 
have developed a variety of different deposit and investment accounts that allow the depositors to share 
the profits on tangible investments. 

Islamic banks also offer demand deposit accounts, but with no returns. Longer term savings and 
investment accounts do generate returns for the depositors.  

Deposits at UAE Banks, 2001 –Q2 2007: 
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Source: Business Plan, Central Bank 

As at June 2007, Islamic banks held a total of 18% of total customer deposits in the UAE. These 
deposits include both personal and corporate deposits. UAE Islamic banks offer a variety of Shariah-
compliant deposit accounts including current and savings or investment accounts. 

The largest portion of deposits is held in investment or savings accounts. Islamic banks offer 
specialized investment accounts in order to attract both individual and corporate clients.  
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Customer Deposits at Banks in the UAE, Q2 2007, AED billion 
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Source: Business Plan, Central Bank 

Islamic banks made the majority of their income from core banking and investment activities, 
particularly the financing and trading in assets. One important reason is that in Islamic banking, banks 
cannot charge fees for access to financing products but are permitted to charge minimal fees for 
applications to services. 

A second factor is that Islamic banks are less active in currency trading and some types of activities 
such as credit cards, IPOs and brokerage activities, which have significant fees and commissions 
associated with them. 

In terms of operating expenses to total income, Islamic banks EIB, ADIB and DIB performed as well 
as ADCB and other top conventional banks in the country, keeping operating expenses below 30% of 
total income.  

The exception is SIB, which experienced high operational costs in 2005 due to its conversion from a 
conventional bank to an Islamic bank. Banking services fees increased significantly in the UAE in 2005 
as banks raised the fees paid by end-users to access regular and specialized banking services, including 
loans and other financing products.  

Operating Expenses as a percentage of Total Income at UAE Islamic Banks,Q2 2007* 
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* Dubai Bank financials not publicly available 
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UAE Islamic banks increased their paid-up capital in line with the sector. The bank with the largest 
paid-up capital was Dubai Islamic Bank with AED3.0 billion as at Q2 2007. Increasing capital requires 
approval from the Central Bank for all banks and additionally from the ESCA for listed banks.  

Paid-up Capital of UAE Islamic Banks,( AED million ), 2004-Q2 2007,  
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UAE BANKING SYSTEM & REGULATIONS 

Characteristics of the Banking System 

Lack of Consolidation 

Although the UAE could be viewed as being over-banked with 46 different banks licensed to operate 
inside the UAE (excluding the DIFC), most banks show healthy levels of profitability and maintain 
sound asset quality, and so historically there was little impetus for consolidation. Mergers in the past 
have tended to come as a result of banks getting into financial difficulties. The federal structure of the 
country has, to some extent, encouraged the fragmented nature of the banking sector, with the 
individual Emirates wishing to retain their own national banks. Rivalries between large local business 
families and a desire not to dilute shareholdings have also hampered the process of consolidation. This 
trend has changed recently with the announcement in March 2007 of the proposed merger of Emirates 
Bank International (“EBI”) and National Bank of Dubai (“NBD”). The completion of the proposed 
merger is intended to bring together the first and second largest banks in Dubai, in terms of assets, 
under a new company, Emirates NBD.  

The relatively small size of UAE banks sometimes prevents them from competing for large financing 
deals in the region. It also means that they have comparatively small franchises with which to absorb 
capital costs, such as IT system development. The advent of WTO liberalization should allow greater 
competition from foreign banks, both from new entrants to the market and from existing players 
expanding their operations, which may eventually result in more mergers, possibly even creating banks 
with pan-Gulf franchises. 

Domestic Focus 

The UAE incorporated banks are predominantly focused on the lucrative domestic market but a number 
have small operations overseas and are showing growing interest. With a large number of players 
chasing a limited number of wholesale lending opportunities, most banks have been turning to retail 
banking, which had previously been seen as a relatively untapped market. However, increasing 
competition in this area is gradually eroding margins (albeit from a relatively high starting point) and 
encouraging a relaxation of lending criteria. As the market has yet to be tested under adverse 
conditions, it is difficult to know to what extent the latter will lead to asset quality problems going 
forward. 

Expansion of retail operations has required heavy investment in distribution channels, particularly 
ATM networks, kiosks and telephone and Internet banking services. As a consequence, IT costs have 
been a prominent feature of many bank’s expenses. 

Limited Foreign Ownership 

In 1987, the Government placed a freeze on new foreign banks opening operations in the UAE. At the 
same time, existing foreign banks were limited to a maximum of eight branches, which restricted their 
ability to develop any retail potential. The Central Bank has responded positively to some GCC banks’ 
applications for banking licenses. However, with the opening of the DIFC, international banks will be 
able to establish a presence and contest the wholesale banking market. This has seen new entities 
entering the market place. 

The 25 foreign banks in the country (excluding the DIFC) currently have approximately a 25% share of 
the market. Locally incorporated banks must be majority owned by UAE nationals.  
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Exposure to the Oil Sector 

With much of the economy directly or indirectly dependent on the oil sector, the UAE banks are 
vulnerable during long periods of low oil prices. In particular, oil revenues tend to drive levels of 
liquidity and government infrastructure investment. 

Lack of Developed Capital Markets 

The absence of mature bond and equity markets in the UAE means that banks have tended to shoulder 
the burden of long-term financing. This has tended to create a maturity mismatch in their balance 
sheets, as most of their liabilities are short term customer deposits. However, the two stock markets, the 
Dubai Financial Market and the Abu Dhabi Securities Market, both of which were established in 2000, 
continue to develop and the number of listed companies continues to increase. 

During 2002, the Government of Dubai established the DIFC, a free trade zone and financial services 
centre focusing on Private Banking, Asset Management, Investment Banking, Reinsurance activities, 
Islamic Finance, Securities Trading and Back Office Operations. The DIFC began issuing licenses to 
overseas financial services businesses in September 2004, following the approval of its laws and 
regulations by both Federal and Local Authorities. 

Government Involvement 

There is a high degree of state involvement in the UAE banking sector. Most of the larger banks have 
some degree of government ownership. Privatization, though advocated in principle, has been slow to 
occur in practice. The state is also the banking sector’s largest customer, in terms of both deposits and 
project financing. 

Expatriate Workforce 

An unusual feature of the UAE economy is its reliance on overseas labor, with expatriates making up 
approximately 80% of the workforce. The banking sector is no exception to this and expatriates are 
heavily represented in the senior management of most of the major banks. This has brought expertise 
from more developed markets to the sector, but has also contributed to a relatively high turnover of key 
personnel. The high level of expatriates in the country has been an increasing concern to the 
Government and as part of a policy of ‘‘Emiratisation’’ banks were instructed, in 1999, to increase 
UAE nationals on their payroll to 40 % by 2009 but much work needs to be done to attain this target. 

Islamic Finance and Banking 

Islamic (Shariah) law forbids the charging of interest on any financial transaction. A number of 
institutions have grown up across the Islamic world to serve customers who wish to observe this 
principle. These institutions offer a good range of products, which, though correspond with 
conventional financial transactions, are structured in such a way as to avoid the application of interest. 
The UAE is home to numerous institutions offering Islamic banking and finance products. Such 
institutions include DIB, ADIB, EIB, SIB, Dubai Bank, Noor Islamic Bank, Amlak Finance and 
Tamweel. 

Legal Environment 

There are three primary sources of law in the UAE: federal laws and decrees, local laws and Shariah 
laws. In addition, Emiri Decrees can be issued by the Rulers of each of the Emirates which, when 
issued, have full legal effect and operation. In the absence of federal legislation on areas specifically 
reserved to federal authority, the Ruler or local government will apply his or its own rules, regulations 
and practices. 
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Supervision of Banks 

The main piece of legislation covering the banking system is Union Law No. 10 of 1980 (the “Union 
Law”) which established the Central Bank. The Central Banks’ primary roles are to formulate and 
implement banking, credit and monetary and fiscal policy and be responsible for ensuring price and 
currency stability with free convertibility to foreign denominations. 

It is also the ‘‘bank for banks’’ in the country. However, it is not the ‘‘lender of last resort’’. In the 
event of a bank getting into trouble, rescue funds, such as long-term liquidity or equity support, would 
generally come from the Emirate in which the institution is based. Income from overseas investments 
has been used to fund fiscal deficits, obviating the need for the Central Bank to issue federal 
government debt. However, it does issue Certificates of Deposit (“CDs”) to the banks, denominated in 
both USD and AED, in order to absorb excess liquidity rather than to raise funds. There is presently no 
active secondary market in these securities, but they can be redeemed at face value at the Central Bank 
at any time. 

The AED is linked to the IMF Special Drawing Right. However, the USD is the intervention currency 
and in reality the AED is pegged to the dollar. This peg (at 3.67 AED: 1 USD) has been in place since 
the 1980s and has proved to be resilient both to political tensions in the region and fluctuations in the 
oil prices. 

The Central Bank is also responsible for regulating anti-money laundering activities in the UAE and 
enforcing Federal Law No. 4 of 2002 regarding the criminalization of money laundering. It has 
established a Financial Intelligence Unit, issued a number of detailed regulatory instructions in the 
establishment of Anti Money Laundering policies and procedures, and hosted teams from the Financial 
Action Task Force (“FATF”) and the International Monetary Fund (“IMF”) who reviewed, discussed 
and tested existing UAE laws and regulations. This led the FATF to decide in January 2002 that the 
UAE had put in place adequate Anti Money Laundering systems. 

Although the Central Bank is responsible for regulating all Banks, Exchange Houses, Investment 
Companies and other financial institutions in the UAE, the DFSA regulates all banking and financial 
services activities in the DIFC.  

Accounting Standards 

Since 1 January 1999, all banks have been required to prepare the financial statements in accordance 
with International Financial Reporting Standards (formerly International Accounting Standards 
(“IAS”)). However, there has been some resistance to this and as a consequence there is still some 
variation in the quality and depth of disclosure across the banking sector. 

Structure of the Banking System 

Banking institutions in the UAE fall into a number of categories, as defined by the Union Law. 
Domestic commercial banks, also known as ‘‘National’’ banks, of which there were 22 as at Q2 2007, 
are required to be public shareholding companies with a minimum of AED40 million of share capital. 
Licensed foreign banks (26 as at Q2 2007) need to demonstrate that at least AED40 million has been 
allocated as capital funds for their operations in the UAE. The Union Law also licenses ‘‘financial 
institutions’’ (institutions whose principal functions are to extend credit, carry out financial 
transactions, invest in moveable property and other activities, but are not permitted to accept funds in 
the form of deposits). 
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Recent trends in Commercial Banking 

Profitability 

As stated above, the performance of UAE banks is heavily influenced by oil price, which directly 
affects fiscal revenues and hence determines the level of investment in government projects in the 
country. The collapse of the oil price in 1999 resulted in a poor year for the banking sector, but results 
recovered in 2000 as the oil price rebounded. Return on equity for most UAE banks compares well 
internationally, reflecting the high margins that can be earned, particularly on retail lending and low 
cost income ratios. 

Capital 

The national banks are comfortably capitalized by international standards. The Central Bank requires 
all UAE banks to have capital adequacy ratios above 10%, but many are above 15%. This reflects a 
lack of suitable lending opportunities in an over-banked market, but also a tendency amongst banks to 
be more concerned about safeguarding shareholder’s interests rather than maximizing returns. It should 
be noted that, though the calculation of capital adequacy ratios in the UAE follows the Bank for 
International Settlements (“BIS”) guidelines, GCC sovereign debt is risk-weighted at nil percent. 

Lending and Asset Quality 

In 2006, credit extended by banks operating in the country increased by 39% to AED503 billion, 
against an increase of 37% in 2005. The growth in this area mainly occurred in providing credit to local 
industrial and trading enterprises and of this growth.  

Liquidity 

Most of the UAE banks are funded through customer deposits, which are generally either retail or 
governmental in nature. Retail deposits have historically been a stable and low cost source of funding, 
whereas corporate deposits tend to be more volatile and price-sensitive. Since 1999 the banks have 
increasingly approached the international markets for term funding. 

Position of Depositors 

There are no formal deposit protection schemes in the UAE. Whilst no bank, so far, has been permitted 
to fail, a number of them were required to be rescued by the authorities. 

In the mid 1980s, a collapse in the oil price led to a prolonged recession in the UAE. The build up of 
non-performing loans eroded the capital of a number of banks, requiring various rescue packages to be 
put together. EBI was formed from the merger of three banks — Union Bank of the Middle East, Dubai 
Bank and Emirates National Bank and funds provided by the Emirate of Dubai. ADCB was formed 
from three retail banks — Emirates Commercial Bank, Federal Commercial Bank and Khalij 
Commercial Bank. In this instance, the Central Bank provided temporary support funds, but eventually, 
the Government of Abu Dhabi had to step in with additional liquidity and equity. 

In 1988, a rescheduling of debt by the Government of Sharjah caused significant problems for the 
banks based in the Emirate. The Central Bank provided short term technical and liquidity support to the 
concerned institutions and financial support for the Emirate came from external sources in the GCC. 

In 1991, the Luxembourg incorporated Bank of Credit and Commerce International (“BCCI”) 
collapsed taking with it its UAE associate, the Bank of Credit and Commerce Emirates (“BCCE”). 
ADIA stepped in and acquired BCCI’s 40% holding in BCCE. The bank remains in government 
control and has since been renamed Union National Bank (“UNB”). DIB was the target of an unusual 
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fraud in 1988, which resulted in it being embezzled out of a large sum of money. As a consequence, the 
bank had to restructure its capital, with the Government of Dubai taking an increased stake. 

First Gulf Bank (“FGB”) suffered particularly badly as a result of the Solo Industries fraud in 1999, 
which led to it being re-capitalized by the Government of Abu Dhabi. 

Prudential Regulations 

The Central Bank has supervisory responsibility for all banking institutions in the UAE. Supervision is 
carried out through on-site inspections and review of periodic submissions from the banks. The 
frequency of inspection depends on the perceived risk of the bank, but is at least once every 18 months. 
Prudential returns are made monthly, quarterly, semi annually or annually, depending on the nature of 
the information they contain. An improved risk management framework is currently being 
implemented aimed at providing the Central Bank with more up to date information on credit, market 
and operational risks within the banking sector. 

Capital Adequacy 

All banks are required to follow the principles of the Basel accord in calculating their capital adequacy 
ratios. Since 1993, the Central Bank has imposed a 10% minimum on the total capital ratio. The Tier 1 
ratio must be above 6% and the Tier 2 ratio is not allowed to exceed 67% of Tier 1 capital. Tier 2 
capital includes undisclosed reserves, revaluations of assets (limited to a maximum of 45% of the 
excess of market value over net book value and property revaluation reserves are excluded). Profits for 
the current period, goodwill, other intangibles, unrealized gains on investments and any shortfall in 
loan loss provisions are deducted from regulatory capital. GCC sovereign debt is risk-weighted at 0 %. 

Under Union Law No. 10 of 1980, banks are required to transfer 10% of profit each year into a 
statutory reserve until this makes up 50% of capital. Distributions cannot be made from this reserve, 
except in special legally defined circumstances. All dividends have to be authorized by the Central 
Bank. 

Liquidity 

The Central Bank closely monitors the level of liquidity in the banking system. It also requires that 
banks have adequate systems and controls to manage their liquidity positions and contingency plans in 
place to cope with periods of liquidity stress. 

Banks must also adhere to a maximum loan to deposit ratio of 100% set by the Central Bank. In this 
context, loans comprise loans and advances to customers and interbank assets maturing after three 
months. Deposits comprise 85% of all customer demand deposits and customer fixed deposits up to six 
months, interbank borrowings and customer deposits maturing after six months and free capital and 
reserves. 

Reserve Requirements 

Reserve requirements are used by the Central Bank as a means of prudential supervision and to control 
credit expansion. The reserve requirements are 1% for term deposits and 14% for all other customer 
balances.  

Diversification of Risk 

Banks are required to establish credit policies and procedures commensurate with their size and 
activities. They must also have a proper credit assessment and approval process and adequate controls 
in place to monitor credit concentrations including those to individual borrowers, economic sectors and 
foreign countries. 
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The Central Bank defines large exposures as any funded on-or-off balance sheet exposure to a single 
borrower or group of related borrowers exceeding a prescribed set of limits. The large exposure limits 
(defined as a percentage of the bank’s capital base) are as follows: 

• To a single borrower or group of borrowers — 7%; 

• To a shareholder of the bank holding more than 5% of the bank’s capital — 7%; 

• Overseas interbank exposures — 30% (UAE interbank exposures are subject to a 25% limit if 
their maturity is over one year, otherwise they are exempt from the regulations); 

• To the bank’s parent company, subsidiaries or affiliates — 20% (60 % for all such exposures 
in aggregate); and 

• To Board members — 5 % exposure to each member (25 % in aggregate). Exposures about 
the limits require Central Bank approval. Exposures to the Government are exempt from the 
regulations. 

The following lending limits also apply: 

• No commercial bank can hold shares or bonds issued by commercial companies in excess of 
25% of the banks own funds. 

• No bank can grant loans or advances for the purpose of constructing commercial or residential 
real estate exceeding 20% of its total deposits, unless it has authorization from the Central 
Bank as an institution specializing in this type of business. 

Provisions for Loan Losses 

The Central Bank stipulates that non-performing credits should be classified as either substandard, 
doubtful and loss depending on the likelihood of recovery, with provisions charged at a minimum of 
25%, 50% and 100%, respectively. Any loans with either interest or principal in arrears by more than 
180 days must be put on non-accrual and classified as nonperforming. In practice, several banks 
operate more stringent policies and place loans on non-accrual as soon as their recovery is in doubt. 

Banks in the UAE are not permitted to write off non-performing loans from their books until all legal 
avenues of recovery have been exhausted. This tends to inflate the level of impaired loans relative to 
more developed banking systems. 
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DUBAI FINANCIAL MARKET  

Background 

The DFM was established as a public institution having its own independent corporate body by a 
Resolution from the Ministry of Economy No 14 of 2000 and commenced operations on 26th March 
2000. As decided by the Executive Council Decree on 27 December 2005, the DFM was set up as a 
Public Joint Stock Company in the UAE with paid up capital of AED 8 billion. Consequently, 20% of 
DFM’s shares were offered to the public through an initial public offering. 

Created on 6 August 2007, Borse Dubai is the holding company for Dubai Government’s stake in 
Dubai Financial Market (DFM) and Dubai International Financial Exchange (DIFX). Borse Dubai was 
created to consolidate the Government of Dubai’s interest in both local stock exchanges as well as 
current investments in other exchanges, expanding Dubai’s position as a global capital market hub. 
Borse Dubai’s growth mandate is extracted from the 2015 Dubai Strategic Plan which has defined 
financial services and capital markets as a key focus area to support the development and growth of 
regional capital markets to the highest international standards. 

The DFM operates as a secondary market for the trading of securities issued by public joint-stock 
companies, bonds issued by the Federal Government or any of the Local Governments and public 
institutions in the country, units of investment funds and any other financial instruments, local or 
foreign, which are accepted by the DFM. Mr. Essa Al Kazem currently is the Chairman of the DFM. 

Listing Requirements 

Prior to applying for listing on DFM, a company should obtain the approval of ESCA. In May 2004, 
the Council of Ministers issued Decision No. 16, amending its Decision No. 12 of 2000, and requiring 
all public joint stock companies to list their shares on a regulated stock exchange in the UAE, including 
the DFM. The Bank will apply for listing in “category B” as it does not meet the requirements for 
inclusion as “category A” principally as a result of it being newly incorporated. Further information on 
the two categories can be obtained from the DFM. 

Reporting Requirements 

All listed companies must: 

• Provide the DFM and publish its audited annual financial statements within 90 days from the 
end of the financial year. Companies shall also provide the DFM with quarterly financial 
statements and make such results publicly available within 45 days from the end of the 
financial period. Each of the above should be accompanied by a management report on the 
business activities for the period under review; 

• Immediately disclose and report to DFM any material information including information 
submitted with the listing application that is likely to affect the price of the securities and the 
decision-making of investors; and 

• Satisfy any additional requirements and furnish any additional documents and/or information 
that the ESCA or DFM may require. 
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DFM Performance 

The UAE reported growth of 33.6% in 2007 as against a loss of 39.9% recorded in the previous year. 
The market capitalization of the DFM (shares and bonds) amounted to AED 501.8 billion at the end of 
2007, compared to AED 319.2 billion at the end of 2006, an increase of 57.2%. The market 
capitalization of the banking sector constituted 32.7% of total market capitalization the real estate 
sector constituted 28.1%, the investment and non-banking financial services companies 18.7% and the 
telecommunications sector 6.1% of total DFM market capitalization. The market capitalization of the 
bonds market constituted 3.7% of total market capitalization. It is noteworthy that the market 
capitalization of the DFM accounted for 6.7% of the total market capitalization of all Arab stock 
exchanges at the end of 2007, and accordingly, the DFM ranked fourth in terms of market 
capitalization among the 7 GCC stock exchanges listed in the Arab Monetary Fund’s database after 
Saudi Arabia (Tadawul SE), Kuwait (Kuwait SE) and Abu Dhabi (ADSM). 

2007 witnessed the listing of 8 new companies on the DFM, bringing the total number of companies 
listed in the market to 56, an increase of 16.7% over the number of listed companies at the end of 2006.  

Stock Market Trading Performance  
  2004 2005 2006 2007 

No. of Trading days 294 299 281 274 

Number of Trades 215,934 1,734,488 2,422,990 2,169,628 

Trading Volume (m) 5,122 25,542 39,644 58,280 

Trading Value (AEDm) 50,454 405,092 347,548 365,900 

Market Capitalization (AEDm) 133,665 412,965 311,321 501,819 

No. of Listed Companies 18 30 48 56 

Daily Average Trading Value (AEDm) 172 1,355 1,237 1,512 

Daily Average Trading Volume (m) 17 85 141 422 

Daily Average Executed Deals 734 5,801 8,623 10,634 

Source: DFM Annual Bulletin 2007 

DFM – Stock Performance (1 year) 
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TAXATION 

The UAE levies no personal income or withholding taxes of any sort. It also does not levy zakat, the 
religious tax on income and property levied according to Shariah law in many Islamic countries. 
Although the UAE has promulgated income tax decrees concerning corporate entities, some dating 
back as far as the 1960s, none of the Emirates has yet enforced these decrees, except in the case of oil 
companies and, in Abu Dhabi, Dubai and Sharjah, on foreign banks, which are currently paying 
corporate taxation on profits. Moreover, as the relevant machinery and procedures to implement the tax 
laws has not been constituted, there is reason to believe that they may not be enforced in the near 
future. However, the decrees indicate that if taxation is introduced, tax laws could be enforced 
retroactively and exemptions could be sought from the respective authorities in appropriate cases. 

The main corporate income tax decrees are those of Abu Dhabi and Dubai. They differ in the method 
of tax computation on taxable income. The income tax decrees of the other Emirates are broadly 
similar to those of Abu Dhabi. 

In 2002, Federal Decree No. 55 was issued, imposing 5% customs duty on all assets imported by a 
company operating in the UAE, unless such company is exempted by the MoF from such customs 
duty. 

 

AUDITORS  

The General Assembly of the Bank will appoint a reputable international auditing firm to perform the 
audit of the Bank’s accounts, starting with the first financial year beginning from the date of the 
registration of the Bank in the Commercial Registry and ending on 31 December of the following year. 
The auditor shall be appointed for a renewable term of one year.  

 

FINANCIAL YEAR 

The financial year of the Bank begins on the first of January and ends on 31 December of each year, 
with the exception of the first financial year of the Bank which will commence from the date of the 
Bank’s registration in the Commercial Register and will end on 31 December of the following year. 
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 %�^� !)	>(�� �	�>�� �;. 	4G&' 0%8���� ��4� ��28,1 % %�^� %&�	$� �	��j�� )	4:�6�� �	��18,7%   ��	M�-�� �	M� �;.� 0
 %�^�18,7 .% %�^� %Y)�$� ���G^8� "��	(�� %&�^�� %8���� ��4� �;. ��3,7 %� %�	(�� %&�^�� %8���� ��4� ��  w	M$� VJ ~�M^ .

 %�^� a8;. w	$� VJ ~�6 < %&�^�� %8���� ��4� 7� ��1b ���u� ���6.7%   l	M
 < %&�	$� %>�G$� ~��6� < %&�^�� %8���� ��4� ��
2007 %�-�$� a8�R� �/� 0%('����  	/J�
 ��	��� %>�G$� ~��6� J��
 <15  =	�6 !J�(^�� ~�^�� �(')e���- (�� v�6�WX�'� ~�6� a�2; 

V�(�� �>G�� ~��GC h&G��� =	>?� s�b� 0=	&�	�.  

 l	
 �E. ��2007  ��)JI8  ~�^�� < %Y)�$� �	1���� J�
 w	qI �(Y 	� 0w	$� VJ ~�6 < "���Y �	1�.56   l	M
 %�	3 < %1�.
2007 a�8' "J	�2' !� 016,8 % l	
 %�	3 T� =%�)	>�2006.  

  2004 2005 2006 2007 

!"��#�� $	%� ���  294 299 281 274 

!"��#�� �	�&'� ���  215,934 1,734,488 2,422,990 2,169,628 

!"��#�� ()*  5,122,119,587 25,541,697,851 39,643,780,002 58,279,800 

!"��#�� �'��  50,453,820,681 405,092,085,641347,548,309,500365,900,109,208

������ �&+��� )(-.�(  133,665,228,644412,965,255,735311,321,402,192501,819,272 

�1.��� �	3�8�� ���  18 30 46 56 

!"��#�� �'��� 9���� !�:�� )(-.�(  171,611,635 1,354,823,028 1,236,826,724 1,511,983,922 

!"��#�� ()� 9���� !�:�� )(-.�( 17,422,175 85,423,739 141,081,068 421,910,793 

!"��#�� �	�&':� 9���� !�:��  734 5,801 8,623 10,634 
)��$� :%��G^�� "��G��- w	$� VJ ~�6)2007( 

��;��� < !	�� ���� ���� 
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 ���	�� �� 

���� �� ��  

 B) J	���� ")�t� �� )��>' �>�^� �T��' T�4�� ���;R 7	&;1 w	$� VJ ~�6 ����14 l	(� 2000 .�?� � ��  < =	M&�) ~�^�� S	�26 
 �)	�2000 . <27  {4^�J2005  ��?�M� e	���' %�	
 %�	^� %1�. HI w	$� VJ ~�6 ���#�' ��>� =	��6�� !|&,G��� �8�� )�C� 0

 �8��8 B/)J )	&8� . S�g � 0��`I @8
20% w	$� VJ ~�6 @8
 BE6Z� �|/ ��)JI� l	(�� [	��15� ~�^�� BE6� ��.  

�)	�' }6  ��^D�2007 O	��K' VJ %��;R a�	 0"VJ %C)�' " < %8�	(�� %&�	$� ~��6Z� < %��;d� %&;8� B�- %�'	 %1��1 �4(- �/�
 VJ)�$	(�� w	$� VJ ~�6 � w	$� VJ ~�6 (k��� %&�	� ~��6� <� .   %&x&-���M6�� %M�j� �� �O2Y VJ %C)��' �	j� �4G�� ����� �:��

�	���8� � �6	G�� 	� %>�G$� < %&�	$� ~��6Z� < �4G��� )����� %&84
 "��	^� 	3_. �� U��� 0VJ %��;R 	/�4�(- U�� %&�	$� ~��6Z�� @8
� T
%&$	(�� 9�	($�.  

  �&^�� w	$� VJ ~�^� w	d� ")�J*� �8� ����BX	;�� @^&
.  

$� �	1���� [	�>�6� @8
 w	$� VJ ~�6 �4(�� �	��;d	' %C	j� %&�	$� ~�)�Z� s�|1� %
�G�$� %&�	$� 	E�)��� 	E4E6� ��)J* %�	(�� %�	^
%����� < %�J	o�� %��;d� �� %,8��$� %&8�� .  ��	��M�� "��	
 k��� %&�	� ~�)��� )	4:�6�� ]�J	G�� %('	- ���R� [	�>�6� @8
 �4(- 	41

%&�GY� �� %&8 .  

 =�.�> �	?&;#�(@�A�  

T8^��� %&�	$� ~�)�Z� %¡&/ �� �� %>?��� @8
 e��d� \(�� 0w	G�� VJ ~�6 < ��)J¢� l�>��� ��.  

 ��	� <2004 B) )��>�� )��CK' O�)t��� �8� l	 016  B) �)�� ���(��12  l	(�2000   ��)JKM' %M�	(�� %�	^$� �	1���� %?	1 =	�28� 0
£G� %&�	� ~��6� < 	E4E6�w	$� VJ ~�6 	E&? 	� %����� < %4 . B) )��>8� =	>?��16 ~�)�Z� %¡&/ k�� �8�' 7	4x
 v��� l�>�� v�6 0

 %¡,�� ao c4E6� ��)J* T8^��� %&�	$�"[" %¡,�� ao ��)J¢� %'�8�$� ¤����� <��^� � c�� ¥&R 0"�" �&M6_��� ¥��R c��1 0 .  7	M;�*	'
 �?�� ��	��8(� @8
 e��d� \�¡,�� \' ��)J*� < ~�,�� e�R"� "�"[ "w	$� VJ ~�6 ��.  

�%.	�#�� ����>" B	CDE� �	?&;#�  

�8� 	� l	&>�� w	$� VJ ~�6 < %Y)�$� �	1���� %?	1 %?	1 @8
 \(��:  

� e5� 	/���� %>�$� %��G^�� %&�	$� �	�	&��	' ~�^�� ���2-90 %&�	$� %G^�� %�	3 �� =	��� .�� 	¦	�	&�' ~�^�� J�2- 7� %1���� @8
 \(�
 e5� 	/��G�� %��G6 T'���45 "��,�� %�	3 �� =	��� .   "�M�,�� 5M� �4(�� �	g	�� @8
 ")�J*� ���>- �5
� �1b 	� ]?��� 7� �§�

%&G($�. 

�J*� �8g T� %��>$� �	��8($� s�b < 	� 0%�	/ a8��8(� !� �
 ="�.	�� ~�^�� ¨5'I� l5
I  @M8
 �`©- 7� �4��� �� U��� 0��)
BE6Z� �|/ 7_�' ���4:�^$� )�� @8
 w	��	'� %1���� BE6� �(6. 

�w	$� VJ ~�6 �� T8^��� %&�	$� ~�)�Z� %¡&/ 	E�8�- 7� �;� �	��8(� �� %&?	�I ]�	`� !� 9?�-� %&?	�I �	�8��� !_' O	,�*�. 
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%&�	��� +��*� J��R ]��- 	41: 

�ª �	1�. �
 ")J	C ���G6 �� =	4E6� s8�� 7� !)	ª sG' !Z t�§ � t�	x�� 	� %�)	25% sG��� e���� ��. 

� t�	x�� 	� %&G;^�� �� %�)	x��� ��)	>(�� O	��I +��� h8^�� �� +��>�� «G� sG' !Z t�§ �20%    F 	M� cM(��J� ��4� ��
e	4
Z� �� ��G�� �|f %����� %^6©� c�,�' !21�$� v��$� �� s�|' ¬��,- @8
 ��. 

"���� ��	�F 9G	�#*� H�CIJ 
   TM� �M8�$� J�J��6� e	4�R� �^R "�6	� �� 	E&? L�;�� �� %&4  9D 	3� @8
 J��^�� "��_�� �	�	4���� h&G�- !21�$� v��$� ¤����

 %�^G' 	E�&���� �8�� ®&�i25% �50% �100% w����� @8
 .   �M� �M:1Z �6	6Z� 	E�8�� �� 	¦��	? J��6 ��_- +�� %�� T�� �§
180  @8
 =	���J��^�� "��_�� 	3� @8
 	E,&G�-� %8��� 9D +��>�� %4�	 . < +��>�� T�-� %���C �:1� �	6	&6 L�G��� ¬(' ]��- =	&84


	/J�J��6� ���¯ s. _�G� 	$	R %8��� 9D +��>�� %4�	 . 

- F 	� 	/�-	?J �� J��^�� "��_�� +��>�� ��. "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < L�G�8� «4^� �	E8&�#�� %&���	>�� ��^�� T&q |,G�^ . !J©� �|/�
=	��>- �:1Z� %&?��$� %4£�Z� T� %�)	>$	' "�6	j� +��>�� k��^� "J	�t HI . 
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 ��J�Y�$�) �
 ��2� �� @8
45 %��)	>(�� B&&>- "J	
I �	&g	&�R� O	G:�6	' %���?��� %4&>�� <	C �
 %&�^�� %4&>�� < "J	�2�� �� .(  BM�i�
�� ")	^� �g	&�R� < ®>� !�� %>>�� 9D )	4:�6�� S	')�� %6�48$� 9D k��Z� ��J�Y�$�� %�)	x��� "�E���� %&�	d� "��,�� S	')� �� +��>

�4&£G��� e	$� ��) .%¡$	' �,C �x&8j� 7�	(��� �8� e�J < !J	&^�� ����� < "�g	�$� %�^� �8�-. 

 B) �R�$� 7��	>8� =	>?�10  %G^�1980 ���o L�G��� @8
 �§ 010%      sM�b eJ	M(� 7� HI °��	M �g	M&�R� HI %G6 �1 	ER	')� ��
 �g	&�R��50% �� �|/ �� �	(�t�- O��YI t�§ �� 0e	$� ��) ��7��	>�� < "J�  %C	� v��X < �I �g	&�R . %>?��� @8
 e��d� �§�

S	')Z� �	(�t�- T&q @8
 !21�$� v��$�. 

������ 
    ")�J* %�M6	G� N'��M�� %M4£�� 	E��� 7�;� 7_' L�G��� l28� c�� 	41 0<��$� l	£G�� < %��&^�� �	���^� �:1 �
 !21�$� v��$� ����

&? %��&^�� �	���%��&^�� ®>� ����? e5� |&,G�8� "2/	Y ±)��g �	��²� 	E. 

 %��	���� !21�$� v��$� 	E(�� U�� T��J��� HI ����� %�^G� @�Z� �d	' l�2���� L�G��� @8
 �§100.%   +��M>�� �4�- ~	&^�� �|/ <�
� k��Z� L�G��� k�� ��J�Y�$�� O54(�� HI %��>$� h8^��� +��>�� �� =51�E.� %`5` �(' ]#�^- U� . T��J��� �4�- 	4G&'85%  T&q ��

)� �E.� %�6 �(' %>#�^$� O54(�� T��J�� L�G��� �� �	������� @�� �#1 �E.� %�6 "�$ %�'	:�� BE(��J�� �8��� �G
 O54(�� T��J� e	$� ��
�	g	&�R��� �d�. 

9G	�#*K� �	?&;#� 
�	�8��� !21�$� v��$� l���^� 7	4���� "J	�t @8
 %'	���� )|d� v��.¢� %8&6�1 �g	&�R�� . �g	&�R�� �	�8��� �8�-�1%  T��J��� ��

� �YZ14% k��Z� O54(�� "�C)� T&q ��. 

�G	L�� M%�N 
	¦	g	��� 	E4xR T� �6	G�- 7	4��� ��O��YI� �	6	&6 T�� L�G��� @8
 .>�� %�6	G� %&84
 	E��� 7�;- 7� �§ 	41 c&8
 %>?��$�� 7	4���� B&&

GYZ� 7��8���� %�J	���� �	
	�>��� J��?Z� \���>$	' %C	j� s8- 	E&? 	� 7	4���� ��2&1�- %���$ %>��� %4�5� %'	) ���J��%&�. 

�-�$� \���>$� �� %
�4� �� �R�� +��>$ ���³ !� c�_' �g	�48� 9�;�� +�(��� !21�$� v��$� v�́(�  J�M& %
�4� t�	x�� BE�(�' \�
� l� %&��4(�� %&��2&$� < =��&>� 7	1 O��6 "J�  . �g	�48� 9�;�� +�(��� J�& �8� 	4&?�)sG��� e	� ��) �	6� �� %��¡� %�^G1 J���:( 

� \���>� %
�4� �� �R�� +��>� HI– 7% 

� �� �:1� s8�� sG��� < B/	^� HI5%  e	$� ��) ��– 7% 

��� %&Y)	j� L�G�– 30% ) 	/)� %�^G� "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < L�G��� T� ��	(��� < "�g	�$� �R T�¶25%   }�)	M- 7	1 �bI
«���8�� �� @,(- 	3K? �I� 0%G6 �� �:1� �(' ~	>#�6��. 

� c' %��-�$� �� %('	��� c-	1�. �� sG�8� lZ� %1����- 20% )60% 4�� �g	�$� s8- T&4u%(( 

� ")�J*� �8� O	�
�– 5%  ��
 �;� %�^G�	')25% O	�
Z� T&4u .(   �M� %M���>�� �g	�$� @8
 !21�$� v��$� %>?��� l28-
J��d� .«���8�� �� %��;d� T� �5�	(��� @,(-. 
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O���1��" J���E� ��� 
 l	
 <2006  %�^G' %����� < %8�	(�� L�G��� �� l�>$� 7	4���� J�t39%  HI �C��503   %�M^G' "J	�t �'	>� B/)J )	&8�37%   l	M
 <
2005 )362 B/)J )	&8�( .�)	x���� %&
	G��� T�)	�$� HI 7	4���� ·�>- HI �^&�) �;�' e	�� �|/ < �4G�� k2(��%&8�� % .   �|M/ �4M��

 %�^� %&
	G���� %�)	x��� �	^6©$� HI %��>$� +��>�� a8;. �4G��51% l�>$� 7	4���� ��. 

������ 
%��;d� �� J��?Z� O54(�� �� 	3_' l	
 �;�' 2&4�- U�� O54(�� T��J� e5� �� "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < L�G��� B£(� e�³ .   aM�	1 �M�

Z� T��J�)	(6Z	' �`_���� �8>��� �¸ 	E8&� �	1���� T��J� 2&4�- 	4G&' 0���4�8� %,8;��� ¬,�G�� =��>�^� =�)��� =	&¶)	- J��? . l	
 |G��1999 
 ���'%&����� ~��6Z� �� �YZ� ���g ���³ @8
 e��#8� ���2�� �;�' @(^- L�G���. 

P���� MQ" 
< T��J��� %�	4d %&�) ¹���' �Y�- � b	>�¢� L�G��� �� J�
 �	�R� �>? �5?*	' 7P� QR sG' !Z «4^� F 	4G&'� 0"�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 

�	�8^�� �� ��. 

%����� < %8��g J	^1 "�� HI N,G�� )	(6� )	&3� kJ� 0�	G&�	4:�� h��G� < . �� J�
 e	� ��) L5E�6� HI %,X�$� 9D +��>�� B1��- �4
�
� L�G���b	>�*� ��	6� h8�² l����6� �
��6� 	 .  sMG'� N6�Z� ~���� J	o� sG' �/ L�G' %`5` �	���� �� w���� ��)	�*� sG' �;�- �>?

VJ %��;R �� �� e���Z� a��� ºg��� ��)	�*� sG'� VJ .  !)	Mx��� ��)	�*� sG' �/ L�G' %`5` �� !)	x��� WX �'� sG' �;�- 	41
o�� sG����!)	x��� ¹&8j� sG'� !)	x��� !J	 .  �M'� %��;R ���- %�	EG�� < l2� �;�� %�©� B
J e���� !21�$� v��$� l� %�	d� �|/ <�

\&?	�I e	� ��)� %��&^' WX. 

 l	
 <�1988 ")	�*� < "J�Y�$� L�G�8� "9�1 �1	�� %)	��� %��;R 7��J %���Y "J	
I a��^- .$� v��$� l� ��   =	M&G>- =	M4
J !21�
�x&8j� 7�	(��� �8� e�J < %&Y)	� )J	�� �� ")	�¢� w	$� B
��� @-�� %&G($� �	^6©48� �YZ� "9� %��&6�. 

 l	
 <�1991�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < B�	>�� c' N�-�$� sG��� c(� =�|�» �)��4^1�� < �6©$� ")	x���� J	4�
5� w���� sG��� )	3� 0 �/� "
5� ��)	�*� sG' < ")	x���� J	4�
5� w���� sG��� %�R a;8³� )	4:�65� WX �'� %¡&/ a8��- �� 0")	x���� J	4�
5� ��)	�*� sG' J	4�


 %��	��� ")	x����40%0 ºg��� J	o�� sG' HI \d� s�b |G� c�� 9D� %��;d� "��&6 ao sG��� �>' �� .  VJ sMG' 7	1 	41  ��5M6*�
 l	
 < "9�1 e	&�R� %&84(� =	?�/1988  "J	�t T� c�	� ��) %8;&/ "J	
I HI sG��� ���� s�|� %x&��� 0cG� B�� w	� �8�� �5��� 	EG
 ¹��

c&? VJ %��;R %�R. 

 l	
 < �	
	G�8� ���6 e	&�R� %&84(� %x&�� "���. "	�	($ e�Z� ¹&8j� sG' +�(- 	411999 HI �J� U��     �M� �M� sMG��� %8;&/ "J	
I
WX �'� %��;R. 

�%R��#*K� PO���� 
 ¼&M�,- �5½ e5� �� v��.*� B��� 0"�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < %&?��$� �	^6©$� T&q @8
 v��.*� %&��©^� !21�$� v��$� �4#�� 

=	�)�J L�G��� 	E��>- U�� ���G�^$� %(Y���� %&���&� . ���� J�
 �4�(-�  ¼&M�,- O��YI �§ �;�� 0sG��� �g	�$ �/	£�� k��^$� @8
 ¼&�,���
 �1 �Z� @8
 "��18 =��E. .  �	M��8($� %(&�g �^R !�G6 �� !�G6 h�� �� !�G6 T') �� !�E. �;�' ����(�� �
 ")|R ��)	>- �(-�

	EG4��- U�� .���2- v�f �g	�$� ")�J* �4
 )	gI ]&��- @8
 =	&�	R �4(�� !�§�    7	M4���� �g	M² �
 ¾�R� �	��8(� !21�$� v��$�
<��$� �	�>�� < %&8&����� �g	�$�� ~�^���. 

!	�� S�. T�U� 
	¿	� ��) "O5� �^� [	^�R� �G
 et	' %&	,-� ±J	�� �	�-K' %�28� L�G��� T&q . l	
 |G� !21�$� v��$� +�? ��1993  �)��>� ÀJ� =��R

10% %�^� w	qI �� e	$� ��) . e�Z� k��^$� %�^� 7�;- 7� �§�)Tier 1 ( �� @8
�6 % °	:�� k��^$� %�^� t�	x�- 7� t�§ � 	4G&'
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�	�>�� T� @.	4�� �;�' ��?�$� 	¿	� ��) "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < %&�56*� L�G��� �J�t .�56*� VJ sG' 7	1�  ��) {M1� �R	C �
 �8' ¥&R ��?�� e	�3 B/)J 7�&8�  °	:�� T'��� <2007 .!21�$� v��$� %>?��� e	$� ��) "J	�t �8��- %>?��� HI %?	�*	'  ~�)�Z�  %¡&/

T8^��� %&�	$� 0%Y)�$� v)	�48� %�^G�	'  %����� < L�G��� T&q 7� ¥&R)VJ sG' O	G:�6	' (
 %�	^� �	1��1 %Y)�� < %&�	$� ~��6Z� < %�	
VJ� WX �'� . 

 0"�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < %&�56*� L�G�8� ��?�$� e	$� ��))B/)J 7�&8�( 02004-  ¥�	:�� T'���2007  

1,000

500
400

1,000 1,000

1,500

1,100

650

2,800

1,500

740

2,996

DIB ADIB SIB EIB

2004 2005 2006 Q2 2007
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1100
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)��$� :!21�$� v��$�� �4(�� %�� 
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< T��J��� 0"�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < L�G��� 2001- T'���°	:�� 2007: 

129 138
218

272
348

429
511

18 24

30

40

62

90

110

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 Q2 2007

Conventional Banks Islamic Banks

CAGR 30.1%

 
)��$� :!21�$� v��$�� �4(�� %�� 

 <°	:�� T'��� 2007  %�^� s8�³ %&�56*� L�G��� a�	118 %"�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < O54(�� T��J� w	qI �� .   TM��J��� �|M/ �4��-�
�	1��8� T��J�� %&��. T��J�.    l	M;R� TM� %>?���$� T��J��� �	'	^R �� %
�G�� %
�4� "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < %&�56*� L�G��� l�>-

)	4:�6� �	'	^R �� 9?�- �	'	^R� %�)	Y �	'	^R 	E&? 	� %&�56*� %(�����.  

9?���� �	'	^R �� )	4:�6�� �	'	^R < T��J��� �� {1Z� O2u� �Y�� . L�G��� +�(-� [|Y �Y� �� ®��$� )	4:�6�� �	'	^R %&�56*�
�	1����� J��?Z� �� O54(�� .  

 °	:�� T'��� 0O54(�� T��J�2007B/)J )	&8� 0: 

 AED110 bn 

18%

AED511 bn

82%

Islamic Banks Other UAE Banks

 

)��$� :!21�$� v��$�� �4(�� %�� 

 ���³ %C	�� %�)	4:�6�� �	g	�G��� %&6	6Z� %&?��$� 	¦	g	�� �� 	E8�J B£(� %&�56*� L�G��� a>>R	f ")	x���� ��J�Y�$� . �R� �:4��
§ �;�� ���4��� �	x�G� @8
 e��d� �'	>� l�6) +�? L�G�8� t�§ � %&�56*� %&?��$� �	&84(�� < c�� < s�b O�)� %�	¿� [	�6Z� 	¿ t�

�	��j� �	�8g @8
 ÀJZ� �d	' l�6) +�?. 

 =	g	�� �� %&�56*� L�G��� 7� �/ °	:�� ��	(���  e	M4
�� %�	(�� �	'	��1��� 7	4���� �		�' �:� �	g	�G�� ����� ¬('� �54(�� e���- <
"9�1 ���4
� =	��6) �?�- U�� %g	6���. 

 v��� �� �1 ]>R 0����� w	qI HI %&8&����� h�)	�$� %�^� ¥&R ����)	�*�  ��56*� VJ sG'� ��56*� WX�'� v���� ��56*�
=5`	� O�J�  ����� w	qI HI %&8&����� h�)	�$� %�^� @8
 a£?	R ¥&R %����� < "������ %��&8>��� L�G��� �� �9D� !)	x��� WX �'� sG' O�JZ

 7�J30 .% 
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°	:�� T'��� 0��J�Y�$� �t�-2007  )B/)J )	&8�( 

 AED641 bn 

64%

AED217 bn

22%

AED145 bn 

14%

Local Banks Foreign Banks Islamic Banks

 

)��$� :!21�$� v��$�� �4(�� %�� 

 < °	:�� T'���2007  �8�� =5��³� =	�	4��� L�G��� a��530  c4£(� S�) B/)J )	&8�)��R w80 %cG� (�	j� �	�>�� HI . L�G��� a�� ��
 �8�� %&�56*�81.5  T�	���� O���� �YZ� 9� 7	4���� 	E&? 	� �	x�G$� h8�² a
	. ¥&R 0B/)J )	&8�) "J)��M^$� T�	���� %C	�� ( HI

et	G$�� ��)	&^�� O���� J��?Z� �	x�G� ��	Y. 

 �:1Z� �/ %Æ��$� ���³ J�>
 a�	1� %�^� �� �:1� a8:� ¥&R =	
�&.60 %   %�M^� aM8:� U�� ")	Y*� J�>
 	E�8- 0���4��� J�>
 T&q ��
25 .% w��R %(4�� a8:�� %1)	�$�� %�	1���� %')	�$�� �	G��6�� k��Z� ��56*� ���4��� e	;.� �4��-�15 %   J�M>
 w	MqI ��

%&�56*� L�G��� < ���4���. 

 �� l�>$� 7	4����°	:�� T'��� 0L�G���2007 B/)J )	&8� 0 

 AED82 bn 

15%

AED100 bn

19%  AED348 bn 

66%

Local Banks Foreign Banks Islamic Banks

 

)��$� :!21�$� v��$�� �4(�� %�� 

 "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < %�)	x��� L�G��� < T��J��� a�8'621 < B/)J )	&8�  T'���°	:�� ��  l	
2007 %&�56*� L�G��� < T��J��� a�� 0
�	�>�� < �8;�� �4G�� e�(� �� {1� e�(� .� l	
 �E. 0k��Z� %&?��$� ���.©48� %�^G�	' e	d� �/ 	412005   ¥M&R T��J��� < �� {1�

 %�^G' T��J��� �J�t52%  l	
 T� %�)	>$	'2004 .�G
 T��J��� @8
 "��	? T?�- U�� %��&8>��� L�G��� �� �;(�� @8
�   0�MYZ T��J���� �8���
%
�4� %&�56*� L�G��� �)�g �� %
�G�� 	^R      @M8
 S	M')Z� < %1)	M�$	' \
J�M48� «4M^- U�� %�)	4:�6�� �	'	^d�� T��J��� �	'

%6�48$� ��)	4:�6�� . 

����
 7�J �� �;�� �8��� �G
 T��J� �	'	^R =	��� %&�56*� L�G��� +�(- .  %�)	4:�M6�� �	'	^d�� e�g� "�$ 9?���� �	'	^R ]>o 	4G&'
\
J�48� ����
 . 
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T�c#�� ��
�:�� ��.	�E� < ���U�E� ��D�C�� !	'�A� i	;� 

 %&�56*� L�G��� ��J�Y�� �J�t�;1 <��$� �	�>�� T� %�)	>$	' "9�1 �^G' .  %&�5M6*� %&?��$� �	��j� @8
 9�;�� �8��� �;(� �|/�
"�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 7	;6 �� .  �|M/ e5� %&�56I ���R� J�-)	�- J)��	�6 sG'� �6 V �� ¼-� sG' �:� L�G��� ¬(' a#��?� ��

%�t��� �	��� 	E�54(� l�>- �;� "��,�� %&�56*� %(����� l	;R� T� %>?����. 

�4G�� �|/ @8
 �	�>�� HI "���Y L�G' %?	�I �`� 	41 . l	
 �,?2002  !|�� l	(�� < «��?�� ��56I v��� HI ºg��� %)	��� v��� e�o
��56*� ��)	�*� v��� c&8� . l	
 <�2006  %�^� %&�56*� L�G��� ��J�Y�� a8:�13 %�� w	qI ��   ��)	M�*� < L�MG��� ��J�Y
 %�^� T� %�)	>$	' "�#�$� %&'�(��7 % l	
 <2001  l	
 %�	3 < %&�56*� L�G��� ��J�Y�� a8C� ¥&R2006  M' )�>� 	� HI129  )	&8�

B/)J. w	qI �8' ¥&R =	&$	
 	E
�� �� %^�	j� %&84(�� ºg��� VJ sG'� w���� ��)	�*� sG' <��� ¹�J �;���  %(4�� e�CZ�178  )	&8�
 < s�b� B/)J31  �)	�2007.  

 %&�56*� L�G��� e�C� ��4� )�>��145  °	:�� T���� < s�b� B/)J )	&8�2007. 

 0"�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < L�G��� ��J�Y�� ��)B/)J )	&8�( 02001-  °	:�� T'���2007: 

 

278 302 315
396

563

731

858

22
30 37

46

75

145

129

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 Q2 2007

Conventional Banks Islamic Banks

CAGR 24.5%

  

)��$� :!21�$� v��$�� �4(�� %�� 

J�l	
 �;�' %^?	G$� k��^� "J	�t HI "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < L�G�8� 9�;�� J�(�� k . {1� s8�³ =	&�	R�%(')�    WX�M'� sMG' �/� 0L�G'
w���� ��)	�*� sG'� ºg���-  ºg��� VJ %�^� 0��56*� VJ sG'� !)	x��� WX �'� sG'�46 %L�G��� ��J�Y�� w	qI ��. 

 <� T'��� °	:�2007 �8' ��4�  "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < %&�56*� L�G��� ��J�Y��145  %�^� �:³ B/)J )	&8�14.43 %  w	MqI ��
%����� < ��J�Y�$� 0
t�-a  @8
 ��	^�� 9D �;�' ��J�Y�$� �|/%^Í     ��M8��� 	E,M�� �M� �:1� ��56*� VJ sG' s8�� ¥&R 0L�G'

�56*� WX �'� v��� c-�J�Y�� �8�- !|�� �41 B/)J )	&8�  �:³28.41% %&�56*� L�G��� ��J�Y�� ��4� �� . 
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 0"�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < L�G��� �	'�8��2004-T'��� °	:�� 2007: 

226
307

377
452

53

78

104

117

49

85

178

218

51

59

68

59

2004 2005 2006 Q2 2007

Other Liabilities

Foreign Liabilities

Capital & reserves

Customer Deposits

 

)��$� :!21�$� v��$�� �4(�� %�� 

=��£�� J�t �>? "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < %�)	4:�6�� �	x�G$�� +��>�� @8
 �8��� "J	�2� �� J�
   �M� 9�1 �;�' ��?�$� 	¿	� ��) L�G���
E£?	  T&6�- �Y�e	$� ��) "O5�  ¤��. @8
 %£?	�$� T� 0	. 

\' 	� "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < L�G�8� ��?�$� e	$� ��) h
	�- �>?  ��	
2004 �2006  HI ��&�25.7 B/)J )	&8� .   aMEª� 	M41
     }�)	M- < %M�J	
 BEM6� HI =	M&�	>8- ���G^�� �|/ e�#�- ¥&R BE6� HI ���#�8� %8'	 ���G6 =���©� )��- ºg��� WX�'� sG' �:� L�G'

~	>#�6��. 

&6�- �Y� �� L�G��� �� 9:;8� %�^G�	' %&6	6� "��� e	$� ��) "J	�t a�	1"�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < 	¦	&84
� 	E£?	  T . 

 0"�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < L�G�8� ��?�$� e	$� ��)2004-2006 )B/)J )	&8�:( 

13.3

19.9

25.8

2004 2005 2006
 

)��$� :!21�$� v��$�� �4(�� %�� 
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 0"�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < L�G��� �	'�8�� �t�-2004-T'��� °	:��2007 

60% 58%
52% 53%

14% 15%
14% 14%

13% 16% 24% 26%

13% 11% 9% 7%

2004 2005 2006 Q2 2007

Other Liabilities

Foreign Liabilities

Capital & reserves

Customer Deposits

 

)��$� :!21�$� v��$�� �4(�� %�� 

 e�(� "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < L�G��� �	'�8�� �J�t31 % l	
 |G� =	��G62004 .    < L�MG�8� %�M^G�	' e��M�É� �^&���� )��$� 7	1�
 O54(�� T��J� �/ "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*�) %�^� a�8' ¥&R53 %<  T'���°	:�� ��  l	
2007( B��� �|/ 7	1 	4G&' 060 % l	
 <2004 

%��&8>��� T��J��� �	'	^R �� �:1_' 	E8��³ )J	�� T��G�� aEª� "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < L�G��� 7� %>&>d =	6	;(�� s�b�. 

� ¥&R "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < L�G�8� =	&6	6� =	?�/ e�2� 	� T��J��� [�|�Y� 7� �I T��J��� HI +��>�� %�^� t�	x�- �� 	E&8
 +�,� 7��	>�� 7
1:1 . l	
 < 9�1 �;�' @8
� %&�GYZ� �	'�8�$� %�^� a�	12006  a8:� ¥&R21 %�� ��4� �	'�8�$� .  )J	M�� T��G�� %x&�� �|/�

L�G�8� k��Z� )	4:�6�� �	g	�� B
J �Y� �� ���4���. 

�	
 <�� 2006  �2007 0 "�
 �J�t ���#�8� %8'	>�� ���G^�� @8
� �;���Z� )����� �� �)�&�	' %&�GYZ� ���G^�� @8
 	/J	4�
� �� L�G'
%&�GYZ� �	'�8�$� < "J	�t HI kJ� 	� BE6� HI. 
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 l	
 <�2006  %8�	/ =	R	')� L�G��� a>>R\���;$� HI %��>$� +��>�� @8
 "��	?� �5�	(� l�6) aG4�- %�	(�� �	'	��1�� ���³ �� . @8(?
 )��>� [	��1�� BE6� %&41 ���³ %1�. BE6� @8
 [	��1�� t�	ª e	:$� �&�6485  HI �C�� =	,(�74 �;���� )��J )	&8�. 

%&�GYZ� ����d� �:� %&?��$� �	��j� l�6) {�(- �	�������  <R�	,�	�$� %�	  =	�	/ =�)��� �;�-� "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < =	&�^� %(,-��
L�G�8� %�^G�	' ��J���¢� . ��)	�*� ~�6 HI %&�GYZ� L�G��� �� ��2$� e��J� �	�>�� ���o �Y� �� %&$	(�� ")	x��� %4£G� ¤���� =��£� c�� �I

 T��$� �� 0"�#�$� %&'�(��%^?	G$� @8
 	¦)� @8
 Ê?	#�� 	E��6) ���(- HI L�G��� ���- 7� . 

 "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < L�G��� S	')� w	qI)B/)J )	&8� (2001-T'���  °	:��2007 

3.7 4.3 4.5

7.7

14.7

11.6

0.2
0.3 0.5

0.7

1.6

17.3

2.5

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 Q2 2007

Conventional Banks Islamic Banks
 

)��$� :!21�$� v��$�� �4(�� %��  

 °	:�� T'�8� Î	')Z� B&^>- �
 �	��8(� �?��- �2007 

���� �:� 0l	
 �;�' l�6���� ���4(�� �� �)%&�GYZ� �54(�� e���- 	E&? 	� ( "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < %��&8>��� L�G��� ��J �� {1� =�O2Y
	EG� %&�56*� L�G��� ��J T� %�)	>$	' . 

' 	4&? =	���>- !�	^��	' w���� ��)	�*� sG' ��J� ºg��� WX�'� sG'� !)	x��� WX�'� sG' ��J �t���   ���M4(��� "�M�	,�� �� ����� \
l�6���� . 

 l	
 < 9�1 �;�' "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < ���4(��� l�6��� ��J J�t 0l	
 �;�'�2005     < a1)	M. UM�� L�MG�8� %�^G�	' %C	�
%g	6��� �	��� a�� �� %�	(�� �	'	��1��. 
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 "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < %&?��$� T��J��� < �4G��)B/)J )	&8� (2002-T'���  °	:��2007 

72 76 80
127

165
19935 45

65

87

118

126

42
50

63

92

136

151

13

15

18

23

12

19

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 Q2 2007

Saving Deposists 

Foreign Currency
Deposits 

Demand Deposits

Time Deposits

 

)��$� :!21�$� v��$�� �4(�� %�� 

 w��R 9?���� T��J� a8:�4.63 %T��J��� w	qI �� N>? .�;�' a�,Ï� ��  �� W6	G-6.7 % l	
 <2004    < %M&�	d� 	¦	���M^� HI
 T'���°	:��  �� l	
2007. 

���4��� �	g	�� B
J �Y� �� "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < L�G��� v��/� �R� �YZ T��J��� [�|�Y� {�(� �YZ� %8��g� %�6��$�. 

���� ��� 	�
 �� ������ ��� ���� ������� ������ ���� �!" ��#$% &���'()*� +��,(�� -.� �/3� �! 4�5 6
 8�9�(�� :(%�'�� ;���,�� �� ��

<��,=� 	>=% ���!?� ��� "
 ;���,�� ���� -.� <@����� A�BC�� ��! �� <>���D� �*"���% EF���� G%� �H�.. 

 �H(��� :$%�J�� +����?� <@ :$@����� ;���,�� A�,K):�,M� :N�� (2002-;%��� ��'�� <2007 

45% 41%
36% 39% 38% 40%

22% 24%
29% 27% 25%

26% 27% 28% 28% 31% 30%

7% 7% 6% 4% 5%

27%

7%

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 Q2 2007

Saving Deposits 

Foreign Currency
Deposits 

Demand Deposits

Time Deposits

 

)��$� :!21�$� v��$�� �4(�� %�� 

 |G� "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < =�9�1 =��� L�G��� S	')� ��E.2001 %�^G' S	')Z� �J�t ¥&R 094.2 % l	
 <2005   l	M
 T� %�)	>$	'
2004  �8�� HI ����16.3 B/)J )	&8�.  S	')Z� a�8'�19.8 B/)J )	&8�  l	
 %�	3 <2006  .   "�M,�8� %x&�� S	')Z� �|/ a>>o ��

BE6Z� ~�6 < "9�;�� %1)	�$�� VJ < %C	� %�)	>(��. 

 l	
 O	G:�6	' �;1 <��$� �	�>�� T� %�)	>$	' {1� �^G' %&�56*� L�G��� S	')� �J�t2006 �	�>�� O�J� �� �� 	/��J� 7	1 	��G
 . 
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 0"�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < "��	,�� )	(6�2002-T'���  °	:��2007 

 

16%

5%
4%

11%
11%

10%

15%

13%

5%
4%

1%

2%2% 3%
2%

2%

2%2%

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 Q2 2007

Loans Interest Rate Inter-bank Rate Deposits Rate
 

)��$� :!21�$� v��$�� �4(�� %�� 

%&'�(�� ��)	�*� < %&��;d� T��J��� a8:�  < 0��)	�*� �� ")	�I �1 T��J�� %�J	o�� %��;d� T��J� �� %��;$� 0"�#�$� T'���°	:��  ��  l	M

2007  %�^�18 %%�)	x��� L�G��� < T��J��� w	qI �� . 

%&�GYZ� �54(�	'� %&8�� %84(�	' T��J� T��J��� �|/ �4��-� .� ~	,�*� cY�� h8��$ T��J��� �|/ a����6� ��    �M-��) sM�b < 	M� l	(�
�	��j�� T�	���� �	������ \&��$� \,X�$� . 

 �� W6	G- �;�' %&��;d� T��J��� �J�Jt� ��15.8 % l	
 < T��J��� w	qI ��2001  HI18 % <°	:�� T'���  l	
2007 . 

 "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < %�)	x��� L�G��� < %&��;d� T��J���)/)J )	&8�B( 02001-T'���  °	:��2007 
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)��$� :!21�$� v��$�� �4(�� %��  

 ¥�	:�� T'�8� %&��;d� T��J��� �
 �	��8(� �?��- �2007 

 <°	:�� T'��� 20070  w��R 7	139.9 %�YZ T��J� �
 ")	�
 "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < O54(�� T��J� �� .  TM��J��� %�^� �J�Jt� ��
8��� �G
 �� �22 % l	
 <2002 HI 25  % < T'���Å	:��  �� l	
2007. 
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 l	
 < a(Y��- L�G��� �� �� %��>$� %&�	4���� �5&E^��� �� %&����� +��>�� %�R 7� �I2006  	¦	���^� HI %&�	$��  ¤	M�G�� TY��- T
�	
	�>�� �|/ < . l	
 |G� 7	4���� w	qI �� ��O	��*� �	� HI l�>$� <��$� 7	4���� %�^� a�,Ï��2001  HI =	(��6 L�G��� e�C� T�

%C	j� ���4��� ��	6� 9?�- @8
 �4(8� 7�)��$� cª� s�|� %x&��� 0�	�>�� �|/ +��I @8
 %���,$� %&���	>�� J��d�   )��MCI e5� �� Bf
k��Z� ����� ���G6� L�;���. 

(- 	3� ¥&R L�G��� �� l�>$� 7	4���� w	qI �� %8&¡� %�^G' ���4���� \�_��� �	1�. �:� L�G��� 9D �� ���4��� �	^6©� a�	6 ��  �M4�
%,8�² ���³ )J	�� @8
 =	��� . 

$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < L�G��� �� l�>$� 7	4���� �	�>�� �^R "�#�)%��¡� %�^� (2001-T'���  °	:��2007 
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Loans to other services/
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Construction
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)��$� :!21�$� v��$�� �4(�� %�� 

 HI a8C� +��>��� T��J��� �^� \' "9�1 �	��? L�G��� a>>R12) %�	�J� �;��� < \�� �/ 	41 ( ���G^�� O	G`� a^��%>'	^�� .  �M:³
%�6��� =	4& %G&�$� �^G�� .	��6� l	
 �;�'�   \M' aMR���- %&^?	G- )	(6_' L�G��� \' 	� ~�6 �� e���� @8
 e��d� L�G��� a
1.4 %

�5.5 % ��	
 \' 	4&?2002 �2007  �8' ¼�	/ �� �J	,�6��9 % HI11 .% 

' ��|�» h:;� �;�' 7	4���� �		�'� %&����� +��>8� ¹������ @8
 k��Z� ���4��� �	1�.� L�G��� Tx. 9�;�� ¼�	¿� �|/ )	��
�� \(
�	��;d� �� �	1���� l	�� S	�$� e	�� �� �� +�	,- e	� BE��� J��?Z� O54(�� 7�. 

 �)��>� a'	` "��	? �(6 e�(� ~�^�� < =	&�	R +��>�� �?��-�6 %� ����	' %��4�$� +��>8�4-5 %� ��)	&^�� +��>�22-26 % "��	?
7	4���� �		�' @8
 %��G6 .L�G��� ]��- �    �M��4��� ���M�� h8�² @8
 «'��� %�^� [	^d =	(Y�� 	E����^- 	EG;�� 0"��	? )	(6� %&�56*�

%�)	4:�6�� �	��j��. 
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 ���4���� ��J�Y�$� w	qI)8�B/)J )	&( 02001-T'��� °	:�� 2007 
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)��$� :!21�$� v��$�� �4(�� %�� 

 %��	���� "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < L�G��� �� %'�8�$� T��J��� HI +��>�� %�^� l	
 �;�' l�>$� ���4��� t�	ª1:1    ���M�� ¬M(' 7Z s�b�
 L�G��� +��) �
 	¦�� �>- U�� +��>�� !�3 �E.� (� ¤���� �|/ �4� �^�o .  e�M(� �G
 W^� )��>�6� @8
 T��J��� a£?	R ��2:1 

"�$� s8- e5� ��J�Y�$� w	qI �� . 

 ���4���� T��J��� w	qI)B/)J )	&8�( 02001-T'���  °	:��2007 
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Deposits Financing 

)��$� :!21�$� v��$�� �4(�� %�� 

�)	�*� < L�G��� �� %��>$� 7	4���� �5&E^- ��E. l	
 |G� =�9�1 =��� "�#�$� %&'�(�� �2001  l	
 < "9�1 "J	�t 	E>&>o T�2006  	��G

 %�^G' L�G��� �� l�>$� 7	4���� w	qI J�t34  %G6 T� %�)	>$	' %�	$	'2005   l�M>$� 7	4���� �8' ¥&R474   BM/)J )	M&8�.   w	MqI J�Jt�

 %�^G' 7	³*� �5&E^���11.8 %$� "��,�� �� ��	G� �� "��42007  �&��� HI2007 �8��� 0530 B/)J )	&8�. 

�1	^$� +�� s�b < 	� %&��. +��DZ "b��_$� +��>��� �4(�� +��DZ "b��_$� +��>�� %&����� +��>�� �4�- . +��>�� a�g ��
 l	
 < %�)	x��� �	g	�G�� @8
 %&�����2005 �>$� 7	4���� �� %�^� {1� @8
 �t	R�L�G��� �� �� l .  ~�M6 < "�,�8� %x&�� �|/ 7	1

BE6Z� ~�6 < %')	�$�� %�	(�� �	'	��1�� < %1)	�48� "b��_$� %&����� +��>8�� %&G;^�� ��)	>(��. 
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T�c#�� ��
�:�� ��.	�E� < <�C�� i	;��� �� ��	� �� 

0%�	
 �	��8(�)J	�� �� �	�J� "J)���� �	��8($� �|��  M��� @8
 �&(' �R HI 	E&8
 J	4�
�� l�>�� 	E�#C� 	¿	4�1� �� ]>#��� �§ F� ~�
	E��>-� 	E(&4ª < %����^$� %&�	�R*� ¾	ÆZ� 9�	(�� . 

T�c#�� ��
�:�� ��.	�E� < <�C�� i	;��� 

�� ���G^�� e5� =	�'	` =�9�1 =��� "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < <��$� �	�>�� �E.a^ %&�	$� .   TM�>G� )�M���� HI �4G�� s�b �2(� 7� 	GG;��
	
	� < 9£G���	��j� � T&G����� ��)	>(�� � .  e�M(� %&�	$� �4j� ���G^�� e5� 9�1 �� ]&>o < L�G��� ��J�Y�� w	qI �4�6� ��

 �)�23.4 % �� "�$� e5�2001  HI�&��� 2007 . 

 T��J���� ��J�Y�$� w	qI)B/)J )	&8�( 02001-�� T'���°	: 2007 * 
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Deposits* Assets 

)��$� :� v��$�� �4(�� %��L�G�8� %&�	$� �	�	&���� !21�$ 

 *%&��;d� T��J��� O	G:�6	' 

L�G��� 	E;8�³ U�� ��)	>(�� �� %�'	:�� ��J�Y�$� �:� ��J�Y�$� �� 	/9D� ���4��� ��J�Y�� ��J�Y�$� �|/ �4��- .  WX�M'� sG' e�2� 	�
��J�Y�$� ¥&R �� sG' {1� ºg���  �)	� �E. %�	�� s�b�2007J }�)	- 0��)	�*� sG' ¹� w���� ºg��� VJ sG'�  "�
	 cG
 ¹�� !|��

e�C� %(4�  �8�-178 B/)J )	&8� %����� < %&?��� e�C� "�
	 {1� �;�� 	� . l	
 �E. ��2005    ��J�MY�$� w	MqI < "J	�t {1�
")�1|$� "�$� e5� ���4��� �	g	��� T��J����. 
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�	j> a�C�� 

 \^Í "�$ v��$� �6_��)50 ( �Æ %�J	(�� 9D %&��4(�� %&(4u� �
 )�� )��� F 	� %&�	��� %8`	� J�$ =	&�	>8- ���x�8� %8'	 %G6v��$� . 

%&�	��� ��	d� �� !� ¾��R �G
 v��$� J�Y� �E�G�) :1 ( Ð�6	6Z� c�	£� < %G&�$� l	;RÉ� =	>?� J�ª F 	� v��48� "J��� "�$� %�	3
)2 ( Ð 	E8Y� �� v��$� �6� U�� +��DZ� O	E���)3 ( � Ðv��$� �Æ %�J	(�� 9D  %&��4(�� %&(4u� �
 )�� )��C)4 (���� v��$� �	

k��� %1��' . 

G�� �Y� �� %�J	
 9D %&��4
 %&(q J	>(�� "�
J c&Y�- ")�J*� �8� @8
 �x&? �Z� @8
 c�	� ��) h�� eJ	(- ��	^� v��$� ��;- �bI �£
c8R �� v��$� )��4�6� < .-�� 9�>- �� �6	6Z� c�	£� < %G&�$� c-�� %�	3 �� v��$� �Æ )�� !� «��� � %&��	D �� �4�(� F 	� Ñ=�|?	� c

�	1���� 7��	>� =	>?� %'�8�$� \�	^$� . 
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�� �%�	� ���'� ��:k ��:� T�� 
 \`5` \(4�� 7�;8�� \�	^� �� B/	^$ t�§ 0")�J*� �8� 	E&�I �
�� U�� %�J	(�� %&��4(�� %&(4u� HI %?	�*	')30 ( �� �Z� @8
 %�	$	'

 HI c��86�� )	(.I �Y�� ")�J*� �8� �� ���8�� 7� BE6Z� v��$�%�J	
 %&��4
 %&(q �>
 . �8g �bI %&��4
 %&(q �>(� "�
��� t�ª 	41
 �	'	^R �>�� s�bv��$� . ��
 %^Í e5� "�
��� )��CI �§ 0\��	d� 	�81 <�)15 (�8��� ·�>- }�)	- �� =	��� . 

 �%�	� V] ���'� ��:k ��:� T���� 
")�J*� �8� �� "�
J �Y�� %�J	(�� 9D %&��4(�� %&(4u� �>(G- .�§�  s�b cG� �8g �bI %�J	
 9D %&��4
 %&(q �>(� "�
��� �8�� @8


 \(')� 7�;8�� 7��	^�)40 (BE6Z� �� �Z� @8
 %�	$	' . ��
 %^Í e5� \�	^$� HI ���
��� e	6)I �8�� @8
 �§ %�	d� �|/ <�
)15 (�8��� ·�>- }�)	- �� =	��� . 

:�� �	�:'l� < Pm	��� ��*���' 
 < B/	^� �;� ] v��$�%&��4(�� %&(4u� )��R .=��R�� =	-�C c�R	C BE6 �1 «G�� . O	�
� 9D �� �&1� \&(- B/	^� !Z t�§�

cG
 %'	&G�	' %&��4(�� %&(4u� )��d ")�J*� �8� .Z =	>?� ")J	C %C	� %&���	 %�	1� �Y�� =	&�� B�� 7� �§ =	#&#C �&1���� 7�;� �;�� %�
e�(�� �-	1 �� �� 	E>���- �§ 0=	�	^� �&1��� �;� F e	R <� ")�J*� �8� 	/J� l	;R�� ¤��. . �&1�8� t�§ � e��RZ� T&q < �

 %^Í �� �:1� @8
 %,��� s8�' =�2�	R 7�;� 7�)5 ( e	� ��) �� %�	$	'v��$� . 

&��	���� 	E
���� h8��� %&��4(�� %&(4u� [	�� T�¶%�)	x��� �	1���� 7��	 l	;RZ ��)��>�� J	4�
� %�)����� %. 

(@�A� ��Y&� X�O 

' 	E&? B¿ t�§ � %&��2�I "�$ 7�^6©$� 	E;8� U�� BE6Z� T�i 0"�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� %��J < 	f e�4($� \���>8� =	>?� �/� 0BE4E6� T&
}�)	- �� ��³ 5
*	' !)�t��� )��>�� )��C�
 7  �(' %&�	:�� %&�	$� %G^�� �
 v��48� %>�$� %&�	$� �	�	&��� �
 75
*� QR� v��$� �&6_-

�&6_���%&�	$� �	�	&��� �|/ @8
 %&��4(�� %&(4u� %J	�� �('� 0 . �6©� HI �I "�$� �|/ e5� 	E8��o �� c4E6� T&' �6©� !Z t�§ ��
��».  

��48� �6	6Z� l	£G�� ®G� < %Y)�$� �	1���� @8
 "|?	G�� %4£�É� =	>?� 7�;�� BE6Z� %&;8� �>� T�¶ 7� @8
 vw	$� VJ ~�6 �/ %�� ��
 k��� %&�	� ~�6-v��$� BE6� 	E&? �)� . 0s�b v5¯ �6	6Z� l	£G8� =	>?� 	f v����� �� 	EG/) �� 	E�&;8� �>� �� BE6Z� T&' t�§

v��48� .848� �>� !� {�(��=5g	' �6	6Z� l	£G8� %,�	�$	' B�� %&; . 

 \^Í� �R�� �
 a� !� < 7�&-�)	�I 7�Gg��� 	E;8� U�� BE6Z� %�^� ¬,�G- �� �§)51 (v��$� e	� ��) �� %¡$	' . 

��Y&'&� `C�A� ��� 

 B/	^� !Z t�§ � 0	f %��-�� %1�. �� %^6©� �� "���J %�� �� 7	4x
 %��;R O	G:�6	' %^Í �� �:1� L5���)5 ( e	� ��) �� %¡$	'
v��$� . 

 Phn'&� (@�A� _U#�� .	�d o���
 

 +���� %1���� < BE6Z \,X�$� %&;8� ¹�	��' ]&���' «4^- �)	C ¥&Æ "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < 	f e�4($� \���>�� �9�- �bI T&x�-
�>�� !�b \,X�$� [	�>�6�� v��$� �,X�� @8
 e��d� �(' \,X�$� BE6� ��)	&� ¹���' ]&��- v��48� ] 0c&? �4(8� ��O	,;��� ��)

 %�J	(�� 9D %&��4(�� %&(4u� %>?���) )	��
�� \(' |�Z� T�–  k��� )��� �4� ��–  �Í %�� e5� ��?�$� v��$� e	��) "J	�t)5 (
���G6.( 

B	
.A� M%RN 

- �
 75
*� v��48� t�§ c' �C�� !|�� �8�$� �	(�t���� s8- t�	x�- �� @8
 %&��4(�� %&(4u� �
 )��� )�� �Y�� S	')Z� �	(�t�
")�J*� �8� . 
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!	�� S�. (@�� 

 �6	6Z� l	£G�� �� %G&(� l	;RZ =	��8� �4��- 0BE6Z	' %>8(�$� �	��8($� ¬(' �8� 	4&?v��48�. 

!	�� S�. 

 e	� ��) �8�� 0"��G�� �|/ }�)	- < v��$� ����$� ���;$�J	
 BE6 )	&8� @8
 B^>� B/)J )	&8� ��?�$�� c' B/)J 	/)��>� %&�� %4&>' !
BE^8� �R�� . e	� ��) BE6� T&q v��$�%��>� BE6� �/. 

(@�A	
 �;?N��� ���� 

 �	ª BE8:� 7� %���. �:1� �� �R�� BE6 %&;8� < �:1� �� 7	��. L���� 7� t�§ �;�� %�2x�8� %8'	 9D BE6Z� v��$� �R�� ®�.
N>? .� 7�1���$� 7�;�	$� L�����%&;8$� s8- �
 %¡.	G�� �	��2���� �
 %&��©^$� < BE^8. 

 e�C� < %��	^�� =	�>R c;�	� BE6 �1 «G�� v��$� ��C �	6� @8
 \�	^48� %&��4(�� %&(4u� < a������ ~�>R� S	')Z� �	(�t�-�
BE6 �;� �R�� . 

Pm	�'&� ���':�� ��:'l� 

�%���� ���':�� ��:'l� 
	4�Y� 7�;- %��G6 �	
	4�Y� sG��� < \�	^48� %&��4(�� %&(4u� �	
)%�J	
 (%�J	
 9D �	
	4�Y� �� . "�� %��G^�� %&��4(�� %&(4u� �>(G-

%&�	$� %G^�� %�	3 �� �E.� %(')� e5� %G^�� < �Z� @8
 "�R�� .J*� �8� ��)	>- %��G^�� %&��4(�� %&(4u� 	E&? �£G- U�� ��	^$� �4�-� ")�
� ")�J*� �8� O	�
� \&(-� 	E(�t�- B�&6 U�� S	')Z� ��	��� ��	^j�� S	')Z� �	'	^R� %&��4(�� %&��2&$�� �	'	^d� �>���/ �>�� ��

")�J*� �8� O	�
� �Ó?	;�� B¿2
� �	'	^d� . 

�%�	:�� V]  ���':�� ��:'l� 

�� %�	G$ %�J	(�� 9D %&��4(�� %&(4u� �>(G-s�b < 	� %��G^�� %&��4(�� �	&(4u� < 	E&? �£G� U�� s8- 9D ��	^�  J	4�) :1 ( �>
 ���(-

 ÐsG�8� �6	6Z� l	£G�� �� �&6_���)2 ( Ðc�&,i �� sG��� e	� ��) "J	�t)3 ( �� Ð	/9�>- �� sG��� "�� ���³)4 ( �R �� v��- �� T&' !�
sG�8� ¹�J �� %&,�- ��. 

E� T��" T����.	:b 
 %&��4(�� %&(4u� HI "�
��� cY�-)%�J	(�� 9D �� %��G^�� (")�J*� �8� �
 )J	C )	(.I �Y�� . HI �6�- ��	6) {
 )	(.*� s�b �t���

 �� "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < %&'�(�� %�8�	' 7�)��- \�&��� \�,&#C < ��G�� �x^$� ��{�	' \�	^$�21 �Z� @8
 =	���  }�)	��� ��
%&��4(�� %&(4x8� S��>$� .e	4
Z� e��Y �
 %�^� "�
��� �4��- 7� �§� . ~�)�Z�  %¡&/ HI e	4
Z� e��Y� "�
��� �� }^� �6�- 	41

k��Z� %���$� �	�8^��� T8^��� %&�	$�. 

X�)�#�� 
� �&x^- %�J	(�� 9D �� %�J	(�� %&��4(�� %&(4u� )��Æ �D���� B/	^$� @8
 ")�JI ��?�- !|�� °���;�*� �x^�� < c� v��$� J	>(�� 7	;� <

�	4�Y�� O�' �� �v	1 a� �� �	4�Y�� . ��|�� \�	^$� O	��� 	E8:� �� 	E;8� U�� BE6Z� J�
� c8:� �� B/	^$� B6� �x^�� �4����
 BE8:�)���Y� 7I (%�6	G$� %&���	>�� ��	1���� �5&1����� . 
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���	�� �����  2009  2010  2011  2012  2013  

��J�Y�$� @8
 ��	(��  3.4%  2.2% 2.4%  2.5%  2.8%  

e	$� ��) ~�>R @8
 ��	(��  11.3%  8.5% 10.9%  12.9% 16.0%  

 e	$� ��) @8
 ��	(��  12.1%  9.5% 13.0%  16.5% 22.3%  

%,8;���/�����  41.5%  37.9%  33.4%  30.0%  24.8%  

���4���/T��J���  95.0%  95.0%  95.0%  95.0%  95.0%  

���4���/��J�Y�$�  63.6%  68.1%  71.4%  71.4%  76.3%  

T��J���/�	'�8�$�  95.8%  96.3%  96.7%  97.0%  97.3%  

���4��� ��J/�8;�� �����  65.9%  69.1%  71.6%  75.2%  76.0%  

���4��� ��J/=	R	')� ]>o U�� ��J�Y�$� e�(�  9.9%  7.0%  7.1%  7.1%  7.0%  

T��J��� h�)	��/S	')� 	E&8
 U�� �	'�8�$� e�(�  2.2%  1.7%  1.7%  1.6%  1.6%  

e	$� ��) %�	,1 %�^�  29.0%  25.0%  23.0%  20.0%  18.0%  

)��$� :�4(�� %��  

�	£R5�:  

 * H�Z� %&8&����� %G^�� �:³20  �� =�)	��
� =��E.1  ��	�2008  QR�31  {4^�J2009  

- 	/9D� %�'	:�� ��J�Y�$�� !21�$� v��$� k�� "�C)Z�� S	�$� �>G�� k��Z� ��J�Y�$� �4��-  

- %,8;��� %�^� v�(-/�)	�$� w	qI 	3_' ���������� w	qI @8
 %4^>� %&8&����� h  
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���	�� �	:�#�� 

 ���':�� ��O�e���)(-.� s�&�(   %	�08 - V'�%�09*  2010  2011  2012  2013  
v)	�$� �� %>#�^$� "�C)Z�� T��J���  51  52  53  54  55  

%&�	� �	^6©� T� %Æ���  803  839  847  845  838  

)	4:�6�� ���³ �	g	��  1.455  2.148  2.972  3.976  5.212  

��)	4:�6�  926  954  994  1.043  1.107  

k��� ��J�Y��  315  393  481  589  722  

���1�� �	k>  3.550  4.385  5.347  6.507  7.933  

v)	�$� HI %>#�^$� "�C)Z�� T��J���  81  93  107  122  141  

O54(�� T��J�  1.854  2.452  3.135  3.959  4.967  

%&��;R T��J�  523  692  884  1.117  1.401  

k��� �	'�8��  24  27  29  32  35  

e	$� ��)  1.000  1.000  1.000  1.000  1.000  

"2x�  S	')�  24  43  69  102  147  

°��	>�� �g	&�R��  45  79  122  175  242  

Pm	��� ��*" �	
&;�� �	k>  3.550  4.385  5.347  6.507  7.933  

 Xd��� s	�
)(-.� s�&�(  2009  2010  2011  2012  2013  

)	4:�6��� ���4��� �	g	�� �� ��J  223  185  241  308  382  

!)	4:�6� ��J  90  59  63  58  62  

��» ��J  25  24  33  44  59  

Xd��� �	k>  338  268  336  410  503  

%&8&����� h�)	�$�  )140(  )101(  )112(  )123(  )125(  

 L5E�6�� �	��²  )21(  )22(  )30(  )40(  )52(  

Z� �� \
J�$� %�RS	')  )53(  )46(  )59(  )75(  )94(  

T	3e�� X?� B	
.A�  124  98  135  172  233  

"	12��  )2(  )3(  )5(  )7(  )10(  

T	3e�� �:
 B	
.A�  121  95  130  165  223  
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%&G��#��� \&?��$� %&(q� %&�56*� L�G�8� l	(�� �8�� �� ��1 < ")�JI �8� ��
 ��G� ���� 7	1 	41 . �� %&^Gu� º��Æ �/ h8� �&^��
 l	
 �&����1956.  

�	�%:#��" x�n#�� 

$� \&GE$� �� ]��? ���;- v�f "2&4�� h&X�- %&84
 ]&���� v��$� N�¶     %&?�M�$� e	M4
Z� < %M&4&8*�� %M&����� "{j� !�b \���
%&�56*� .   \,X�M$� %#8M�� �� 7�;� 7� 7	4�� =	44��� w���� k��^$� T� =	&.	4�� v��$� < �	���(��� �;&/ 7�;� 7� T��$� ���

%8��g "�$ v��$� T� �4(�	' l�2���� \&^&���� .)��' l�2��5� v��$� N�¶ 	41B/����-� c&,X�� ��. 
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a�C�� s	l 

 7	x8�� �� =�J�
 c�	�
� \' �� ")�J*� �8� �;��) Ê,8' 	EG� �1 HI )	��"%Gu " Ê,8' %(4�� 	E&�I�"7	u ("  �� c-	&R5MC ¬(' 	E#G��
�2� @8
 v��.*� %4E� 	E&�I �E(�v��48� �6	6Z� l	£G8� =	>?� ")�J*� �8� ��)�� |&,G-� e	4
Z� %�� . 

	EG��;-� 	¦	
	4�Y�� 	¦	C	����� 	E�	E� B£G- U�� %C	j� 	¦	6	&6 %Gu �;� 7�;�� .%&�	��� 7	x8�� ")�J*� �8� 7	u B�-�: 

a�C�� �'3* 
� @8
 %>��$� �	1���� %41�R ±J	�� �&>��� v��$� !�G�%Y)�$� �	1��� .   �M
�� 	ME&? 	� %41�d	' l�2���� 7	x8�� �4�- 7� T��$� ���

)» B) %¡&¿� �&�) )�� �Y�� T8^��� %&�	$� ~�)�Z� %¡&/ �
 ")J	��� �	1���� %41�R/32  %G^�2007 ")�	1���� %41�R �
�� .(" 

 �:
	#�� ��l�yD	Y��" 
G- 9D O	�
� %`5` %Gx8�� �|/ B��6\8>�^� O	�
� 0%Gx8�� �&�) BE&? �� 0BE�&��	D 7�;� 7� �§� �Z� @8
 \�|&, .  %MGx8�� �|/ 7�;-�

=	��G6 	E�(Y���� v��$	' %C	j� �Ó?	;$�� 	��2$�� ¬��(��� %6	&6 T�� �
� �8�� O	�
�� ")�J*� �8� �&�) ¬��(- %6	&6 �
 %��©^� . 

z���#�� ��l 
`5` %Gx8�� �|/ B��6\8>�^� O	�
� BE�&��	D 7�;� 7� @8
 �Z� @8
 \�|&,G- 9D O	�
� % .   @M8
 %MGx8�� �|/ O	�
� �R� T�4�� 7� �§�

%&�6	 � %&�	� "{¯ �Z� .    ")�J*� �M8� HI �	&MC���� ·�M>-� �8����� ]&���� t	EY ��)	>-� �4
 %(Y���� ]&�- %Gx8�� �|/ �� �8���
�� �	&C�-� \&(- ���¯v��$� �	'	^R �> . 

�%{�h�#�� ��)&�� 
 %�|&,G��� ")�J*� �,X�� T&q %�|&,G��� %Gx8�� B��6) l	^� O	6�)� l	^Z� O�)��� l	(�� ���$�� !|&,G��� �&����e	4
Z� )  Mj� 0%MG�2j� �	��

�	1��8� %&?��$�  �	��j��J��?É� %&?��$� (")�J*� �8� �
 �:� �� ��
� .� ¼	G�6� l�>-� �	x�G$�� e	4
Z� %&x&-���6I %�|&,G��� %Gx8�
")�J*� �8� HI �	&C���� . 

�%{�h�#�� T.��E� 

 �$	
 k��^� ��b %&?��� %^6©� ")�J* %�)����� �5/©$�� "{j	' 7�(�4�� !|�� ��2&4�$� \&GE$� \,X�$� �� =�J�
 v��$� B�&6  < 	M�
����� ")�J*� �8� �&�) s�b %&?��$� �	��j� �&�)� J��?Z	' %C	j� %&?��$� �	��j� �&�)� ]��^��� B^ �&�)� l	(�� ���$�� !|&,G��� �&

 M^ �&�)� %�)�J*� 7�©���� %������ J)��$� B^ �&�)� �	&84(�� �&�)� �	��8($� %&G>- B^ �&�)� %G�2j� �&�)� )	4:�6��� �	1��8� B
>�� B^>�� �&�)� %&�	$� °��	l�2����� .  

|{�h�#�� }�����  
7	4x
 v��$ =	�|&,G- =	^&�) h8� È	C h6�� �&^�� \&(- � �>� .    "�M
 ��M. �M� 0<��$� �	�>�� < %(6�� �"{¯ h8� �&^�� T�4���

��56*� <��$� �	�>�� < 	41 !�&8>��� <��$� �	�>�� < s�b� e	�� �|/ < 	&8
 %�|&,G- �C	G� .� �&^�� ��. 07	4x
 v��� c	#��� �
 ��56*� ���#��� v��$ !|&,G��� �&���� ��G� h8�) ��	
 \'2004  �2007 ( )	ÇI sG'�) ��	
 \'2003  �2004 .( ��	
 \'

2000  �2003��	��� ���#��� v��� < "��	^$� �	��j�� %&�	$� %
�4� �&�) ��G� ��. 0 . ��	
 \'1998  �2000�. 0 �&^�� �
a��;��� ���#��� sG' < w	$� N&������ �g	�$� ")�J* �
	^� l	
 ���� ��G� h8� . ]&���� e	� < %&GE$� c-	&R ��' � h8� �&^�� 7	1�

��)	��6��� ]&��8� %&$	(�� ���&� s��)	� a&' %1�. T� s�b� .( l	
 <�1980 %&(4u %&GE$� ��)	����� h8� �&^�� t	�Y� 0  \�M6	��
"�#�$� %;84$� < ���4�($� \&���	>�� . l	
 <�1978 � 0"�#�$� %;84$� < J)�,�	6 %&81 �� e	4
Z� �	6�)J < 	&8(�� %&Gg��� 	��8'��� «G� 0

 l	
 < ��^��	� < L)	' 7�8&? %&81 �� e	4
Z� %6�)J < %�	(�� %&Gg��� 	��8'���1976 . ��	
 \'1994  �20071 0   hM8� �&M^�� 7	
�#���� �4&�� ��	��� v���� )	4:�6¢� ��56*� ¹&8j� sG' � %�)	x��� �5&E^�8� ���#��� %1�. 	EG� "�
 �	1�. ")�JI ��	� < =���
 ��

��;��� ���#��� sG' %1�.� %�)	>(�� J	('� %1�. � %&����� �?	;��� %1�. � 7	�^1	' < 7�2&$� sG' � %��&^�� ")�JI 21�� �%&�	$� �	���8� a .
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�Ð�8����� ]&���� "���J ��)	>- 

�� Ð%��E��� %&�	$� �	?��;�� 

	E(�)� 	E,&G�- �^R %&�	$� ~�)�Z� \�- U�� )	4:�6�� ��)	>-. 

e�Z� ")�J*� �8� 

8� 7�;�� 0|?	G�� 7��	>�� =	>?� �� v��48� e�Z� ")�J*� �8  0O	�
�G&&(- � �� BE 0\^6©$� ��v�6�  B��BEG&&(- @8
 %J	�$�   �M� ��
 T��$� �� U�� v��48� %&^&6_��� %&��4(�� %&(4u��>(G- 7�  e5�30  }�)	- �� =	���[	��1�� ~5DI .   � ��|M�� �	�M.Z� O	�� �8� 	4&?

J*� �8� < O	�
� BEG&&(-���G6 ¾5` "�$ s�b � v��48� e�Z� ")�: 

�C��� (�K� 
")�J*� �8� �&�) 1- �4&(G�� �&½ �' )	4
 }&��� �4^�� �R	C 

�&���� ��	� 2- �4&(G�� �&½ �' �½� }&��� �4^�� �R	C 
��
 3- �4&(G�� �&½ �' �.�) }&��� �4^�� �R	C 
��
 4- º6�d� Ô���
 �' F	6 �&^�� 
��
 5- J .�4&(G�� �.�) �8
 

�>�^� ��
  6- °��4d� Ô���
 �' �8
 �&^��  
�>�^� ��
 7-  ��j� �.�) F	6 �&^��  
�>�^� ��
 8-  �8
 h6�� �&^����	? ��	? �'  

 ����8�� �
	���� �^�- 

- \(%&��4(�� %&(4u� %&
���� %'	�8� =%¡&/ ")%&
���� %'	��� %¡&/ ("�� ���G6 ¾5` "�$ �
 ��2� � 	�� O	�
� %`5` �
 �>� � 	� �8�� 7�;�
%^Í .%&
���� %'	��� %¡&/ O	�
� ���G�� %&��4(�� %&(4u� l	�� c8:� �8x48� =	^&�) BEG&' �� .   �M&>- �M� �1_��	' %&
���� %'	��� %¡&/ l�>-�

")J	��� s8- %C	�� %&�56*� 9�	($�� ±J	�$	' c-	���� v��$� �	x�G�      ]&�M-� %�M6	�� %M4£G� �M:� %?��($� 9�	($� T�� �	¡&/ �

���#��� < %&�56*� %&�	$� �	^6©48� �	'	^d�. 

��&-A� 
 *� %(��M��� ±J	�� ]?� ��)	��6�� ·�>- @8
 =�)J	 =	E&>? %&8/Z� ��	1 =	��	' =	48^� %&
���� %'	��� %¡&/ < ��
 �1 7�;� 7� �§  %&�5M6

� T�4���%&�56*� %&�	$� e	4
Z� ±J	��� �
�� �� %�J	���� �� %&�	$� �5�	(��� e	� < %(6�� %?�(. 

9��8�� a�8�� 
���� %'	��� %¡&/ �
 ")J	��� k�	�,�	' 	/�&>- �� �1_���� v��$� e	4
� %���� < c�&��©^� �:4�- =	&
�. =	?��� ")�J*� �8� \(�%&
 .  	M41

-�;6 )��' l�>�")�J*� �8� �&�) HI� c�Gu �&�) HI c-	£R5�� ����>- l�>�� �
���� �8�� 9. 

~"	#h�� .���>/a�C�� �	G	8O `&� a��bE� 
%&
���� %'	��� %¡&/ )��- c-)�JI �8� �� v��$� ")�JI �8g @8
 O	G' v��$� �	g	�G' %>8(�$� k�	�,�� .  %&
�M��� %'	��� %¡&/ v��- 	41

	�� @8
7_��� s�b < c-	&C�- �(-� %&�56*� �
��>��� ±J	�$	' 	/�&>- �� �1_�8� 	E���-� v��$� �	g . ]�¿   ·�M>- %&
�M��� %'	��� %¡&
%&�56*� ±J	�48� %,�	² a�	1 �bI v��$� �	g	�� ���¯ ")�J*� �8� HI =	&�� 	¦	����
� .  �b	M� T&q %&
���� %'	��� %¡&/ TY��- 	41

%&�56*� ±J	�$	' 	/�&>- �� �1_�8� v��$� �5�	(�' %>8(�$� �	&	,-��� J�>(�� . 
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a�C�� T.��> 

=	>'	6 )�1|$� %&^&���� O54(�� �	¡? @8
 2&1���� < %8:4�$� c?��/�� %&x&-���6*� c���) v��48� �4&£G��� �;&¿� �;(&6 .  v�M�$� �4�(&6
&£G��� c8;&/ B&4�- < %���$� ���� c� «4^� !|�� �d� HI s�b� %�)�J*� c-	&84
 < %�)����� 9D ���&>(��� �Gª� h&�	;��� ¬&,i v�f �4

%&8�>�^$� v��£��� ~�^�� �	Y	&�R� T� �6	G��	'� [�8�$� �^R ")�J*� l	E� ���(- �� %?	�K' .    �	M6	&6 ���M��� v�M�$� @(^&6�
^$� ���o @8
 l�>- %#��� e	4
� ��O��YI��;&¿� < %,&X� �1 O�J� B&&>-� )��JZ�� �	&��©. 

B�#��� 9'�W�#�� XY��� 

��G� �;� %�^G�	' �5/©$�� �	&��©^$�� l	E$�� )��JÉ� «��� hC�' 2&4�� �4&£G- �b�� ]?� v��$� �4(&6 . HI �b�4G�� �|/ v�E��
�/��$�� �5/©$� [	#C� 2&,o� ����-� h&X�- . w	��	' �?�&6� �4(��� 7�	(��� �� =	R�) ¥�&6� �&u� O�JZ� [	#CZ �,&X� O	>-)� ��?

O�JZ� 2&,o �Y� �� L���$�. 

v��48� T��$� �4&£G��� �;&¿� �8� 	4&?: 

  

  

  

  

 

 

  
  

)��$� :�4(�� %�� 

 T.��E� }&� 

=	>?� 	EG��;�� N��$� �8�� 7	u h8�²� ")�JI �8� 7	4x
 v��� ")�JI H��� v�6  %&�56*� %&?��$� e	4
Z� �	� < ")�J*� �	6)	4$
%&����� . �
 �>� � 	� ")�J*� �8� 7�;��3  �
 ��2� �� O	�
�15     	¦�M� ")��M� \�	M^48� %�J	(�� %&��4(�� %&(4u� BE���G- =���
3 
���G6 .$� %&'�(�� ��)	��� %��J ºg��� �� �8�� O	�
� %&��	D 7�;- 7� ���G�  BM) %�)	x��� �	1���� 7��	 l	;R� =	>?� "�#�)8 (  %GM^�
1984 c-5��(-� .7� �§ 0 O	�
� ¥8` 7�;� �8�� �Z� @8
 \�|&,G- 9D O	�
� �� c�&��	D 7�;- 7� @8
 \8>�^� O	�
�. 

")�J*� �8� l	E� 

 B) B&4(�8� =	>?�23/00 � �8� �4�(� 7� �§ 0!21�$� v��$� �
 )J	����8� 	� TY��� �� ")�J*: 

�Ð%&^&���� %&8;&¿� ��9&���� 

� �
 ��2� 	� v��$� "t	&R5 %Ð%1�. %�� e	� ��) �� 

�ÐB¿ %��>$� �	���(��� %
�4� %(Y���� B¦	&�-� \,X�$� )	�1 �	G&&(- 

� �
 ��2- U�� \,X�$�� !|&,G��� ���48� %��G^�� �Ó?	;$�5 %ÐS	')Z� <	C �� 

��5��4��� %��>$� �	(?���� Ð7����� ��.� �	��^���� %&^&���� 

�Ð	/J	4�
�� %��G^�� %�t��$� %(Y��� 

������� 	
��������

���������� 	������� 	
�� 

������ ������

Support Lines

	������ 	������ 	��� ������� ����������	������� 	��  

������ ���

�!�"
��� ������

#���� ������

$���&� #�'�( 	������ #�'�(

 ������� ����
���)*� 	�)�+��� 

 ������� ����
��,��� 	�)�+���

���-�'/��  

	
�0��� ���� ������� ����  	�
1� ����
�������� 

 ������� ����
 3�6���� 	������

	������

 ����7 ����
�8����� 

������ ������  3�6��� ����
 ��1���� 	�
�
�1��

	�9
&�� 

#���� #�'�(

������� 	
��
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 ��)	�*� e5� �� �� ������� T�)	�� �� O2Y ���³ e5� �� �.	�� �;�' O��6 T�)	�$� �|/ ���³ < %1)	�48� "�#�$� %&'�(����5��4�� 
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	/�� �� H�Z� �R��$� < =����o v)	�$�� l	
 �;�' .7K? s�|�     %M��-�$� "J	M�($� �g	M�$� c-	&g < �4 [	��1�� BE6� < )	4:�6� !�
"���u� T�)	�$� �� "�;�$� �R��$� < )	4:�6�	'. 

`_�- �>? e	(? �;�' ��� ")�JI �� �;4�� F �bI� 0%&G>���� %������ �J)���� c-)�JI @8
 =	&?	�I =	��� c� N��$� v��$� �� �;�&6� c-	&84
 �
�W86 �;�' w	$� c(�� �. 

 P��	�� Phn� `&� �	'#�K� 
   %M'	��� %M¡&/ �	E&Y�- ]?� c-)�JI �8� 	E(�&6 U�� %&x&-���6*� T� ]?���� �;�' %&6	6Z� ")�J*� �C	G
 �	��� @8
 v��$� �4�(&6

%&
���� .��/�Y =	&�86 =��`� \&6	6Z� �	�.Z� O�©/ �� !� �	��� ")	^� �;�- ��    cM-	&84
 ¹�	M��� %&8�>�M^$� v��$� e	4
� @8
 =	
w	$� c(��� . 

    BEM��)�-� BE,&X�M-� %&?�M�$� e	4
Z� < %&�	
 �5/©� !�b \,X�� J	§I @8
 c-)� @8
 =�9�1 =�J	4�
� �4�(&6 v��$� S	é 7� 	41
BE&8
 %£?	��� B/2&,o� .� �	� < \,X�$� O�©/ @8
 �?	G��� ���� ��    !�b \&MGE$� \,X�M$� ")�M� ��^' %&�56*� %&?��$� e	4
Z

"�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� ~�6 HI "���Y v)	�$ T��$� e����� T� %C	�� "{j�� �5/©$� .   7�;&M6 v�M�$� 7_' �	�	4� %�� �Y�- �
 �� ��>�^$� < BEY	� ��|�� %&�	(�� �5/©$� !�b \,X�$� [|Y @8
 =�)J	BE&8
 %£?	�� .    \,X�M$� [|MY �M� v��$� �;4�� F �bI�

cR	')�� �8�>�^$� ��� @8
 s�b �`©� �>? \�)����� \&?��$� .  UM�� )�YZ� k��^� < %�	G(' �£G�� v��48� %�^G�	' !)����� �� 7�;� ��
%&8&����� h�)	�$� k��^� @8
 c&? �`©- � !|�� �d� HI c&,X�$ 	E(?��. 

U� �G	L�� T.��>" !	�� S�. T� 
   e	M$� ��) w	Mq* %M��¡$� %�^G8� ÀJ� �R @8
 ®G- U��� !21�$� v��$� 	E��,� U�� e	$� ��) "O5� ]8(�- �	�8��$ v��$� T�¶  HI

�g	�48� %��($� e�CZ� .e	$� ��) %�	,;� ÀJ� �R @8
 %£?	�	' v)	�$� T&q l28� !21�$� v��$	?  �
 �>� �10 %  	¿�MC� w	qI ��
�g	�48� %��($� . e�Z� k��^$� �;�� 7� �§)Tier 1 ( �
 �>� � 	� e	$� ��) ��6 % �§ 	4G&' 0�g	�48� %��($� e�CZ� w	qI ��
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.���E� x%.	C� 
 �R�� B/)J ��	��� [	��1�� �(6 HI %?	�*	')1 (0BE^8�  h�)	�� BE6Z	' 7����;$� J�^�*� \^8? %��	��� )��C)2 (�R���� BE^8� . 

*� h�)	�� l���^- v�6� %&�	��� +��DÉ� BE6Z� @8
 7����;$� 	/J�^� U�� )��C)k��� O	&.� \' ��) (1 ( ��)	��^$� [	(-� ���^-
9�#���� J��
*K' %>8(�$� \&GE$� ��^$� BE&? �� 0[	��15�)	�&���	>�� �\>��� � )	��^�� �	'	^d�! )	��^$�� e	4
Z��&�	$� �\� )2 (

$�� h&�	;���h�)	� � Ð[	��1�	' ]8(�� 	4&? [	��1�� L�G' k�� %&?��$� �	'	^d� «�?� BE6Z� T�t�-� [	��1�� HI "�
��	' %��-�$�)3 (
h&�	;- 	E&? 	� [	��1�	' %>8(�$� k��Z� h&�	;��� ��{��� 75
*�� %
	����� ��G��.  

*� h�)	�� �8�� J�t �bIv��$� [	^R < "J	�2�� �J��^? =	&8(? "��;�$� h&�	;��� �
 )��C. 

a�C�� }���N 

�	1���� 7��	� �6	6Z� c�	£�� c^&6_- �>(� =	>?� %�	
 %�	^� %1��1 v��$� �&6_- !�§ .T8^��� %&�	$� ~�)�Z� %¡&/ �)�C� �� 
 }�)	�' v��$� �&6_- @8
 %&���$� 	E�>?���27  �)	�2007 0� v��$� �&6_- @8
 %&���$� c�>?��� !21�$� v��$� «G� }�)	�'8  ��	G�

2007.  }�)	�' v��$� �&6_- @8
 	E�>?��� 7	4x
 < %�J	���� "������ a#G�� �|/7  ��	G�2008.  7�^6©$� �4;&6 [	��1�� �('�
�Y*� T&q %&'�(�� ��)	�*� %��J < %&��;d� �	Eu�� �������� %&G($� �	�8^�� k�� c8&x^-� v��$� �&6_- e	4;�6� %�)����� ��O�

"�#�$� . 

 �('�~5DI 0BE6Z� ®&�i e	4;�6�� [	��1�� 7� T��$� ��  %&��4(�� %&(4u� �>(G-%&^&6_��� \�	^48�  e5�30  }�)	- �� =	���
~5D*�. ")�JI �8� e�� �&;�- @8
 %>?��$�� v��$� �&6_- %�	G� %&��4(�� %&(4u� �|/ e	4
� e��Y �4���� �	'	^d� �>�� \&(-�. 

(@�A� =�.�> 
 �('~5DI  < c4E6� T&q ��)J* T8^��� %&�	$� ~�)�Z� %¡&/ HI =	�8g v��$� l�>&6 0v��$� �&6_- e	4;�6�� [	��1��$� VJ ~�6w	 

� %¡&¿� �	�8��$ =	>?�~�^�� . BE6Z� �x6 e5� �� °���;�I �;�' ~�^�� < BE6Z� e���- B�&6< ~�6 w	$� VJ . ���� 7� )�>$� ���
 k�� v��$� ��	^� �x6 7�;� 7� %���. �&x^��� e	4;�6� �(' BE6Z	' e������w	$� VJ ~�6  e��>�� �6	G� �;�' =	#&#C� =54�;�

^8�	¿���-� BE6Z� ��)JK' S	4. 

\	##3U� ��e�� !"�l� 

 [	��15� T��$� º�2�� e��u� �	�J� "J��� }�)����� ®�8- . Ê,��7�^6©$�  [	��15� º�2�� e��u� }�)��- �� !� 9&�- ]Æ, )	���� ��
��$� �	�8^�� %>?��� @8
 e��d� �(' c� "J��� %&G�2�� ����,�� ���³ �� �
 [	��15� %���$� l	��� J�
 �>� �� ¤��' 0%�)10 ( "��


 B) %�)	x��� �	1���� 7��	 l	;R� =	>?� l	��)4 ( %G6�1984. 

�17  ���{?2008 : }�)	-[	��1�� O�'. 

�27  ���{?2008 :~5DI }�)	- [	��1�� . 

� ��17 ���{? 2008  HI27  ���{?2008 :	��1�� "��� �� }^� �?��- c�	£�� v��$� �&6_- �>
� [	��1�� �	�8g� [
[	��1�� L�G�� "J��� ���,�� < [	��1�� "�� e5� \���;48� �6	6Z� . 

� ��27  ���{?2008  HI12  �)	�2008 : ®&�i� [	��1�� L�G' �� �� [	��1�� �	�8g %u	(� "��,�� �|/ e5� B��
�³� ��|�� \���;$� T&q \' BE6Z� L�G' k�� 	E&? "J��� ��	�$� ����I �� ���#�' ���	� e�CZ� �^R [	��1�� �	�8g �

[	��1��.  

�T��$� �� 7� �>(G-  %&��4(�� %&(4u�%&^&6_���  v��$� ��	^$ e5�30 [	��1�� ~5DI }�)	- �� =	���. 
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\	##3K� �����1>   

\	##3K� _�
 

�v��$� �
 %'	&G�	' [	��1�� �	�8g T�t�- %���$�� %��,$� "�&R��� %Eu� �/ [	��1�� L�G' 7I . [	��1�� �	�8g T&q T�t�- B���
� O	G`� ����(�� �&�o� 	E(q� [	��1�� L�G' �� �� =	���R [	��1�� "� 

� [	��1�� "��� �� }^� �?��-�	�8g� [	��1�� L�G�� "J��� ���,�� < �6	6Z� c�	£�� v��$� �&6_- �>
� [	��1��. 

\	##3K� �	?&G ���N 

�O��Y*� T&q e	4;�6� ]��g �
 [	��1�� "�� e5� [	��1�� �	�8�' l�>��� \���;48� t�§ �^R [	��1�� �8g < %'�8�$� ��
e�CZ� . 

���(� � 'c&? %G&�$� �	�8��48� =	>?� ��	1 �;�' �©8� B�� F �bI [	��1� �8g !_ . O��Y �� ~�>R %�� �	�8��� �|/ [	#C� s�b «G� ���
s�b .�\^6©$� %Gu �� \^6©$� �� v��$� �� O��YI !� b	i� < c� ]R !� �
 ���;� �1 et	G�� �� !� �� �6 V �� ¼-� sG' �� 

[	��1�� L�G'. 

� �	�8��� �� �8��� ��>� ��� [	��1�� sG' c48�6� �8g e�� e�� B�� v�^? �R�� [	��1� �8g �� �:1� ·�>�' ®���� �,� l	 �bI
%&�	���. 

P?##Y�� �	��e#��  
� e	4;�6� �� �1_��� %&��©^� ���;� �1 @8
 T>-�8g �� �;��	' [	��1�� [	��1�� L�G' ���? HI 	E��>-� �R��G�� T&q �� «&#�

~5D*� }�)	- �� "J��� . %�� [	��1�� L�G' ��>- ���8g }�)	- < "J	�($� l����� �	
	6 %�	3 �(' 	E&�I l�>- [	��1� �	~5DI [	��1��. 

� [	��1�� BE6� �Ç J��6 �§) s�b < 	�h�)	�� �)��CZ ( ·�>- �G
�8g	 �8g < %G&�$� ¤����� ]?�� %>����	' [	��1�� �
[	��1�� . 

� 	f ���;$� BE6Z� %4& T?J B��) h�)	�� HI %?	�*	')��C*� (���;$� �� �� [	��1�� �8g B&8^- k�� ��	;�	' . O	>� T?��� B��
[	^d� �� B�j� ]��g �
 	�I 	f ���;$� BE6Z� �' �� <��� ���o %�6��' �� B6K' �Y��$� �8�$	' s&. ���#7	4x
 v��� – 

l	(�� [	��1��. 

��§ ?)I HI %?	�*	' 	E�G�	(� B��� %&G($� [	��1�� L�G' ���? �R� HI c���/ a�:� �,6 t��Y �� %��¿� %	�' ·�>- J�,�� ���;$� @8
 ~	
[	��1�� �8g T� �,^�� t��Y �� %	���� �|/ �� %�^�. 

���;$� 7	1 �bI =	��G(� =	��. �)s�b c'	. 	� �� %^6©� �� %1�. ( %'�8�$� k��Z� ���G�^$�� c^&6_- ���G�^� �� %�^� ·�>- c&8(?
[	��1�� �8g <. 

�w�8� t�§  �� �C��� �C	 !� @8
)�4(�� �� ����(��� �R���� �(' �8�� F !|�� ®���� �/� (cG
 %'	&G�	' [	��15� �8�' l�>�� 7� .
�:� <�  �	�	&' [	��1�� �8g < �1|� 7� �§ 0%�	d� �|/ w��� �� �C��� cG&&(- %>&`� �� %�^� ]?�-� �C	>�� �
 =%'	&� �8��	' l�>�$�

�(&���� c&�� �C	>�� �
 =%'	&� ���;$� �;� F �bI =	&C� �� 	ê&�� . c�	' [	��15� =	�8g �C��� �� w��� l�>� 7� �� ��Z� �|/ TG� ��
���=	��� ���. 

H�CL#�� �	
	;d  

� %���$� 9D BE6É� "��	(�� ��	�$� "J	
I B�-� BE6É� ��	EG�� ®&����� )	(.I c&Y�- B��)��Y� 7I ( �('~5DI  ��)JI ��� [	��1��
=	��� [	��1�� L�G' �� �� BE6Z� . 
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 ®&�i B�&62,000 �R���� ���;48� BE6 .   J�M(8� =	M>?� c�&,i� J�(�� �|/ %(Y��� B�� ��
[	��1�� �	�8�� w	q*�. 

 %�^� ���;� !Z ®�¶ �� %���. �6	G���� %�^G�	' ÀJZ� �d� �
 ��2- BE6� %�� ®&�i B�&6�
 �
 ��2-5% qI �� v��$� BE6� w	) !�50,000,000 BE6.(  

BE6Z� �� %#&#C J��
_' ®&����� B�&6. 

�*��� �##Y'&� H�CL#�� 

��	�� @8
 %ª	G�� ����(��� [	��1�� %8&�R v��$� l���^&6     h�)	M�� �M� �M>��$�� [	��1��
*�c-	��� ~5gI 	E&? 	� %1��8� %�	(�� +��DÉ�  )��C . 

A� �&�C* $��L#�� \	##3 

 "��,� 7�^6©$� 	E;8� U�� BE6Z� T�i 0"�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� %��J < 	f e�4($� \���>8� =	>?�
BE6Z� �|/ T&' 	¿5� B¿ t�§ � %&��2�I �£R .  QMR� v��$� �&6_- }�)	- �� "��,�� �|/ ��³�

�	$� %G^�� �
 v��48� %>�$� %&�	$� �	�	&��� �
 75
*��(' %&�	:�� %& 75
I �&6_��� %J	�� �('� 0
%&�	$� �	�	&��� �|/ @8
 %&��4(�� %&(4u� .  �|M/ e5� 	E8��o �� c4E6� T&' �6©� !Z t�§ ��

��» �6©� HI �I "��,��. 

(@�A� M�
 �W* T�#D" s����� 

8&x^- }�)	- �� =�)	��
� v��48� H�Z� %&�	$� %G^�� ���-c  �x^�� < < �E�G-� !)	x���31  {4^�J
w	��� l	(�� �� .  �M8($� H�Z� %&�	$� %G^8� "��	(�� S	')Z� �	(�t�- @8
 e��d� BE6Z� �;�	$ ]

��Y� 7I 0	E�>(- U�� ���G^8� "��	(�� s8-� 0��Y� 7I 0	EG
.  

 B	
.A� M%RN 

� %��	^�� a���- ~�>R �4o� %¡,�� �,� �� BE6Z� T&q 7�;-   %�M^G�	' %M�-�$� �,� 	¿ 7�;-
k��Z� �	��2����� ~�>d� T&4u .   J�MG��� @M8
 �R�� ���' a������ ]R c;�	� BE6 �1 «G�

v��48� %&��4(�� %&(4u� @8
 %���($� . 

�%C#�� ��* 

�$� e	� ��) < \�)	��
� �� \&(&�g ��	�.� �� %����� �Gg��� 	E;8� U�� %�^G�� �>- �� �§ v�
 �
51.%  

 0v��48� �6	6Z� l	£G��� �&6_��� �>(� =	>?�  �� %M�	1� �� "���J %�� �� 7	4x
 %��;R O	G:�6	'�
 0	f %>8(�� %1�. �� %^6©�0®�. !� �� �� BE6Z� %&;8$ c' S�4^$� @�Z� �d� 7K?   O��M6

7	1  �/ =	�)	��
� �� =	&(&�g5%  BE6Z� ��) !�50,000,000 BE6 .( 

������Y&�� `&� � 

   %M&'�(�� ��)	M�*� < %&G($� �	�8^�� k�� v��$� �&6_- e	4;�6�� [	��1�� [	' ~5DI �('
 < c4E6� T&q ��)J* =	�8g v��$� l�>&6 0"�#�$�w	$� VJ ~�6   �M^R� ~�^�� �	�8��$ =	>?�

�	1���� ��)J* %�^G�	' "�4�($� �	¡,�� . 

 < BE6Z� e���- B�&6~�6 w	$� VJ ~�^�� < BE6Z� �x6 e5� �� °���;�I �;�' . 

(@�A� =�.�> 
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$	:�� \	##3K� 

\	##3U� �������� �"�8�� 

 7	4x
 v���)ì.l.� (4($� \���>8� =	>?� %�	
 %�	^� %1��1 �&6_��� �&   %M��J < 	Mf e�
"�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*�. 

.�C�� 

)	&8� v��$� e	� ��) �8�� Å)	�I B/)J . !	�� S�. 

 BE6 )	&8� J�
 @8
 v��$� e	� ��) �t���)[	��15� %R���$� BE6Z� 	E&? 	� (  	EMG� �1 %4&
 �R�� B/)J)1.(  

!	�� S�. (@��  

550  �:³ !J	
 BE6 7�&8�55 % ��4� ��v��$� BE6�. $	:�� \	##3K� (@�� 

 �R�� B/)J)1 ( �R���� BE^8�) HI %?	�*	'h�)	�� *�  J�M^- �R���� BE^8� \^8? %��	��� )��C
[	��1�� �G
 ��	;�	' .( 

\	##3K� �:� 

 }�)	�' [	��1�� ����17  ���{?2008    < �EM�G� 7� TM��$� ���27   �M��{?2008 ")  "�M�
[	��1�� (" 

T�� \	##3K� 

"�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� %��J < %&�	��� %&�	$�� %&?��$� �	^6©$� �/ [	��1�� L�G' :v���  WX�'�
0��56*� ��56*� ��)	�*� sG' 0VJ sG' 0��56*� VJ sG'��56*� %)	��� v��� 0  sG' �

��56*� )��. 

 \	##3K� _�
 

  

 "J	^�� \&(- � �>�� a^�)� ���� ��[	��1�� �	�8g ]&��' l	&>8� .  \	##3K� �	?&G ����  

   ºg��M� 9MD ��� "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� %��J ºg��� �� �	^6©$�� J��?É� [	��1�	' «4^�
"��G�� �|/ < "J)���� l	;RZ�� ¤���8� =	>?� %����� . 

) �#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	��� %��J O�)t� �8� )��>� =	>?� B)8 ( %G^�2000    %M&�	$� ")�t�M� ]M 0
 %
	G���� "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < %�^� t�	x�� � 	� [	��1��)5 (%    %MR���$� BEM6�� �M�
[	��15�.  0c&8
� %�^� ®�i v�65 % [	��1�� BE6� ��) !�2705000000 (���;��  	f

%
	G���� %&�	$� ")�t� .  

 ®�¶�10000000000 ��15� BE6 ºg��� 9D �� \�)	��
� �� \&(&�g \���;� �� �� 	f [	
 %�����)�x&8j� 7�	(��� �8� e�J ºg��� BE�? ��.(  

 [	��1�� BE6� �� %&>��$� BE6Z� ®�i) !�42205000000 (  ºg��M� �� �� 	f [	��15�
\�)	��
� �� \&(&�g ��	�.� �� %�����.  

' [	��1�� \^6©48� t�§ �l	(�� [	��1�� BE6_. 

s?##Y�� 

 [	��15� ÀJZ� �d� �8��2,000      sM�b �M
 �M�2� [	M��1� !� 7�;� 7� �§� Å�)	�I B/)J
 M�� �	,
	��1,000 B/)J. 

\	##3U� ��A� ��� 

   [	M��15� @M�Z� �Md� �8�� 422,500,000       0%M����� ºg��M� �M� \�M��;48� BEM6
�100,000,000  \���;48� BE6%����� ºg��� 9D ��. 

\	##3U� `C�A� ��� 
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�7	4���� �		�' 

�!)	>(�� ���4���. 

\	##3K�  $	:��  

 l	(�� [	��1�� S�g �4��55 %7	4x
 v��� BE6� w	qI �� .B£G� w	� ~�6 !� < %R���� v��$� BE6� �;- F [	��1�� �|/ �� .
 < c4E6� ��)J* �8�' v��$� l�>�&6 �&6_��� %&84
 e	4;�6�� [	��1�� O	E��� �('w	$� VJ ~�6 .  

��?Z� �� \���;48� [	��1�	' «4^� l	;RZ�� ¤���8� =	>?� %����� ºg��� 9D ��� "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� %��J ºg��� �� �	^6©$�� J
"��G�� �|/ < "J)���� . %�^� ®�i v�65 % [	��1�� BE6� ��) !�2705000000 BE6 ( < %
	G���� %&�	$� ")�t� �� �� 	f [	��15�

"�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� . ®�¶�10000000000  %����� ºg��� 9D �� \�)	��
� �� \&(&�g \���;� �� �� c' [	��15� BE6) BE�? ��
�x&8j� 7�	(��� �8� e�J ºg��� ( [	��1�� BE6� �� %&>��$� BE6Z� ®�i 7� @8
) !�42205000000 BE6 ( �� �� 	f [	��15�

\�)	��
� �� \&(&�g ��	�.� �� %����� ºg���.  

� < [	��1�� ���17  ���{?2008  < �E�G��27  ���{?2008 ")~5D*� }�)	-.("  

[	��15� BE6Z� S�g @8
 "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < T8^��� %&�	$� ~�)�Z� %¡&/ a>?�� �>� . < k��� %&4&£G- %¡&/ %�� k�� BE6Z� �x^- F
��» �8' !�.  

 [	��15� ÀJZ� �d� ���o � �>� M'2,000  �R�� B/)J %4&>' BE6)1 ( \^8? HI %?	�*	' �R���� BE^8�)2 ( %'	:� �R���� BE^8�
 h�)	��)��C*� . M�� �	,
	�� s�b �
 ��2� [	��1� !� 7�;� 7� �§1,000 BE6 . [	��15� @�Z� �d� �8���422,500,000 

� 0��)	�*� ºg��� �� \���;48�100,000,000 ���;48� BE6��)	�*� %��J ºg��� 9D �� \. 

 ®&�i B�&62,000 [	��1�� �	�8�� w	q*� J�(8� =	>?� c�&,i� B��� �|/ %(Y��� B�� �� �R���� ���;48� BE6 . B�&6 s�b �
 ��2� 	�
�6	G���� %�^G�	' c�&�i .BE6Z� �� %#&#C J��
_' ®&����� B�&6. 

 \	##3A� �&�C* $��L#�� 

$� l���^&6c-	��� ~5gI 	E&? 	� v��48� %�	(�� +��DZ� < [	��1�� %8&�R v�� . 

B	
.A� M%RN ��	�� 

8&x^- }�)	- �� =�)	��
� v��48� H�Z� %&�	$� %G^�� ���-c  < �E�G-� !)	x��� �x^�� <31  {4^�Jw	�� l	(�� �� . e��d� BE6Z� �;�	$ ]
G^8� "��	(�� S	')Z� �	(�t�- @8
��Y� 7I 0	E�>(- U�� ���G^8� "��	(�� s8-� 0��Y� 7I 0	EG
 �8($� H�Z� %&�	$� %.  

&�R�� "�4�^$� %&�	����� c,�)	�� T� �6	G�� 	� \�	^$� )	4:�6� %4& "J	�t +��' 	E(�t�-� %��G6 S	')� �
 75
*� v��$� !�G� c-	Y	
%�)	4:�6�� .�48� �6	6Z� l	£G�� "	
��� T�� S	')Z� T�t��� )�� !� 7K? 	f e�4($� \���>��� v� c��
 �� s8- ��	��� \�	^$� @8


cG� %&C�- @8
 O	G'� v��$� ")�JI �8� ���>�� =	(�	� 7�;&6 �	(�t���� .k���� %G6 \' %
t�$� %��G^�� S	')Z� �8�� h8�¶ �� . 

 ����(' S	')Z� �	(�t�- �
 75
*� �`_�� � 	41 ~�^�� T��� w	$� c��J�� �8&����� c�	��) �	�8���� v��$� e	4
� ��? 	EG&' k���
%&4&£G��� ��)	��
�� �4�- k��� ����
� l	
 �;�' !J	���� Î	G$��. 
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"��G�� �|/ �� k��� O�2Y� < "J)���� %8�,$� �	��8(48� T�¶ �/� c84x� w	��� ®�8$� �4�(�. �8($� %?	1 ®�8$� �|/ �4��� � � �	��
� < )	4:�6�	' ���;$� )�� l�>� 7� �§ w	��	'� 0[	��1�� BE6� < )	4:�6�� )�� b	i� �� 	E�6�)J \���;$� @8
 �Y��� U�� [	��1�� BE6

[	��15� %8�	. %6�)J @8
 .i� �� �g	�$�� %&�	$� �	(���� s�b < 	� %�	G(' "��G�� ��	1 "O�� \���;$� @8
 �§� < )	4:�6�	' )�� !� b	
BE6Z� . 

a�C�� 

7	4x
 ")	�I < c� =	&^&�) =��>� |���� c^&6_- B�� %&�56*� %(����� l	;R_' �&>�� ��56I v��� e�� 7�;� v�6 7	4x
 v��� 7I . ��
 %&?��� e	4
� %���2$ "���Y %���' 7	4x
 v��� ���2- @8
 %&���$� c�>?��� !21�$� v��$� «G�%&�56I %&�	$� ~�)�Z� %¡&/ %>?��� @8
� 0

v��$� �&6_- @8
 . 

"�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < %&�56*� %�)	x��� %&?��$� �	��j�� �	x�G$� ~�6 %��� HI v��$� @(^&6 . =	&^&�) =	�
� «��� 7� !�G� �/�
� < =	(��6 =��� �E�� !|�� %&�56*� �	��j�� �	x�G$� ~�6 <�/���� a�� . T� %>?���� %&?��� �	x�G�� �	��� v��$� +�(&6�

G��6��� %Æ��$� �:� %C	j� �	x�G$� �� %
�G�� %
�4� l�>�� T��J��� �	'	^R ����� h8�² ·�>- e5� �� %&�56*� %(����� l	;R� �	
£o k��� "�;��� %&�56I �	���� �	x�G� HI %?	�*	' ")	Y*�� %1)	�$���8�� ~�^�� �	Y	&�R� B�5-� 9�1 �8�' @. 

"�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < ��,$� ��56*� !)	x��� v��$� «��� 7Z v��$� v�E��. 

%&^&���� %&^?	G��� 	��2$�� "�>�� ¤	>� 

��6� @8
 c-)� @8
 �&(' �R HI �4�(&6 cR	é 7K? ���. �?	G�' 2&4�� �	� < �4(&6 v��$� 7� 	�"J�  %&^?	G- 	��2� e5 . �|/ l�>-�
�8� 	� @8
 �^&�) �;�' %&6	6Z� 	��2$�: 

�v��$� < \&^&���� \�	^$� �R� �/� 7	4x
 %��;R �� �� %�	
). 

�%&�56*� %&?��$� e	4
Z� �¸ ���2�$� cY���� �� "J	,�6��. 

� ���G^�� e5� ���,�� %;�. %(6�-� ����- %&x&-���6� J	4�
�%�J	>�� �4j�. 

�<��$�� w	$� �	�>�� < �?	R �x^' T�4�- %�� ")�JI \&(-. 

�%&�	$� �	x�G$� ·�>- < 	/t�	ª� O54(�� �	(�- ]&>o @8
 �	� �;�' 2&1���� v��$� !�G� 0�&6_��� ¥��R c��1 . !�G��
� W8� 	� �	��j�� �	x�G$� ��?� ·�>- 7	4�� ��O��YI ]&��- v��$�c�54
 �	�8��. 

� < )	;�'�� < =����) c��1 c^,� ·�>- @8
 v��$� �4(&6 =����. =	^?	G- �E�� ~�6 HI ���� �&6_��� ¥��R =	?��� �)	��
	'�
Bf í	,�R��� O54(�� [|Y %&�' %&�56*� %&?��$� e	4
Z� . "���Y %��) ·�>�� �/©� c�K? �	`�)�� %�� c&� a^&� v��$� 7� 	�

< %¡&' < �	��j�� �	x�G$� )	;�'� %&84
 T?J "9���. 

 %&�	
 "J�Y ��b �	���� �	x�G� ���;- e5� �� "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� < ������ ��56*� v��$� «��� 7� < v��$� %��) �:4�-
"2&� O54
 %��� ·�>-� .&�56I %&?��� �	���� �	x�G� ·�>- < �:4�- c�4E� 7� 	41 7	4x
 ")	�I < %�J	���� %&4G��� B
J� %8�	. %

%���$�� \���>�	' �&>���� %&GE$� 9�	(� @8
_' l�2���� e5� �� l	
 �;�' "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*�� . 

� 	E&? 	� %&�56*� %(����� l	;R� T� %>?���� �	���� �	x�G� �	1����� J��?Z� �� c�54(� l�>� 7� v��$� !�G� @8
 l�>�6 U�� �	x�G$
�	G��6��� %1)	�$�� ")	Y*�� %Æ��$�� %')	�$� �:� ��56*� ���4��� �	&G>- .�	��j� �|/ �4�-�: 

�T��J���� 9?���� �	'	^R� %�)	u� �	'	^d� 

�%&15E�6�� �	����$� ���³ 

��	1��8� %&?��$� �	��j� 
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!"A� T.��E� }&�  

 v��48� e�Z� ")�J*� �8� 7�;�� 0|?	G�� 7��	>�� =	>?� ��8 G&&(- � 0O	�
� �� BE 0\^6©$� ��v�6�  B��BEG&&(- @8
 %J	�$�  �� ��
 T��$� �� U�� v��48� %&^&6_��� %&��4(�� %&(4u��>(G- 7�  e5�30 ���=	  }�)	- ��~5DI [	��1��.  

 s�b � v��48� e�Z� ")�J*� �8� < O	�
� BEG&&(- � ��|�� �	�.Z� O	�� �8� 	4&?���G6 ¾5` "�$:   

�C��� (�K� 
")�J*� �8� �&�) 1- �4&(G�� �&½ �' )	4
 }&��� �4^�� �R	C 

�&���� ��	� 2- �4&(G�� �&½ �' �½� }&��� �4^�� �R	C 
��
 3- �4&(G�� �&½ �' �.�) }&��� �4^�� �R	C 
��
 4- º6�d� Ô���
 �' F	6 �&^�� 
��
 5- J .�4&(G�� �.�) �8
 

�>�^� ��
  6- °��4d� Ô���
 �' �8
 �&^��  
�>�^� ��
 7-  ��j� �.�) F	6 �&^��  
>�^� ��
� 8-  ��	? �8
 h6�� �&^����	? �'  
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�m	��� �?�O ��l���  (@�A� ��� }���� (�>  
     

0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000 U�,�� �&(6 �4  145 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000  c�&8D �' 7	�86 �&(6 �4  146 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000  c�&8D �' �&(6 Ô���
 �4  147 
0.02% '�(�� ��)	�*�"�#�$� %&  200,000 c�&8D �' «��� �4  148 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000 c�&8D �' 7	�86 h&6 �C	� 149 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000  c�&8D �' 7	�86 Ô���
 ��2/ 150 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000  w	(��� \^R h6�� 151 
0.02% *�"�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�  200,000 [	E.�' �½ @^&
 c,&8� 152 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000 [	E.�' �½ @^&
 [	E. 153 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000 [	E.�' �½ @^&
 �4  154 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000  J��� �4  Ô���
 e5g 155 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000  J��� �4  Ô���
 �)	6 156 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000  �4&(G�� )�' �' h&6 7	,8� �.�) 157 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000 �&�j� B&/��'� h�	� ��	
 158 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000 ½ �&�
 V	
2�� h&6 �  159 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000 )�Y	1 �½� Ô���
 �&(. 160 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000 �^�	��� �^R �&½ ��� 161 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000  W(;�� 7	,8� F	6 @^&
 162 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000 W�;�� ���D �'  �8
 F	6 163 

45%  450,000,000 i'�� 

 P����� ��l 

 \^6©$� %Gu �/ %Gu 7�^6©$� )	���")P����� ��l (" �
 %'	&G�	' �� BEG
 %'	&G�	' %�)����� ����j� � ��O��Y*� T&q b	i	' l�>��
]8(�� 	4&? %�t5�� ��O��Y*� T&q e	4;�6�� v��$� %���$� �	�8^�� T� ��	(��� s�b < 	� v��$� �&6_�'� [	��1�	'. 

�4&(G�� �.�) �' �&½ �' �½� }&��� �4^�� �R	C 	E6���� B/�	�� %&�	��� %^4j� O	�
Z� �� \^6©$� %Gu 7�;�-. 

�C��� (�K� 
\^6©$� %Gu �&�)  �4&(G�� �&½ �' �½� }&��� �4^�� �R	C 

 �&�) ��	�\^6©$� %Gu �4&(G�� �&½ �' �.�) }&��� �4^�� �R	C 
��
  °��4d� Ô���
 �' �8
 �&^�� 
��
 º6�d� Ô���
 �' F	6 �&^�� 
��
 J .�4&(G�� �.�) �8
 

 }�)	�' �6	6Z� c�	£�� v��$� �&6_- �>
 T&��' 7�^6©$� l	10  ���{?2008 . ��O��YI \^6©$� %Gu �|i� �� T� %>?���� %G&(�
�Y�� B¦	��2���� \^6©$� ~�>R  �&6_-� [	��1�	' ]8(�� 	4&? ��)	��^$� \&(-� v��$� �&6_- �Y� �� %4�	>�� �	6)	4$�� |?	G�� 7��	>��
k��� )��� HI %?	�*	' 0v��$�.   
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�m	��� �?�O ����l� (@�A� ��� }���� (�>  
0.03% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 300,000 Ô���
 �8
 2�2(����
�^�	���  107 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000 �4&(G�� �&½ �' �C	� �' Ô���
 }&��� 108 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000  c�&8D �' �&(6 Ô���
 �^R 109 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000 c�&8D �' Ô���
 �^R 2�2(����
 110 
0.02% �)	�*�"�#�$� %&'�(�� �  200,000  �4&(G�� �C	� �8
 111 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000 c�&8D �' h&6 �4  112 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000  �ë	¿� �&�
 �½� 113 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000  c�&8D �' 7	�86 h&6 c(q 114 
0.02% �)	�*�"�#�$� %&'�(�� �  200,000  ��t�$� �½�����
 �^R 115 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000  w	(��� \^R �½ 116 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000 lJ	� �' �C	� �&½ 117 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000  �^�	��� �½ �½� ��	� 118 
0.02% �*�"�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	  200,000  �4&(G��  �½� Ô���
 ��	� 119 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000 c^�	���� �½� B&/��'I ��	� 120 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000  W(;�� �4  J��
 c,&8� 121 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000 J.h6�� ]�	j���
 9EX  122 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000  c�&8D �' �&(6 Ô���
 �.�) 123 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000  �^�	��� 7��4
 Ô���
 �.�) 124 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000 c�&8D �' 7	�86 Ô���
 F	6 125 
0.02% �#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*�"  200,000  c�&8D �' 7	�86 �&(6 126 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000 c�&8D �' 7	�86 �4  �&(6 127 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000 c�&8D �' 7	�86 h&6 7	�86 128 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000 c�&8D �' 7	�86 �&(6 h&6 129 
0.02% ��)	�*� "�#�$� %&'�(��  200,000 c�&8D �' «��� Ô���
 h&6 130 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000 c�&8D �' «��� �4  h&6 131 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000 ��t�$� �4  B&/��'� ~)	g 132 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000  �4&(G�� Ô���
 ~)	g 133 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000  c�&8D �' c�&8D �&(6 Ô���
 ~)	g 134 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000  �`�D{�� �J�Y ¼�	
 135 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000  Ô���
 �' F	6 �½�����
 136 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000  �^�	��� ��� F	6 Ô���
 137 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000  c�&8D �' «��� Ô���
 138 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000  w	(��� \^R 7	��
 139 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000  �^�	��� �½ �½� �4
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0.02% #�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*�"�  200,000  �`�D{�� �J�Y �4
 141 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000  �^�	��� �½ �½� �4  142 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000  7���J �&�
 �½ �4  143 
0.02% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 200,000  º�$� �.�) �4  144 
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�m	��� �?�O ����l� (@�A� ��� }���� (�>  
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 �4&(G�� �.�) Ô���
 69 
0.10% �*�"�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	  1,000,000 �4&(G�� �&½ �&(6 Ô���
 70 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 °��4d� Ô���
 �8
 71 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 7��8
 Ô���
 �8
 72 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 �.���$� �Y	� �8
 73 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000  [	E.�' �½ @^&
 74 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 °��4d� Ô���
 �' �4  75 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 !���^�� F	6 �4  76 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 J��� Ô���
 77 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 [	E.�' �4  Ô���
 78 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 [	E.�' �4  �½ ��	� 79 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 [	E.�' �4  �½ �½� 80 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 7	�	^�� B&/��'� 81 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 �4&(G�� h&�� �' �.�) Ô���
 82 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 v5u� c,&8� 83 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 �`�D{�� ¼�	
 �J�Y 84 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 �`�D{�� �J�Y �4  85 
0.05% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 500,000 �4&(G�� �.�) �' Ô���
 �' �&½ }&��� 86 
0.05% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 500,000  �4&(G�� �8
 �' �4  �' �.�) }&��� 87 
0.05% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 500,000 �^�	��� �½ Ô���
 F	6 88 
0.05% �#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*�"  500,000  !�/	£�� �&(6 B&/��'I 89 
0. 05% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 500,000 �^�	��� c½) �4  �½� 90 
0.05% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 500,000 �.���$� �&�
 �&½ 91 
0.05% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 500,000 J .�4&(G�� h6�� �' �C	� �' �½�  92 
0.05% � ��)	�*�"�#�$� %&'�(�  500,000 J .�4&(G�� �.�) �8
  93 
0.05% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 500,000 °��4d� h&6 �' �8
 94 
0.05% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 500,000 °��4d� h&6 �' �4  95 
0.05% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 500,000 !���^�� î �' �4  96 
0.05% (�� ��)	�*�"�#�$� %&'�  500,000 �4&(G�� )�Y	1  �½� Ô���
 �4  97 
0.05% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 500,000 B&/��'� �4  7���� 98 
0.05% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 500,000  �4&(G�� �8
 �4  h6�� 99 
0.05% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 500,000  �4&(G�� �&½ �' �&(6 �' �½�  100 
0.05% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 500,000 !�&(^�� �½�����
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 101 
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 �8
 %,&8� 102 
0.05% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 500,000 
�/�Y �& ��,�� 103 
0.05% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 500,000  !J	4d� �½� F	6 104 
0.05% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 500,000 ��� �&8� J	�� 105 
0.05% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 500,000 �^�	��� !)�2�� �8
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�m	��� �?�O ����l� (@�A� ��� }���� (�>  
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000   @8($� �½� �' �&½ }&��� 31 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 ì	'�� �' 7	,8� �4  )��1��� w	(� 32 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 �8,��� �&
 �&(6 "J	(6 33 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 ������ h&6 �½� "J	(6 34 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 ������ �½� h&6 "J	(6 35 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000  V	
2�� c(q �½� w	(� 36 
0.10% &'�(�� ��)	�*�"�#�$� %  1,000,000 !)��81 J	�t "J	(6 37 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000   w	(�/°	���� �4  �&(6  38 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000  "J	(6 / �:&���� ��� 7	,8�  39 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 �4&(G�� �.�) �' 7	�86 }&��� 40 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 �4&(G�� �.�) �C	� �' e	q }&��� 41 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 �4&(G�� �8
 �' �4  }&��� 42 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 �4&(G�� �.�) �' 7��½ �' ��	� }&��� 43 
0.10% � %&'�(�� ��)	�*�"�#�$  1,000,000  !�/	£�� )��6 �' 7	�86 }&��� 44 
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 46 
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0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 �(§�$� �4  Ô���
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0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 7	��G�� �^R 	Y) 49 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 °��4d� �8
 �' �4  50 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000  �' �.�) �4 Y� {!���^�  51 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000  �^�	��� ��� F	6 52 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 �#��� �4  B6	Y 53 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000  ï	D �½�^�	���  54 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 � �8
 �&½ Ô���
 �
�)2$  55 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 º6�d� F	6 Ô���
 F	6 56 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000  �8
 e» �&�
 �&
	�I 57 
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0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000  )�' �' h&6 7	,8� 60 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 J . w	(��� �.�) c,&8�  61 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 J.7	486 Ô���
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0.10%  %&'�(�� ��)	�*�"�#�$�  1,000,000  �
�)2$� �8
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0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 �4&(G�� Ô���
 �.�) 64 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000  �^�	��� F	6 h&6 65 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000  �4&(G�� h6�� �½�����
 66 
0.10% )	�*�"�#�$� %&'�(�� ��  1,000,000 �^�	��� �C	� 2�2(����
 67 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000  °��4d� �8
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v��$� �^6©� %4�	 �8� 	4&?: 
�m	��� �?�O ����l� (@�A� ��� }���� (�>  
25.00% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 250,000,000 7	4x
 %��;R 1 
1.50%  "�d� %>�G$� - 7	4x
  15,000,000 ì %1��..l.S.  2 
1.00% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 10,000,000 )	4:�65� 	&,��� 3 
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1.00%  "�d� %>�G$� - 7	4x
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0.50% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 5,000,000 %�'	>�� %&Gg��� 8 
0.30% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 3,000,000 "J���� 	;�&Y 9 
0.50% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 5,000,000 %&Gg��� L�;��� %1�. 10 
0.50% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 5,000,000 aG4�^,�I e	�&'	1 11 
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0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000  ì ���)�')�1 7	&'�)� a69? !b.b.l.l.  13 
0.2%  "�d� %>�G$� - 7	4x
  2,000,000 ì 7	&' %1�..l.S .  14 

0.009%  "�d� %>�G$� - 7	4x
  90,000 ì �	��I %1�..l.S .  15 
0.0085%  "�d� %>�G$� - 7	4x
  85,000 ì ����- %1�..l.S .  16 
0.0085%  "�d� %>�G$� - 7	4x
  85,000 ì t	éI %1�..l.S .  17 
0.0085%  "�d� %>�G$� - 7	4x
  85,000 ì 2&,o %1�..l.S .  18 
0.0085%  "�d� %>�G$� - 7	4x
  85,000 ì "J�Y %1�..l.S .  19 
0.0085%  "�d� %>�G$� - 7	4x
  85,000 ì v�^� %1�..l.S .  20 
0.0085%  "�d� %>�G$� - 7	4x
  85,000 ì �4:�^� %1�..l.S .  21 

0.50% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 5,000,000  7	&3 e» �4  �' )��6 }&��� �� 22 
0.50% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 5,000,000  7	&3 e» ���t �' c,&8� �' �4  }&��� �� 23 
0.50% %&'�(�� ��)	�*� "�#�$�  5,000,000  7	&3 e» ���t �' %,&8� �' 7	�86 }&��� �� 24 
0.50% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 5,000,000   @8($� �.�) �' J�(6 }&��� �� 25 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 7	&3 e» �>C �' ���t �' ��	� }&��� �� 26 
0.10% �#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*�"  1,000,000 ��	>�� ��&? �' ~)	g }&��� �� 27 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000 ��	>�� �>C �' 7	�86 }&��� �� 28 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000   !�/	£�� )��6 �' �½� }&��� 29 
0.10% "�#�$� %&'�(�� ��)	�*� 1,000,000  4  �' �½� }&���!�/	£�� �  30 
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